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Introduction 
Interest in system identification and parameter estimation in structural engineering and struc-
tural mechanics has developed rapidly in the last three decades, largely on the heels of great ad-
vances in the analytical modeling of mechanical systems. Before computers and the finite element 
method it was difficult to be quantitative in modeling structures, not so much for lack of physical 
laws, but rather for lack of the computational clout required to process the immense amount of 
data associated with the representation of a real physical system. As the field of computational 
mechanics has matured, the novelty of developing analytical modeling tools has subsided and the 
natural desire to correlate observation with theory has reemerged. 
The process of reconciling a theoretical model with observational data is called system identi-
fication. Parameter estimation is a crucial step in system identification. Anyone who has found the 
best straight-line fit to a collection of data pairs has engaged in system identification and parame-
ter estimation: First the model is chosen (y = ax + b); then the parameters (a and b) are estimated 
from observed data pairs (xi,Yi). System identification of complex systems is considerably more 
difficult, yet is often done intuitively. Systematic approaches to these problems have only recently 
begun to emerge. 
Identification techniques have been developed and applied in the aerospace and automotive 
industry to verify and improve analytical models for subsequent use in simulation and design stu-
dies. System identification has also been used to develop schemes for detecting damage in offshore 
structures and assessing structural changes in buildings after earthquakes. The identification 
technique appropriate to each application depends upon the data available and the specific para-
meterization of the underlying model, but there are features universal to all applications in struc-
tural mechanics. 
One of the main forces driving research in system identification and parameter estimation 
today is the promise that these tools hold for establishing the theoretical underpinning of many 
important nondestructive testing methods. One day it might be possible to mount instruments on a 
structure, excite it, and determine exactly the location and extent of damage to the structural com-
ponents. It might also become feasible to design and build structures with in situ monitoring de-
vices, and use them to diagnose impending problems. Such technologies seem farfetched today, 
but they might one day be practical. System identification and parameter estimation will almost 
certainly playa role in achieving them. 
1 
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Fig. 1.1 Parameter estimation as a tool for damage detection 
This report is about parameter estimation in complex structures, but the motivation for the 
study comes from nondestructive testing applications. There are many possible applications of the 
methods presented here, but we briefly discuss damage detection in structures to establish a con-
text for judging the developments. 
1.1 Damage Detection in Structures 
Parameter estimation plays an important role in damage detection schemes, and can be par-
ticularly important when the structural elements are difficult to inspect. Figure 1.1 schematically 
shows the framework of a damage detection scheme, wherein the external excitation and response 
(f and u) are used to infer the possibly unobservable damage. One approach to damage detection 
can be stated as follows: Damage is suspected if the estimates of the parameters of a model of the 
structure change from baseline values which can reasonably be assumed to represent an undam-
aged state. The estimated parameters can be compared with the expected values of the parame-
ters, and large changes can be detected. For example, the parameter x(t) is shown in Fig. 1.2 as a 
function of time, and is observed (via estimation) at the discrete times t1 and tz. The presence of 
structural damage caused by a damaging event, such as an earthquake, at some time between the 
times of observation can be inferred from a drop in the value of the parameter. The change in the 
value of the parameter, x(tz) -x(h), must exceed the range of estimation error in order to differenti-
ate -a true parameter change from an error in estimation. It may be possible to reason about certain 
observations (e.g. an increase in a parameter value) on physical grounds and attribute such obser-
vations to causes other than damage. 
The present approach to damage detection does not rely on modeling of a particular damage 
mechanism. Rather we infer damage from changes inthe linear behavior of the structure. Certain-
ly, there will be classes of damage which will remain beyond the sensibility of these methods, but 
there will also be classes which lend themselves to it. Because the present approach is based entire-
lyon a linear mechanical model, it cannot be used as a tool for remaining life assessment. 
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Fig. 1.2 Change in a parameter due to a damaging event 
A great effort has been made to assess damage in offshore structures from changes in dynamic 
response to ambient excitation (Coppolino and Rubin 1980; Duggan, et al. 1980; Kenley and Dodds 
1980; Vandiver 1975). Such an approach is attractive due to the extreme difficulty and expense 
associated with traditional underwater inspection procedures. (Another attraction is the modest 
instrumentation requirements). Most of the research in the offshore industry has focussed on as-
sessing damage from changes in the frequency spectrum, as sensed from ambient response to wave 
motions. The marginal success of these efforts has left the engineering community with a rather 
pessimistic outlook on damage detection in large structures. One can argue, however, that the pes-
simism may be premature, given the inherent difficulties of the offshore problem and the severe 
restrictions of the approaches taken. There is an important lesson in the offshore example: The 
unknown, the unobserved, and the unmodeled are enemies of any damage detection scheme based 
on parameter estimation, as is a paucity of data. Identification is a sensitive process which can be 
easily swamped by uncertainties. Parameter estimation is a continual struggle to squeeze informa-
tion out of a cesspool of uncertainty. 
1.2 Parameter Estimation for Structural Systems 
The basic idea behind parameter estimation is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The excitation f is pres-
ented to both the structure and a parameterized model of the structure. The structure naturally 
produces output u while the model produces output um(x) in accord with the current values of the 
parameters, x. The functional form of the model is given by 8(x) and is established, for example, 
through known general laws governing the behavior of the system (e.g. Newton's laws of mechan-
ics). The essence of parameter estimation is to find a set of parameters, x, which minimize the 
difference e(x) between the observed output and the model output. In the present context the exci-
tation is either statically applied forces or inertial forces and the output consists of displacements, 
velocities, or accelerations at certain discrete points in the structure. The parameters of the model 
will generally characterize stiffness, mass, and damping properties of the structure . 
3 
f u Real 
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8 (x) um(x) 
Fig. 1.3 Schematic representation of the parameter estimation problem 
1.3 Discrete Inverse Problems in Structural Mechanics 
To classify the estimation of the properties of a mechanical system as merely parameter esti-
mation is to sell the problem short. A fair amount of structural mechanics must be done to estab-
lish a suitable form for the abstract model 8(x). As a general rule, one should endeavor to place as 
much "unquestionable" physics as possible into the model. Nailing down the structure of the mod-
el a priori usually enhances the robustness of a parameter estimation scheme, but, with each nail, 
the risk of misinterpreting the data increases. The decisions made in establishing the mechanical 
framework generally straddle the line between true system identification (find the model) and pa-
rameter estimation (find the parameters of a given model). In mechanics one often refers to prob-
lems in this class as inverse problems (also inverse scattering problems when wave scattering is the 
operative phenomenon). 
A classical example of an inverse problem in mechanics was discussed by M. Kac in his paper 
entitled "Can one hear the shape of a drum?" (Kac 1966). As the title implies, the goal was to deter-
mine the shape of the boundary of a stretched membrane knowing only its frequency spectrum 
(not unlike the offshore damage detection problem). While the developments in the paper are of 
considerable theoretical interest, one must conclude that the problem is too hard to lead to a prac-
tical technology at the present time (you will still have to look at the drum if you wish to know its 
shape). One of the reasons that the drum problem is so hard is that it concerns an inverse problem 
of a continuous system. Gladwell (1986) and others have considered inverse problems in vibration 
of continuous beams and rods. To keep the mathematics manageable we consider here the more 
modest class of discrete inverse problems. We call our systems complex systems to signify that our 
structures comprise many interconnected elements. Through standard discretization schemes, 
such as the finite-element or finite-difference methods, a close bond between continuous and dis-
crete inverse problems is formed. 
This report is concerned only with linear systems, but we consider two distinct governing equa-
tions in building our models. The first, and simplest, class of problems is the equilibrium of a struc-
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ture subjected to static loads. The second class of problems is harmonic, undamped free vibration 
of the structure. 
Consider a structure having n degrees of freedom, with stiffness properties characterized by 
Mk stiffness parameters. The equation governing static equilibrium has the following form 
K(x)u = f (1.1) 
where K E ~n x ~n is the stiffness matrix, parameterized by x E SRMIc, f E ~n is the force vector 
representing applied nodal loads, and u E ~n is the vector of nodal displacements. A direct prob-
lem is one of the following: (a) given K and f, find u, (b) given K and u, find f, or (c) given K and 
parts of u and f, find the remaining parts of u and f. The inverse problem can be stated as: given u 
and f find x (and therefore K). One can quickly gain appreciation for the difference between direct 
and inverse problems by recognizing that, if K is positive definite, the direct problem has a unique 
solution. Direct problem (a) yields one u = K-1f for each given f, for example. Whereas, for the 
inverse problem, a single pair {u, f} will generally be insufficient to determine x. 
The equation governing undamped free vibration is an eigenvalue problem, which can be 
stated in discrete form as 
K(x)u AM(y)u (1.2) 
where, in addition to those objects already defined for the static problem, M E ~n x ~n is the 
mass matrix, parameterized by y E SRMm. Here we assume that there are Mmmass parameters. The 
direct eigenvalue problem is quite different from the direct static equilibrium problem, with Eqn. 
(1.2) giving rise to n solution pairs (Ai, Ui), i = 1, ... , n, for positive definite M and positive semi-defi-
nite K. The eigenvalue Ai represents the square of the natural frequency of the ith normal mode. 
The eigenvalue u/ E SRn represents the deformed shape of the structure when vibrating in the ith 
normal mode. The inverse problem is not unlike the inverse static problem, except that it needs to 
be supplemented with a piece of additional information, a constraint of the form hex, y) = 0, to 
yield a unique solution. The need for the constraint has been overlooked (or sidestepped) by many 
researchers. 
The static problem apparently has little practical appeal, as evidenced by the small number of 
papers published on the subject (Sheena, et. af. 1982; Sanayei and Nelson 1986), compared with the 
vibration problem which literally has hundreds of paper written about it. From a practical point of 
view, the situation is clear: it is much easier to excite a structure harmonically (particularly if it is 
large) and it is much easier to measure mode shapes than static response (because the former can 
be accomplished with acceleration measurements). From a theoretical point of view the distinction 
5 
is less clear. Indeed, frequency domain approaches to parameter estimation from forced harmonic 
response measurements are essentially static in character (see, for example, Fritzen 1986). 
Many of the issues one must face in parameter estimation of structural systems are common 
both to the static problem and the vibration problem. Current wisdom would suggest that the two 
issues which are absolutely fundamental to a parameter estimation scheme are its ability to pro-
duce reliable estimates in the face of noisy data and its ability to produce estimates with sparse 
data. Surprisingly, many past contributions to the literature on this subject have not even men-
tioned the effects of noisy data on the estimates. Less than a decade ago, the term sparse data 
might have implied that fewer than all n modes of the system were (completely) measured. Here the 
number of modes measured plays a secondary role, and we intend "sparse data" to mean that the 
number of points in the spatial domain where measurements are available i~ small relative to n. 
The main focus of the present work is on incompletely measured systems with noisy data. 
1.4 Solution Methods 
Most parameter estimation methods arrive at the need to solve a linear system of equations, 
Ax = b, at some stage in the procedure. In the cases of interest, the equations are overdetermined 
(that is, the number of rows of A exceeds the number of columns). The most commonly used 
method of solving an overdetermined system of equations is the classical least-squares method, 
which goes back to Legendre and Gauss. Simply put, the classical least-squares procedure seeks to 
minimize the L2 norm of the residual Ax-b, and gives the estimator [AtAr1At. The singular-value-
decomposition method represents a modification of the classical least-squares method that can be 
used to solve equations when A is rank deficient (rank of A less than the number of columns of A) or 
nearly so (ill-conditioned). 
An important feature of parameter estimation is that one usually carries it out within the con-
text of noisy information. The classical least-squares method does not have a statistical basis, but 
there are several variants which do. Weighted (Gauss-Markov) least-squares methods recognize 
that the observations can be affected by error, and thus are random variables, and provides an 
estimate with minimum variance if the covariances of the observation errors are known (Luen-
berger, 1969). The Gauss-Markov estimator is [At CAr 1 CAt, where C is the inverse of the covarian-
ce of the observation error. If the parameters are also viewed as being random variables (with 
known covariances) then one can make a minimum-variance estimate of those parameters (Luen-
berger, 1969). The minimum-variance estimator is [AtCA + D]-leAt, where D is the inverse of the 
covariance of the parameter errors. One of the first applications of the minimum-variance estima-
tor to structural identification problems was by Collins, et. al. (1974). We shy away from the mini-
mum-variance estimator here simply because we have no confidence that we will ever know the 
covariance of the estimates a priori. We note, however, that in the limit as D - 0 (i. e. toward maxi-
mum ignorance of the statistics of the parameters), the minimum-variance estimator reduces to a 
weighted least-squares estimator. 
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The statistical methods mentioned above are optimal for cases in which the right side, b, is 
noisy but the coefficient matrix A is not. In problems of estimation of structural parameters we are 
seldom in such a position. If the coefficient matrix is also subject to error, then the least-squares 
estimators (of all types) yield biased estimates. Sometimes the bias is considerable, and what is 
worse, the typical estimates of the error covariance of the parameters often suggest a high degree of 
confidence in these estimates (for an example, see Eykoff, 1974). The instrumental variable method 
is an alternative approach to solving the overdetermined system of equations which is specifically 
aimed at reducing or eliminating the bias inherent in least-squares. The instrumental-variables 
method was first introduced in connection with economics problems, and later modified to apply 
to structural identification problems (Eykhoff, 1974; Wong and Polak, 1967; Young, 1970). 
The methods of solution described above are treated more completely in Chapter 4. We con-
sider four methods: (a) classical least-squares, (b) the singular-value-decomposition, (c) weighted 
least-squares, and (d) instrumental variables. Algorithms based on these methods have been im-
plemented for complete and incomplete measurements, and are studied through extensive numeri-
cal simulations. 
1.5 The Literature on Parameter Estimation in Structures 
The existing literature on parameter estimation in structures is vast, most of it coming in the 
last thirty years and most of it from the field of aerospace engineering. Other than a few citations of 
papers which are close in spirit to our work, we will not attempt to appraise the reader of the devel-
opments of the last three decades. In some small way Newton's declaration that "if I have seen 
farther than others, it is because I have stood on the shoulders of giants" is always operative in a 
field of research (as is the counter "if I have seen less than others, it is because I have failed to read 
what the giants wrote"). The present work is certainly subject to the maxim. As a consolation for a 
cursory treatment of the literature, we provide an extensive bibliography of the subject at the end 
of the report. In reading the literature one finds certain common threads which comprise the fabric 
of the state-of-the-art. One sees a few strong contributions, particularly in recent years, alongside 
many papers that treat little more than details. The last word has certainly not yet been said. 
1.6 Objective and Scope 
In this work we describe an approach to parameter estimation of complex linear structures 
which we call the mutual residual energy approach. Our main goal has been to develop a unified 
approach to the discrete inverse problems described by Eqns. (1.1) and (1.2), with a particular view 
toward evolving methods which are amenable to large-scale computation. The result of our re-
search might better be described as a class of parameter estimation methods rather than a single 
method. We have been careful to construct our algorithms in a manner which will allow them to be 
readily implemented in a standard finite element program. (In fact, we have done so. The SIDE-
LINES module to the general purpose program FEAP, documented in the appendix to this work, 
7 
supports the claim.) The main focus of the present research is on parameter estimation with 
sparse, noisy measurements. 
The mutual residual energy method, based on a particular statement of the principle of virtual 
work, yields equations for estimating stiffness and mass parameters oflinear structures either sub-
jected to static loading or freely vibrating. The method relies on a parameter decomposition of the 
system matrices K and M in terms of independent kernel matrices, as suggested by Lim (1990). 
Several methods for constructing a suitable parameter decomposition are described which are 
considerably more general than those discussed by Lim. If the response of the structure is mea-
sured completely, the estimation equations are linear and generally overdetermined. A condensa-
tion procedure is presented to deal with the case of incompletely measured systems. Unlike earlier 
works (see, for example, Berman and Nagy 1983; Lim 1990) the condensation is not based on Guy-
an reduction, and therefore produces an exact representation of the reduced equations. For in-
completely measured systems the estimation equations are nonlinear (even though the structure is 
"linear"). We solve the nonlinear equations here with a Newton-Raphson iterative scheme. 
The method is introduced in Chapter 2 for the simple case of static parameter identification 
with complete measurements. The simple case allows one to see the essence of the mutual residual 
energy concept, and gives one the proper background to discuss the issue of parameterizing the 
structure. The simple case is then extended to incompletely measured static system by introducing 
the condensation concept. Some effort is spent to point out the difference between condensation in 
the direct problem and condensation in the inverse problem. The mutual residual energy concept 
is applied to the vibration eigenvalue problem in Chapter 3. The case in which mass are known and 
measurements are complete is treated first to show the remarkable correspondence with the static 
case. The method is subsequently extended to the case of known masses and incomplete measure-
ments, wherein an essential computational difference between the static and dynamic problems is 
revealed. The method is next derived for the case of unknown mass and stiffness with complete 
measurements to point out the importance of having an auxiliary constraint to obtain a unique 
solution to the identification problem. Finally, the case of unknown mass and stiffness with incom-
plete measurements in developed. 
Chapter 4 discusses four methods of solving an overdetermined system of linear equations (at 
worst the incremental estimation equations will be linear, at best the estimation equations proper 
will be linear). Chapter 5 presents extensive numerical simulations which circulate around three 
numerical examples. rv10nte Carlo simulation is used to examine the effects of noisy data on the 
parameter estimation algorithms. The simulations demonstrate the fact that parameter estimation 
is a sensitive operation. An attempt to quantify the information content of a data set in terms of the 
aggregate strain energy possessed by it is made based on observation of the behavior of the algo-
rithms. 
The present work is entirely theoretical. Even the "practical applications" are sirTIulated within 
a theoretical environment. We do not wish to give the impression that the experimental end of the 
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technology is not important. Nor do we wish to give the impression that we think that we are model-
ing real errors. We do believe that the simulations can give an accurate reading on the potential 
value of an estimation scheme, and certainly provide a level field for making quantitative compari-
sons between methods. We also believe that the simulated environment may have great value as a 
tool in designing and assessing experiments and instrumentation schemes. 
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2 
Stiffness Estimation 
in Linear Structures 
from Static Response 
An algori thm for estimating member stiffness parameters from measured static displacement 
response to a given set of loads is developed in this chapter for linear structures. With known 
applied loads, nodal displacements, topology and geometry, parameter estimation equations are 
derived which, when solved, determine the unknown stiffness parameters. The method is based on 
the concept minimizing the mutual residual energy contained in a data set of N load cases. The 
method is first formulated under the assumption that the displacements have been measured at all 
of the model degrees of freedom (complete measurements) to illustrate the procedure. The result-
ing parameter estimation equations are linear in the unknown parameters. The basic algorithm is 
then extended to the case where measurements are made at only a few degrees of freedom (incom-
plete measurements) by condensing out the unmeasured degrees of freedom. The resulting system 
of equations is nonlinear with respect to the unknown stiffness parameters, even though the struc-
tural model is linear. A Ne\\'!on-Raphson iteration scheme is used in conjunction with methods to 
solve overdetermined systems of nonlinear equations for the unknown parameters. 
The minimum number of load sets which must be applied to the structure in order to deter-
mine the unknown parameters is found to be a function of the number of parameters to be esti-
mated. If the structure is subjected to at least the minimum number of loads, the resulting system 
of equations can be solved using one of the four methods described in Chapter 4. 
The general derivation of the proposed method applies to any structural model which is linear 
in its parameters, or which has been linearized with respect to its parameters. The important prob-
lem of selecting parameters is discussed at the end of the chapter. In the simulation studies pres-
ented in Chapter 5 the particular assumption that each structural element has its own parameters, 
independent of other elements in the structure, is used. In any case, only the strain-displacement 
operator, which could be a finite element approximation, is needed to generate the appropriate 
system kernel matriceso As examples, the specific constitutive kernel matrices and strain-displace-
ment operators are presented for the planar truss element and the planar Bernoulli-Euler beam 
element. 
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2.1 Stiffness Estimation with Complete Measurements 
To illustrate the basic idea behind the present approach to parameter estimation in linear 
structures we first present the simplest case: Static parameter identification with complete mea-
surements. Although not very interesting from a practical point of view, this case has tutorial value 
because many of the important issues are present but the mathematics are transparent. Consider 
the governing equations of equilibrium of a discrete, linear, static system 
K(x)u = f (2.1) 
Let us assume that the structure has n degrees of freedom. In this equation K(x) E ~n x ~n is the 
structural stiffness matrix, which depends (implicitly) on the geometry of the structure and on the 
element stiffness parameters, x E ~M. The nodal displacements, U E ~n, correspond to the ap-
plied loads, f E ~n. The present discussion is restricted to the case in which the applied loads, the 
geometry of the structure, and the nodal displacements are considered known, while the stiffness 
parameters, x = {Xl, X2, ... , XM}, are unknown. 
In all but a few special cases, a single pair of measured forces and displacements will be insuffi-
cient to estimate the parameters of the structure. Consequently, one must envision a set of experi-
ments, each comprising a different pattern of forces (i. e. the force vector) and each giving rise to a 
correspondingly different set of measured displacements (i.e. the displacement vector). To wit, 
consider a system that is subjected to N different loading conditions. The residual nodal force 
vector for load case j is given by 
j = ], ... ,N (2.2) 
Equilibrium is exactly satisfied for load case j if rj = O~ Define the mutual residual energy in the 
following manner 
(2.3) 
Physically, the mutual residual energy is the work done by the residual forces of load case j acting 
through the displacement field of load case i. Our goal is to find a set of member stiffness parame-
ters, x, which possess the residual energy nearest zero (or smallest absolute value of the residual 
energy). Clearly, the best that can be achieved is zero residual energy. The system which possesses 
zero residual energy represents a model which is in exact accord with the measurements. Thus a 
system of equations to estimate member stiffness parameters can be established by setting ¢ij = 0 
for i,j = 1, ... , N: 
11 
Ui· [K(x)uj -~] = 0 i,j = 1, ... ,N (2.4) 
Equation (2.4) can be recast into a form that is explicit in the stiffness parameters by invoking 
an assumption of linearity in the constitutive parameters, x. A stiffness matrix which is linear in its 
parameters can be written as 
M 
K(x) = I XmGm (2.5) 
m=l 
where Xm is the mth stiffness parameter, Gm is the mth kernel matrix (these kernel matrices are 
independent of the parameters), and M is the total number of stiffness paramlSters in the system. 
The form of Eqn. (2.5) is rather natural and occurs as a consequence of standard assembly proce-
dures for linear material models. There are, of course, many ways of parameterizing the system 
stiffness matrix. Some of these parameterizations are discussed at the end of the chapter. To ex-
plore the myriad alternatives in detail would take us too far afield. We will focus our attention in 
this report on structural systems composed of well established entities, called members, each one 
having its own independent parameters. 
Using the model given by Eqn. (2.5) in the equation of zero mutual residual energy, Eqn. (2.4), 
one obtains a linear system of equations for the parameters that can be stated as 
Ax b (2.6) 
where the coefficient matrix and right-hand-side vector have components given, respectively, by 
the following expressions 
[b]ij = u~~ .. (2.7) 
The ordering of the component indices i and j is immaterial making the mapping of apparently 
third order matrices to second order ones (and second to first, for the right-hand-side) transparent 
for the purposes of computation. To wit, we shall assume that some convention has been estab-
lished for cycling through the indices i and} to form the rows of A and b. (Note that in the SIDELINES 
module the N 2 rows are always constructed with the nesting [Do i = 1, ... N [Do) = i, ... N]]). 
The member stiffnesses will not all be identifiable if the system of equations Ax = b is under-
determined. Of the N 2 equations (2.4), only N(N + 1)/2 are uniqu"e due to Betti's law of reciprocity. 
Knowing the number of parameters in the structure, M, and the number of unique equations gen-
erated, N(N + 1)/2, it follows that the minimum number of load cases required to solve for the 
unknown parameters satisfies the following inequality: 
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M ~ Y1P/(N + 1) (2.8) 
2.2 Stiffness Estimation with Incomplete Measurements 
The major drawback of the basic procedure outlined in section 2.1 is that displacements must 
be measured at all locations which correspond to degrees of freedom of the model. Some of those 
measurements, like nodal rotations, might be difficult to obtain reliably. The requirement of com-
plete measurements is also untenable when a finite element model is used to represent a structural 
system because mesh refinement may be required to obtain accurate results; the refined mesh 
would introduce nodes with unmeasured displacements. In this section we present a variation of 
the basic method in which we eliminate the need to measure the complete displacement field. The 
resulting system of equations is nonlinear with respect to the member stiffnesses, and an iterative 
scheme is needed to solve for the unknown parameters. The practical advantage of not measuring 
all displacements is substantial, however, the additional computational costs can be quite large . 
The development of the identification procedure for the case of incomplete measurements is 
similar to that of complete measurements. The key to the algorithm for incomplete measurements 
is the condensation of the unmeasured degrees of freedom from the equation of equilibrium. As 
before, the method begins with the governing equation of equilibrium, partitioned in the following 
manner: 
(2.9) 
where u are the nu measured displacements, v are the n" unmeasured displacements, f are the 
loads associated with measured displacements, and g are loads associated with unmeasured dis-
placements. Condensing out the unmeasured degrees of freedom, v, the effective stiffness, K(x), 
and the effective load, ~x), are defined as: 
K(x) = Kl1(x) - K12(X)K2i(x)K21(X) (2.10) 
and 
f(x) = f - K12(X)K2i(x)g (2.11) 
so that the reduced equilibrium equat'ion is K(x)u = ~x). The matrix R(x) is nonlinear with re-
spect to the unknown stiffness parameters, x. The effective load vector, r(x) , is also a nonlinear 
function of the parameters. 
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The mutual residual energy for the condensed problem can be expressed as 
o (2.12) 
As noted previously, the configuration which has ¢g{x) = 0 for all i,j again represents a solution in 
the sense that the parameters of the model are consistent with the measured force and displace-
ment. Equation (2.12) is a nonlinear system of algebraic equations which can be solved using an 
iterative method. Newton-Raphson's method will be used here to illustrate the procedure. To set 
up the Newton iteration, the equations must be linearized about a particular configuration. Fol-
lowing standard procedures, ¢g{x) is linearized about some configuration x as: 
(2.13) 
where D¢(x) . L\x is the Gateaux or directional derivative of the function ¢(x) in the direction of the 
increment ~x and is defined by the relationship: 
(2.14) 
Because the directional derivative is a linear operator, the directional derivative of ¢g{x) is 
D¢U(X) . 6x = Ui' [DK(x) . 6x]uj - Ui' [D~(X) . L\x] (2.15) 
The directional derivative of K(x) is computed from definition (2.13) as 
(2.16) 
After a somewhat lengthy. but straightforward computation, noting that each stiffness submatrix 
is linear in its argument, and noting that DA -lex) . L1X = A -1 (x)ACL1x)A -lex) for a matrix A which is 
linear in its argument, the derivative of the condensed stiffness matrix is found to be 
DK(X) . 6.x = r(X)K(~x)r(x) (2.17) 
where K(L\x) is the complete incremental stiffness matrix which can be assembled as in Eqn. (2.5) 
by substituting fum for Xm in the summation over the members. The matrix [(x) is defined to be 
(2.18) 
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where Inu is an identity matrix of dimension nib the number of measured degrees of freedom. The 
directional derivative for the effective load vector, rex), can be found in a similar manner and has 
the final expression 
- P(x)K(&)II(X)g (2.19) 
in which 
[ 
Onuxnv ] II(x) -
- K2i(x) 
(2.20) 
and Onuxnv is a zero matrix of dimension nu by ny. Substituting these relationships into Eqns. 
(2.13) and (2. 15) we obtain the linearization of the mutual residual energy for the condensed system 
(2.21) 
Setting the linear version of the equation equal to zero, the incremental equation for parameter 
estimation becomes 
(2.22) 
Equation (2.22) can be applied iteratively to find the solution of Eqn. (2.12). Assuming that the 
values of x are known at the y th iteration, an improved estimate can be obtained from the following 
procedure 
A(X)6.x = b(x) (2.23) 
where the components of the coefficient matrix A are given by 
(2.24) 
and the coefficients of the residual are given by 
(2.25) 
One should contrast the parameter estimation equation for incomplete measurements with those 
of complete measurements. In particular, one can observe that 
15 
r(X")Uj + I1(X")~ = [ ~: ] (2.26) 
that is, the complete displacement vector. The reason the complete displacement vector does not 
appear on the left side of Eqn. (2.24) is that condensation was performed prior to the mutual resid-
ual energy projection. 
If complete information about nodal displacements is known, and the initial estimate of the 
stiffnesses is zero, then the incremental stiffness computed from Eqn. (2.23) is exactly the same as 
the stiffness estimated from Eqn. (2.6). (The condensation algorithm will fail, however, if Kzz = 0 
since this matrix must be inverted). The problem is thus linear for the case of complete information 
and the iterative procedure converges in one step, as expected. 
The incremental equation defined in Eqn. (2.23) has the same properties as the linear case. In 
particular, the system of equations must be overdetermined to solve for the unknown member stif-
fness parameters. A solution method is used on the incremental equation to determine the incre-
ment Lll at the state defined by xv. The subsequent state is found by adding the increment to the 
previous state XV+ 1 = XV + ~. In practice, a good starting value for x is given by the nominal 
member properties. The algorithm for parameter estimation With incomplete measurements is 
summarized in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Nonlinear Static Identification Algorithm 
L Initialize parameters and counter xo, v = 0 
2. Compute r(x"), A(x"), b(x") 
3. Solve the incremental system of equations A(x")6x = b(x") 
4. Update the parameters and the iteration counter 
5. If II b.x II :5 tolerance, then EXIT, else go to 2 
2.3 The Selection of Parameters 
The parameter decomposition of the structure stiffness matrix, expressed in Eqn. (2.5), is fun-
damental to the present parameter estimation scheme, and deserves a more detailed explanation. 
Equation (2.5) completely fixes the abstract model 8(x) with respect to which the data are reck-
oned. The selection of this abstract model, and thus the parameters and corresponding stiffness 
kernel matrices, is probably more important than the actual estimation of the parameter values; 
the constraints this choice places on the final outcome of parameter estimation is unquantifiably 
important. Fortunately, one is free (if not obliged) to investigate several possible parameter sets. In 
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this section we discuss some of the possibilities for parameter selection. The following discussion 
of stiffness matrices can be transparently reinterpreted for mass matrices. 
The simplest way to represent the stiffness matrix is by using the n2 components as indepen-
dent parameters. Using the unit base vectors ei E ~n(a one in the ith slot and zeros elsewhere) the 
stiffness matrix can be represented as 
n n 
K(x) = I IXij ei®ej 
i = Ij = 1 
(2.27) 
Clearly, the parameters Xij are nothing more that the components of the stiffness matrix Kij, and 
the kernel matrices are Gij = ei®ej. While this representation has considerable flexibility for sub-
sequent parameter estimation it lacks a solid physical basis and possesses an inordinately large 
parameter set. Symmetry of the stiffness matrix can be imposed easily by selecting a symmetrized 
version of the same kernel Gij = V2[ei®ej + ej®ed, and suitably reducing the number of para me-
ters. Some investigators have endeavored to impose a "skyline" structure to the stiffness matrix by 
adding the constraints that some of the parameters be zero. We will demonstrate subsequently that 
the desired banded structure of the stiffness requires only the weak assumption that the topology 
of the structure is known. 
2.3.1 Independent Member Parameters 
Deeper insight into the physical structure of the stiffness matrix can be obtained by consider-
ing that the topology of the structure is known. The simplest realization of such an assumption is to 
consider that each element or member of the structure possesses its own independent parameters. 
(Contrast this assumption with the one above in which each node possesses its own parameters.) 
Let the element constitutive relationship be expressed in the form 
(2.28) 
where Mm is the total number of parameters associated with element m and the matrices DfLm are 
parameter independent constitutive kernel matrices (examples of these for an axial bar and a beam 
will be given subsequently). 
The relationship between element deformations, aim, and structure displacements, for the dis-
placements of load case i, can be written as 
(2.29) 
where Bm is the strain-displacement operator. (Note that the term strain-displacement operator 
has been used even though the operator need not be constructed to produce quantities with units 
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of strain. Strains can be obtained from deformations by simple geometric scaling. Consequently, 
the distinction is not important here.) The structural stiffness matrix now takes the form 
NM Mm 
K(x) = L I xfimB~DJUnBm (2.30) 
m=l.u=l 
where NM is the number of members in the structure. For this representation of the structure the 
number of parameters is given by 
NM 
M= IMm (2.31) 
m=l 
and the kernels are given by G,lun = B~D,lUnBm. 
The equations of parameter estimation again reduce to the linear system Ax = b if the coeffi-
cient matrix, A, is defined as 
(2.32) 
One interesting feature of the mutual residual energy method can be seen in Eqn. (2.32): the coeffi-
cient matrix is composed entirely of element strains (as opposed to displacements). In a practical 
implementation, the measurement of nodal displacements could be augmented by measurements 
of member strains to enhance the accuracy of the procedure. The following two sections illustrate 
the construction of the parameter estimation matrices for structures composed of truss elements 
and for structures composed of beam elements. 
Planar Truss Member.- If member m is connected to nodes 1 and I with associated degrees-
of-freedom 11.12• and 11• J2, then the elongation of the member can be computed from the nodal 
displacements as Em = Bmu, where the matrix B is given by 
B = [ 0 '" 0 - cos e - sin eo... 0 cos e sin eo. .. 0 ] (2.33) 
11 12 II 12 
where the angle e measures the inclination of the member relative to the orientation of the global 
degrees of freedom, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Note that the actual number of rows in B is equal to n, the 
total number of degrees of freedom in the structure. The kernel matrix for a truss member is given 
by D = [1]. There is a single parameter associated with each element (obviating the need for the 
index fl). The coefficient matrix is given as 
(2.34) 
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Fig. 2.1 Geometric Definition of a Planar Truss Bar 
Given the above definitions, the physical character of the parameter isx = EA/L, the axial stiffness 
of the element. 
The Planar Bernoulli-Euler Beam.- The deformation of a prismatic Bernoulli-Euler beam 
element is shown schematically in Fig. 2.2. The deformation measures appropriate to this structur-
al element are its stretch and the relative rotations at the ends of the member. These deformations 
can be expressed in terms of the nodal displacements and rotations as [E, elL, 82LY = Bu, where 
the matrix B is given by 
= r 
o ... 0 - cos e - sin e 0 o ... 0 cose sin e 0 o ... 0 l B o ... 0 - sin e cose L o ... 0 sin e - cose 0 o ... 0 (2.35) L o ... 0 o ... 0 sin e - cose L " " - sin e cose 0 u ... u J 
II 12 13 J1 12 13 
Again, only the displacements with non-zero coefficients in B have been included in Eqn. (2.35). 
The constitutive matrix for the beam can be expressed as D = xaDa + XbIY, where the kernel ma-
trices Da (axial) and IY (flexural) for a prismatic beam are given by 
[ 0 0 0] Db = 0 4 2 o 2 4 (2.36) 
Given the above definitions, the physical character of the axial parameter is Xa =EA/L, the axial 
stiffness of the element, and the physical character of the flexural parameter is Xb = EI/L. 
Deformed Beam ~ o 
Fig. 2.2 Geometric Definition and Deformation of a Planar Beam 
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Extension of the above ideas to more complex element types, such as beams in three dimen-
sions and continuum elements is straightforward. In the simulations presented in Chapter 5 the 
representation of the structure stiffness matrix will be according to independent member parame-
ters. 
2.3.2 Grouping of Member Parameters 
In general, one must expect that measured data will be relatively scarce. Also, the difficulty of 
making parameter estimates increases with the number of parameters in the model. Consequently, 
schemes for reducing the total number of parameters are of considerable interest. There are many 
ways in which one might achieve such a reduction. One simple method would be to view the struc-
ture as an assembly of M substructures, each with nominal stiffness matrix K~. The parameters 
would then be multipliers of these matrices. 
There are several drawbacks to the substructure idea. First, a substructure must be a con-
nected region of the structure, and second the subregion stiffness may comprise stiffnesses of vary-
ing character (e.g. axial and flexural). Both of these problems may conflict with prior knowledge of 
the structure. An alternative procedure which makes physical sense, and cures the two ills of the 
substructure method, is based upon a simple grouping of the parameters given in the last section. 
Let Xg be the set of element numbers in parameter group g. As before, let fl- index the parame-
ter type within each element (i.e. axial, flexural, ... ). The stiffness kernel for the group can be con-
structed from the contributions of all the elements in the group as 
Gpg = I B~D,wnBm 
mE~g 
The parameters are then XJlg and the global stiffness matrix is given by 
lvf Mg 
K(x) L L xj(gGJlg 
g=IJl=1 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
where M is the number of groups and Mg is the number of parameter types associated with thegth 
group. The grouping described here is a generalization of the one suggested by Lim's "subma-
trices" (Lim, 1990). 
The parameter covering of the structure is determined by the set of sets X = {Xl. "'2 .... , ~M}, 
with Xi n "'j = £} for 1 ;;I!]. The grouping X might be based upon a pri~n' knowledge of the structure. 
If such knowledge is not available an appropriate grouping might be determined by an optimiza-
tion over a discrete set of groupings. A sequential grouping scheme might also be used to pinpoint 
the location of damage in a structure by the following procedure: (a) Determine the parameters 
with a grouping based upon nominal information or an optimal grouping from the baseline estima-
tion. (b) Establish which sets show damage and which do not. (c) Coalesce the sets which show no 
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damage, using the parameters just estimated, and subdivide the sets which show damage. (d) Esti-
mate the parameters for the current grouping. (e) Repeat steps b through d until the damage sets 
are suitably localized. 
Allow one last comment. The parameter estimation equations may be unnecessarily ill-condi-
tioned by simply interpreting the parameter as, say the axial stiffness EAIL or the flexural stiffness 
EIIL, since these values depend upon the units used to describe the structure. By including the 
nominal value of the appropriate stiffness in the member stiffness kernel D one can ensure that the 
parameters to be identified are all of order unity. In most cases, an estimate of the nominal stif-
fness can be made without much difficulty. 
2.4 Mixing Known Parameters with Unknown Parameters 
The equations derived thus far consider the stiffness matrix to be completely undetermined 
and covered by parameters. In many practical cases it may be of interest to estimate the-parame-
ters of part of a structure, knowing the rest a priori. The modification to the algorithms is straight-
forward. Let the stiffness matrix be given as 
M 
((ex) = Ko + K(x) = Ko + I XmGm (2.39) 
m=l 
where Ko is the known part of the stiffness ll1atrix and K(x) is the unknown part, parameterized as 
before. If the matrix rex) is computed with the total matrix as 
r Inu ] 
rex) = I t.~-1( -)Kr () 
L - n22 X 21 X 
(2.40) 
The the algorithm presented in Table 2.1 can be used. Alternatively, one can implement a con-
straint condition as shown in the next chapter. 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
An algorithm for determining structure stiffness parameters from static response data was 
developed in this chapter. From measured static force and response data pairs and an analytical 
model with known geometry and topology, the equations of equilibrium are reinterpreted as pa-
rameter estimation equations. If displacements are measured at all degrees of freedom, then the 
estimation problem is linear. If the response is measured at only a few degrees of freedom, then the 
estimation equations are nonlinear and must be solved by an iterative scheme, such as the New-
ton-Raphson method. 
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3 
Stiffness and Mass Estimation 
in Linear Structures 
from Modal Response 
In this chapter, the concepts used to construct parameter estimation algorithms for statically 
loaded structures are modified to estimate stiffness and mass parameters from natural frequen-
cies and modal displacements. The spectral data are first used along with the known mass and the 
known global structural geometry to form an overdetermined system of equations which may be 
solved for the unknown stiffness parameters. Within this class, two cases are considered (a) com-
pletely measured systems and (b) incompletely measured systems. The similarity of the known 
mass problem and the statically loaded system are noted. As in the static loading case, the estima-
tion equations are linear if measurements are complete and nonlinear if they are incomplete. The 
(generally) overdetermined system of equations can be solved using any of the methods given in 
Chapter 4 .. 
The procedure is then extended to estimate both stiffness and mass parameters, again for both 
complete and incomplete information. The concept of parameter decomposition of the mass ma-
trix is exploited to establish the governing equations. Unlike parameter estimation from static re-
sponse, the modal estimation problem requires a constraint equation on the parameters to give a 
unique solution to the problem. 
An important aspect of the mutual residual energy method is that only a few natural modes are 
required to estimate the parameters of a structure. There is no need to have modes with adjacent 
frequencies, nor is there a need to supplement the measured modes with analytically derived mode 
shapes. The solution of the parameter estimation problem does not involve the solution of an 
eigenvalue problem not does it require eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives in the solution pro-
cess. 
The concept of the load case, introduced for statically loaded systems is analogous to the eigen-
pair for the modal identification problem. The advantage of modal data is that one need not mea-
sure the applied forces in the system; they are given implicitly by the measured displacements as 
inertial forces. The concern about independence of the load cases is less an issue here because of 
the orthogonality of the eigenvectors. There remain some concerns regarding measurement of 
enough modes, but, as other investigators have suggested, additional data can be generated for a 
single structure by altering the boundary conditions or by changing the location of a known mass 
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or stiffness element and repeating the same modal test. For the additional data the concern over 
independence of the measurements, or information content, is again important. 
The developments presented in this chapter rely on the measurement of modal data, i. e. natu-
ral frequencies and mode shapes. There are many methods available to extract mode shape data 
from either free or forced vibration tests (Ewins, 1984). However, it is beyond the scope of this 
paper to describe methods to obtain mode shapes from the response of the structure. 
3.1 Stiffness Estimation with Known Mass, Complete Measurements 
In this section, the basic algorithm for identifying stiffness parameters from modal data as-
suming that the mass is known a priori and that the modal displacements have been measured 
completely (i. e. at all degrees of freedom of the model). This 'simple case is presented to illustrate 
the basic idea and to help identify the similarities between modal identification and static identifi-
cation. The ideas are subsequently extended to the case where both stiffness and mass parameters 
are unknown. The general case illustrates how modal identification and static identification are 
fundamentally different. Both cases are carried out for complete and incomplete measurements. 
The equation governing equilibrium of a system vibrating freely at a resonant frequency is 
given by the vibrational eigenvalue problem 
(3.1) 
where K(x) is the stiffness matrix, depending on the stiffness parameters, x, and M(y) is the mass 
matrix, depending on the mass parameters, y. The eigenvalue Aj is the square of the natural fre-
quency and Uj is the eigenvector (mode shape) corresponding to the jth natural frequency. The 
structure (model) is assumed to have n degrees of freedom, and hence there are n possible natural 
vibration modes, of which N are measured. 
The mutual residual energy is constructed by multiplying the residual ofEqn. (3.1) by an eigen-
vector Ui to get: 
i,j = ], ... ,N (3.2) 
where N ::; n is the number of different modes considered. The member stiffness parameters 
x = {Xl,X2, ... ,XM} are again taken as unknowns. The dimension of the eigenvector, u, is n, the num-
ber of degrees of freedom of the structure. Using the parameter decomposition of the structure 
stiffness matrix given by Eqn. (2.5), we again arrive at linear parameter estimation equation Ax = b, 
where the coefficient matrix and right-hand-side are given by 
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(3.3) 
The linear system of equations is a generally overdetermined. The methods discussed in Chap-
ter 4 can be used to solve this system of equations. The case where each element has its own param-
eters can be treated in a manner analogous to the previous chapter. For example, the coefficient 
matrix for a truss bar is given by [A]ijm = aimajm where the strains are those induced by the modal 
deflections (which need not be normalized). 
As in the static case, only N(N+l)/2 of the N2 equations generated are unique due to Betti's 
law of reciprocity. For the system to be solvable, the number ofload cases (eigenpairs) must satisfy 
the inequality given in Eqn. (2.8). 
3.2 Stiffness Estimation with Known Mass, Incomplete Measurements 
As was true for static parameter estimation, the major drawback of the procedure outlined 
above is that the modal displacements must be completely measured, i.e. at all of the degrees of 
freedom of the model. In this section, the method is extended to the case of incomplete measure-
ments, but we retain the assumption that the mass is completely known (we will relax this con-
straint later). As in the static case, this method uses condensation of the governing equations to 
separate measured from unmeasured degrees of freedom. The new problem involves the solution 
of a nonlinear system of equations using an iterative scheme. 
The key to formulating the identification procedure for this case is the use of a condensation 
algorithm. The eigenvalue problem can be partitioned in the following manner 
[ K 11 K 12 ] r u I _ ,r 1\111 M 12] [ u] = 0 K K I I J'L 21 22 L Y J 1\121 M22 V (3.4) 
where u E ~nu are the measured displacements, v E ~nv are the unmeasured displacements. For 
notational convenience let Ez;{x, A) == Kij{x) - AMij, (i,j = 1,2). Condensing out the unmeasured de-
grees-of-freedom gives the reduced nonlinear eigenvalue equation 
(3.5) 
which holds for all natural frequencies and mode shapes, {Aj, Uj },j = 1, ... ,n. Defining the effective 
condensed stiffness matrix as 
C(x, A) - Ell(x,).) - E12(x, )')Ezi(x, ).)E21(X,).) (3.6) 
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the mutual residual energy takes the form 
i,j = 1, ... ,N (3.7) 
Again, ¢i;{x) = 0 represents a solution to the identification problem. It is important to note that 
the above condensation is not equivalent to Guyan reduction. However, in the limit as A - 0, stan-
dard Guyan reduction is recovered. For the inverse problem there is no need to make the approxi-
mation implicit in Guyan reduction. Such an approximation might have some interesting algorith-
mic economies, and is discussed briefly at the end of this section. 
In parallel with static identification with incomplete measurements, C(x, J..) is nonlinear with 
respect to the unknowns x. Equation (3.7) is a nonlinear system of algebraic equations which can 
be solved using an iterative method, such as Newton-Raphson's method. To set up the Newton 
iteration, the equations must linearized about a particular configuration. Following standard pro-
cedures, ¢iix) is linearized about some configuration x as 
(3.8) 
where the notation D¢(x) . Llx is defined in Eqn. (2.14). Because the directional derivative operator 
is linear, the directional derivative of ¢ix) is given as 
(3.9) 
To compute the linear part of ¢i;{x) , the directional derivative of C(x,J..) must be computed. Follow-
ing a procedure similar to that shown for the static case one finds that 
DC(x, ).) . fu = reX, A)K(~k)r(x, J..) (3.10) 
where K(6.x) is the complete incremental stiffness matrix which can be assembled as in Eqn. (2.30) 
by substituting fum for Xm in the summation over the members. The matrix r(x,}..) is defined as 
(3.11) 
where Inu is an identity matrix with dimension equal to the number of measured degrees-of-free-
dom. Substituting Eqn. (3.10) into Eqn. (3.9) gives 
(3.12) 
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Setting Eqn. (3.12) equal to zero and substituting Eqn. (2.5) gives the following iteration equation 
for the parameters 
b(x1 (3.13) 
where the coefficient matrix A and the right-hand-side vector b have components 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
For the truss bar let, (iijm == u~rt(x, Aj)Bm , where the first subscript refers to the displacement 
vector, the second to the natural frequency, and the third to the member, then Eqn. (3.14) takes the 
form 
(3.16) 
As in the static case, the system of equations can be solved only if it is overdetermined. The 
least squares method or singular value decomposition method is used to determine the best incre-
ment.6.x at the state defined by x". The subsequent state is found by adding the increment to the 
previous state xv+ 1 = XV + b..x . The algorithm is summarized in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Nonlinear Identification Algorithm 
1. Initialize xo, Y = 0 
2. For j=l, ... , N do with x" 
a. Compute E(X",Aj) = K(x) -AjM 
b. Compute C(x", Aj) = Ell(x", Aj) - E 12(X", ).j)Eii(x", ).j)E21(X",).j) 
c. Compute r(x", Aj) 
d. For i= 1, ... ,N and m= 1, ... ,M do 
A. Compute [A(x)]ijm = u;f"(x", Aj)Gmr(X", Aj)Uj 
B. Compute [b(xY)]ij = - u;C(X",Aj)Uj 
3. Solve the system of equations A(x)~x = b(x) 
4. Update the parameters x"+ 1 - X" + ~x and the counter v - v + 1 
5. If II Ll.x II ~ tolerance, then EXIT, else go to 2 
It is interesting to compare the computational effort of the algorithm given in Table 3.1 with the 
same algorithm for the problem of identification of parameters with static loading given in Table 
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2). In the dynamic estimation equation,} indexes the natural frequencies and mode shapes used in 
formulating the system of equations. There is no counterpart to this index in the static estimation 
equation. Because the dynamic estimation equation contains this additional index, the amount of 
computations involved in solving the dynamic problem with incomplete displacement information 
is increased by a factor equal to the number of modes considered, which is significantly greater 
than the computations involved in solving the analogous static problem. 
There is one special case worth mentioning. If the unmeasured degrees-of-freedom can be 
considered massless then M12 = 0, M21 = 0, and M22 = 0. Under these conditions, the con-
densed stiffness matrix becomes 
C(x, A) K(x) -AMll (3.17) 
where R(x) is the ordinary condensed stiffness, which does not depend upon the eigenvalues or the 
mass matrix. The derivative of this matrix is DC(x, A) . ~x = rr(x)K(~x)r(x), which is identical to 
the static case. 
Remark.- It is interesting to note that, in terms of objects already defined, Guyan reduction 
can be expressed as 
[ ~] = rex,O)u - foex)u (3.18) 
An approximate mutual residual energy could be defined using this approximation 
Ui· ro(x)[K(x) -AjM(y)]ro(x)Uj i,j = 1, ... ,N (3.19) 
Since foCx) does not depend upon the eigenvalue Aj, the condensation only needs to be performed 
once each iteration. The savings in computational expenses should be remarkable. One might also 
note that such an approximation is merely a single member of a family of related approximations. 
A better condensation might be achieved using rex, X) where I is a number better positioned in the 
frequency spectrum of the structure. Although these possibilities are interesting we will resist the 
temptation to explore them, in deference to the philosophy that for the class of problems under 
study we have enough difficulty with errors without introducing those we can avoid with nothing 
more that some extra cycles on the computer. 
3.3 Stiffnesses and Mass Estimation, Complete Measurements 
If both the mass and stiffness characteristics of the structure are initially unknown, a similar 
procedure can be developed to make a combined estimate. However, in order to make a complete 
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identification of the parameters, and additional piece of information must be known. Otherwise 
the mass and stiffness distribution can be estimated only within a mUltiplicative constant. The 
additional information might consist of explicit knowledge of one of the parameters or some linear 
combination of the parameters, such as the total weight of the structure. 
To formulate the problem we note that, like the stiffness matrix, the mass matrix can be as-
sembled from a parameter decomposition as 
M 
M(y) = LYmHm (3.20) 
m=l 
whereYm is the mass parameter (possibly density), and Hm is the kernel matrix for the mth parame-
ter. Using the parameter decomposition versions of the mass and stiffness matrices in the defini-
tion of the mutual residual energy equation we arrive at the equation 
Ax - By (3.21) 
where the coefficient matrices of the stiffness and mass parameters x and yare given by 
(3.22) 
The most important aspect of the present case is that if (x, y) represents a solution to Eqn. 
(3.21) then so does (ax, ay), where a is any scalar. Just as the eigenvalue problem determines the 
eigenvectors up to scalar multiples, Eqn. (3.21) determines the parameters up to a scalar mUltiple. 
To find a unique solution to the estimation problem, one must have at least one auxiliary condition. 
Such a condition can be expressed as an equality constraint 
hex, y) = 0 (3.23) 
The variety of possible constraints is large, ranging from the knowledge of one element stif-
fness or mass to the total mass of the structure or the deflection of the structure under a static load. 
The constraint need not be linear (e.g. if the constraint comes from the static response of a system 
in which the displacements are incompletely measured, then the constraint would be nonlinear: 
hex) == K (x)u - rex) = 0). The nature of the constraint is application dependent, but the need for 
the constraint is universal. The number of constraints must be at least one. 
As an example, consider the condition that the total mass Yo is known. We might express this 
condition as a linear function of the mass parameters as follows 
(3.24) 
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where s is an operator which sums the masses from the mass densities. The additional equation 
can be combined with Eqn. (3.21) to yield 
[ ! -:,][ ~] = [ ~J (3.25) 
The augmented coefficient matrix now possesses a full rank (unless, of course, the original parame-
ter estimation equations had other problems, such as dependent kernel matrices) and can be 
solved by standard means, such as least squares projection or singular value decomposition. 
As an alternative to solving the identification and constraint equations directly, as suggested 
above, one might proceed iteratively. Start with an initial estimate of the mass distribution, yo. 
Project Eqn. (3.21) by premultiplying by At and, assuming yOis known, solve the resulting system of 
equations for an estimate of x. Next, project Eqn.
o 
(3.21) by premultiplying by Bt and, taking the 
recently estimated values of x as known, compute a new estimate of y by solving the resulting equa-
tions. After each estimate, x and y can be scaled using Eqn. (3.24). The iteration proceeds until the 
estimates of x and y match the previous iterates to within a specified tolerance. The algorithm is 
summarized in Table 3.2 
Table 3.2 Iterative Estimation Algorithm for Unknown Mass and Stiffness with Complete Measurements 
1. Initialize yO. ')I = 1 
2. Project eqOuation with A and solve A'Axv = A'ByV-l for XV 
3. Project equation with B and solve WByV = BtAxv for yV 
4. Scale the parameters by solving h(axV, ay") = 0 for a 
5. Update the parameters and counter XV - axv, yV - ayV, ')I - v + 1 
6. If II XV - xv- 1 II and II yV - yV-l II ~ tolerance, then EXIT, else go to 2 
The advantage of the algorithm in Table 3.2 is that one solves two systems of smaller order rather 
than one of roughly twice the size. Since equations solving is an O(n3) operation, considerable 
savings might be reaped for large systems. The disadvantage of the algorithm is that it is iterative. 
The iteration can be converted to a fixed point iteration yV = IDyv-l where the iteration matrix is 
given by 
ID (3.26) 
The errors at iteration yare related to the initial errors as eV = IDveo. The largest eigenvalue of the 
iteration matrix controls the rate of convergence. If A and B are square invertible matrices the 
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iteration matrix becomes the identity, suggesting that convergence could be intolerably slow with 
this algorithm. 
3.4 Stiffnesses and Mass Estimation, Incomplete Measurements 
The problem of estimating unknown stiffnesses and masses with incomplete measurements 
can be formulated in a manner analogous to both the case of unknown stiffnesses and known 
masses with incomplete measurements and the case of both sets of parameters unknown with com-
plete measurements. Redefine Eiix, y, A) == Klj{x) - AMy{y) , (i,j = 1,2) to reflect the unknown mass 
parameters and let 
~ - -1 C(x, y,).) = Ell(X, y, A) - E12(X, y, A)E22(x, y, A)E21(X, y, A) (3.27) 
The mutual residual energy can now be expressed in standard form as 
¢i/ X, y) == Ui· C( x, y, A.,-)Uj (3.28) 
As usual, we seek parameters which yield zero residual energy. Equation (3.28) can be linearized 
to allow its iterative solution 
L[ ¢tj(x, y) ]~,y (3.29) 
A straightforward calculation, similar to the one for the directional derivative DC(x, A) . ~x done 
previously can be done for the present case to give 
DC(x, y, A) . ~x = P(x, y, A)K(~x)r(x, y, A) (3.30) 
DC(x, y, A) . ~y = - ).P(x, y, A)M(~y)r(x, y,).) (3.31) 
where K(~x) and M(~y) are the complete stiffness and mass matrices assembled from the incre-
mental member stiffness and mass parameters. The matrix rex, y, J..) is redefined in the obvious way 
as 
[ 
Inu ] 
rex, y,A) = 1 
- E2ix, y, ).)E21 (x, y,).) 
(3.32) 
Thus, the incremental equation for the parameter updates becomes 
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(3.33) 
where the coefficient matrices A and B, and the right-hand-side vector b, have components 
[ ( V V\] tcA ( v v,.) . b x ,Y } ij = - ui x, Y ,A) U) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
When augmented by a constraint condition, such as Eqn. (3.23), Eqn. (3.33) can be solved by an 
incremental least squares projection method, just as for the case of complete measurements. The 
discussion of the role of the constraint remain valid here. 
3.5 Mixing Known Parameters with Unknown Parameters 
Equations (3.33) through (3.36) were derived considering the stiffness and mass matrices to be 
completely undetermined and covered by parameters. In many practical cases it may be of interest 
to estimate the parameters of part of a structure knowing the properties of the rest of the structure. 
As mentioned in the last chapter, the equations can be used as is if r is redefined along the lines 
described in section 2.4. Alternatively, the parameter set can be augmented and the known values 
can be implemented as simple constraints. Write the stiffness and mass matrices as 
M;r. My 
K(x) = xoKo + I XmGm M(y) = YoMo + I, YmHm (3.37) 
I7l = 1 m=l 
where Ko and \10 are the known parts of the stiffness and mass matrices. By simply readjusting the 
limits in the summations to be In = 0, ... , Mx (or My), and defining Go = Ko and Ho = Mo, the 
derivations of the rre\'ious section apply unchanged. The new constraints arexo = 1 andyo = 1. 
Clearly, if parts of the stiffness and mass matrices are known there is no need for further con-
straints. 
3.6 Chapter Summary 
An algorithm for estimating stiffness and mass parameters of a linearly elastic structure from 
modal data has been presented. From measured natural mode shapes and frequencies, and an 
analytical model with known geometry and topology, the equations of equilibrium, Ku = AMu, 
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are reinterpreted as parameter estimation equations. The method was extended to the case of in-
complete measurements by observing that the structure stiffness and mass matrices can be con-
densed. The condensed stiffness/mass matrix forms a system of equations which is nonlinear with 
respect to the nlelnber stiffnesses. As in the static case, if modal displacements are measured at all 
degrees offreedoITI, then the estimation problem is linear. If the response is measured at only a few 
degrees offreedom, then the estimation equations are nonlinear and must be solved by an iterative 
scheme. The nonlinear problem is solved here with a Newton-Raphson iteration technique. 
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4 
Methods of Solving 
Overdetermined Systems of Equations 
The mutual residual energy approach to formulating equations of parameter estimation re-
sults in a linear or nonlinear system of equations, which will be overdetermined in the practically 
interesting cases of superadequate data (i. e. M > l/J.N(N + 1)). The nonlinear problems are linear-
ized to produce an overdetermined linear system of equations for the incremental estimate of the 
parameters. In any case, a (generally) overdetermined system oflinear equations must be solved at 
various stages of the estimation procedure. These equations have been expressed in the notation 
Ax = b (4.1) 
For the case of parameter estimation with complete measurements, the problem is linear. For the 
case of parameter estimation problems with incomplete measurements, the problem is nonlinear 
and Eqn. (4.1) represents the incremental equations of estimation. 
Four particular methods of solving Eqn. (4.1) are examined in this report: (a) The classical 
least-squares method, (b) the weighted least-squares method, (c) the singular-value-decomposi-
tion method, and (d) the instrumental-variables method. Each of these methods is a well estab-
lished approach to solving overdetermined systems of linear equations. In some sense they are all 
related to one another, but each has features which make it potentially attractive for the present 
application. There are other methods available to solve the problem at hand, but these four seem to 
cover a broad range of those methods currently considered practical. 
The four methods have been implemented in the computer module SIDELINES, described in 
Appendix A, and have been extensively tested through the simulation studies presented in the next 
chapter. The purpose of the present chapter is two-fold: First, the methods are described in a su-
perficial, but tutorial, fashion for those who may be less familiar with the numerical analysis litera-
ture and for those who wish to delve in the FORTRAN code of the SIDELINES module. Second, the 
discussions presented in this chapter will help economize the discussion of the studies presented in 
the next chapter. 
We believe that any reasonable parameter estimation algorithm should yield exact estimates of 
the parameters when offered exact data (that is, data which are exactly consistent with the analyti-
cal model, as is possible in a simulated environment). None of the methods presented fail this test. 
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Real data are polluted with noise from errors in measurement, errors in concept, and errors in 
judgement. The real test of an identification algorithm lies in how it deals with noisy data. Our 
studies of the four methods considered here are carried out in a simulated environment in which 
the statistics and character of the errors are carefully controlled. 
4.1 The Classical Least-Squares Method 
The least squares method is the simplest method for solving an overdetermined system of 
equations and goes to Legendre and Gauss. The basic idea of the least-squares method is to mini-
mize the difference between the observation b and the model prediction Ax. We call this difference 
the equation residual, r == Ax - b. Minimization of the sum of the square of the errors forms the 
basis of the least-square projection. 
mIn lex) == II rex) 112 = [Ax - br[Ax - b] (4.2) 
x 
The first order necessary conditions for a minimum ofl(x) are the well known least-squares equa-
tions for estimating the unknown x: 
(4.3) 
Equation (4.3) can be solved, at least formally, to yield 
(4.4) 
The matrix (A[At1Al is known as the generalized inverse or Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrixA. 
Clearly, the conditions for existence of the generalized inverse is that the matrix AtA be invertible, 
as will be the case if the columns of A are linearly independent. The least-squares projection can be 
interpreted geometrically as shown in Fig. 4.1 The matrix A can represent only information con-
tained in its column space. and projection of the vector b with At finds the vector closest to it which 
is entirely contained in the column space ofA. The estimation vector Ax is similarly projected. Now 
the solution is carried out with the projected vectors. All information not contained in the column 
space of A is lost. In the present application, the columns of A are differentiated by the kernel 
matrices Gm . If the important information about the structure is represented by those kernels then 
the observations will be well used in the estimation procedure. If not, a great deal of information 
will be discarded. Clearly, the analytical model plays the central role in these parameter estimation 
schemes. 
While the least-squares method is conceptually simple it has at least three shortcomings that 
are of interest here. First, it is possible that the columns of A will not be independent or that one of 
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Fig. 4.1 The Least-Squares Projection 
them might be zero or nearly zero if no measurable strain energy is associated with a certain pa-
rameter. Consider, for example, a frame structure which has both flexural and axial parameters. It 
is well known that the axial response of the beam members is extremely small compared with the 
aggregate response of the structure. It is quite possible, then, that the load cases imparted to the 
structure would contain little or no information on the beam axial stiffness while at the same time 
remain rich in information related to the other parameters. The classical least-squares method will 
fail because of the zero columns associated with the beam axial parameters. All information is 
apparently lost. The problem with column deficient estimation matrices can be cured by using the 
singular-value-decomposition approach to solving the linear equations. 
The second important shortcoming of the classical least-squares method is that it treats all 
observations as being equal1y reliable. If one has a priori knowledge about the reliability of the 
measurements, then it would be nice if the estimator could take advantage of this additional infor-
mation. The problem with varying reliability of the observations can be treated by the weighted 
least-squares method. 
The final shortcoming of the classical least-squares method is that it exhibits a bias in estima-
tion of parameters in the presence of noisy data (even when those data have unbiased errors) if the 
coefficient matrix, A, is error prone. The presence of the bias means that the estimator will not 
converge to the expected values of the parameters as the number of observations approaches infin-
ity. The instrumental-variables method is specifically aimed at curing the bias problem of classical 
least-squares. The three alternatives to the classical least-squares approach mentioned above are 
discussed below. 
4.2 The Singular-Value-Decomposition Method 
Displacement measurements contaminated with errors combined with a system of equations 
that is poorly conditioned can lead to large errors in the estimated member stiffnesses. Singular-
value decomposition is a numerical technique used to improve the solution of ill-conditioned or 
rank deficient systems of equations. It is equivalent to the least-squares method when the system of 
equations being solved is well conditioned, but can yield significantly better results if the coeffi-
cient matrix is ill-conditioned. Singular-value decomposition can be particularly useful when the 
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amount of information used to made an estimation of the member stiffnesses is minimal, because 
paucity of data often causes the coefficient matrix to be ill-conditioned. 
The basis for the singular-value decomposition is the theorem of linear algebra which states 
that any mxn matrix A E ~m X ~11 with m > n, can be written as the product of an mXlZ column-
orthogonal matrix U = [U1, U2, ... , um], an nXlZ diagonal matrix W = diag[w1, W2, ... , wm], and the trans-
pose of an nXlZ orthogonal matrix Z = [Zl' ZZ, ... , zm] (Press, et al. 1986): 
A = UWZt 
m 
I Wi Ui®Zi 
i= 1 
(4.5) 
where the notation u®z = uzt represents the tensor product of vectors. The singular values, Wi, 
are the square-roots of the eigenvalues of the matrix AtA (for m > n), Ui E ~n are the eigenvectors 
of AAt , and Zi E ~Tn are the eigenvectors ofAtA. The columns of the U and Z matrices are orthogo-
nal in the sense that 
i,j = l, ... ,m (4.6) 
The decomposition of the matrix A given by Eqn. (4.5) is the natural extension of the spectral 
decomposition of a square matrix. For a square matrix the Wi are the eigenvalues of the matrix, Ui 
are the left eigenvectors of the matrix, and Zi are the right eigenvectors. If the matrix is symmetric 
then Ui = Zi. When the matrix is not square the Wi are usually called the singular values of the matrix. 
A zero singular value of the matrix A, say Wi = 0, corresponds to vectors Ui and Zi which lie in 
the nullspace of A, since clearly AZi = 0 and u~A = 0 (plug into Eqn. (4.5) and note the or-
thogonality of the eigenvectors). In an analogous fashion, near-zero singular values correspond to 
eigenvectors which lie a/most completely in the nullspace of A. Consequently, the components of 
these vectors in the range of A are easily polluted with noise. Removing these vectors entirely is 
often better than retaining them, even though some information is lost. The vectors can be re-
moved by noting that the vectors U and Z also span the range of A. We will simply delete the contri-
butions of vectors in the nullspace of A from the range of A by defining the pseudo-inverse of A, 
denoted by A + E !Rill X !RII , as 
III I inV(Wi, E) ZiQ9 Ui (4.7) 
1=1 
where inv(.) stands for the "pseudo-inverse" of a number, defined as follows 
if I Wj I > E (4.8) 
if I Wj I :s; E 
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The appropriate tolerance depends upon the expected magnitude of noise in the observations and 
is case dependent. 
An ill-conditioned system of equations is, by definition~ one that has singular values close to 
zero. If the matrix A possesses singular values equal to zero, the classical least-squares method fails 
when AtA is reduced to upper and lower triangular form. If the A matrix contains eigenvalues that 
are near zero, the near-zero eigenvalues become very large when the A matrix is inverted. The en-
tire system of equations, and the solution thereof, is dominated by the near-zero eigenvalues. 
For singular-value decomposition to yield useful results, care must be used in determining a 
tolerance for eliminating the information associated with the near-zero eigenvalues. Deciding 
which information to eliminate is not always straightforward. If too many eigenvalues are elimi-
nated, the remaining system of equations may not contain enough infcrmation to make stiffness 
estimates of all members. 
If the tolerance is too tight and all eigenvalues are retained, the solution is equivalent to the 
least squares method. This can be demonstrated by examining the solution vector x in each case. In 
the singular-value decomposition method, the solution vector is given by 
(4.9) 
where the matrix WEI = diag[inv(Wl, f), inV(W2' E), ... , inv(wnz, f)] represents the pseudo-inverse of 
the diagonal matrix W. If none of the singular values is exactly zero then the solution obtained by 
ordinary least-squares is identical to that obtained by the singular-value decomposition if the tol-
erance is set tight enough so that none of inverse singular values is mapped to zero. In such a case 
the inverse of the matrix W is simply the ordinary inverse, and the correspondence between the 
generalized inverse and the singular-value decomposition can be seen through th following deriva-
tion 
x = (A(At1A'b 
(ZWlYUWZtt1ZWUtb 
(Z\VWZtt1ZWU[b 
= Z\\,-1(W-1ZtZ\V)Utb 
ZW-1Utb 
(Singular-value decomposition of A) 
(U orthogonality) 
(Distributive property of matrix multiplication) 
(Z orthogonality) 
In the examples presented in Chapter 5, estimations made by the singular-value-decomposition 
method using all of the eigenvalues tended to give results having errors larger than the least-
squares method. The small difference can probably be attributed to the effect of roundoff in the 
particular implementations of the computer codes. 
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The singular-value decomposition (or more precisely the pseudo-inverse) thus cures the prob-
lem of making estimates with a rank deficient A matrix. Not only is it possible to accurately esti-
mate the parameters which are well represented in the data, but also it is possible to determine 
which parameters are not estimable. When solving a nonlinear system of equations through pro-
gressive linear estimates one starts with an initial estimate. If a certain parameter is not repre-
sented in the data then the increment to that parameter is estimated to be zero by the singular-va-
lue-decomposition method. The procedure is thereby making the correct suggestion that it cannot 
do any better than the initial guess. In a simulation study one should not be seduced into making 
judgements on the estimates of such parameters. 
4.3 The Weighted Least-Squares Method 
The weighted or Gauss-Markov least-squares methods introduce a weighting matrix to reflect 
the relative reliability of the various observations. Each equation error in the least-squares func-
tion is scaled by a weighting factor, Ci, and then the weighted errors are summed to give a weighted 
error function analogous to Eqn. (4.2) 
min lc(x) == II rex) lit = r(x)Cr(x) = [Ax - byC[Ax - b] (4.10) 
x 
where C is the diagonal weighting matrix. The first order necessary conditions for a minimum of 
lc(x) are easily found to be 
ArCAx = ArCb (4.11) 
Gauss demonstrated that for an error free coefficient matrix, A, and an error prone set of observa-
tions, b, such that Ax = b + e (e is an error vector with zero mean), the optimal choice of the 
weighting matrix is the inverse of the covariance matrix, V = E[ e Qge]; that is C = V-I (Strang, 
1986). The notation E[x] denotes the expected value of x. 
In the present case, errors exist in both the coefficient matrix and the right-hand-side vector, 
but the result presented above can be used as an approximation. The observed displacement vec-
tor, IJi, may be considered to be the sum of the actual displacement vector, Ui, and the error vector, 
ei, or Ui = Ui + ei. The error in displacement measurements is assumed to have a zero mean and a 
known error distribution. For the purposes of the present discussion we will consider that the 
forces are free from error. 
Let H denote the amount by which the actual value of the matrix A is in error. The observed 
coefficient matrix is the A + H. Let h denote the amount by which the actual value of the right-side, 
b, vector is in error. The observed right-side is then b + h. To illustrate the ideas, let us consider a 
statically loaded system with complete measurements. The components of the error matrices, H 
and h, can be computed from their definitions, for the case of complete measurements, to be 
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(4.12) 
[h]ij = e~~ (4.13) 
The notation 0(11 e 112) indicates the existence of higher order terms involving squares of the errors. 
We assume that the errors are small and that the higher order terms can be neglected. 
Following the development in Strang (1986), the covariance matrix, P, of the difference between 
the actual stiffnesses and the estimated stiffness is to be minimized. Noting that the parameters 
are estimated from x = Lb where 
(4.14) 
and x = L(A + H)x (i. e. L is the left generalized inverse of A + H), the following derivation deter-
mines the covariance matrix V: 
P = E[(x - x)(x - x)1 
E[x - Lb)(x - Lb)1 
E[(x - L(A + H)x + Lh)(x - L(A + H)x + Lh)1 
E[(Lh)(Lh/J 
(4.15) 
The terms contained in the expected value brackets all contain error terms. However, if A ~ H the 
Lcan be approximated by [ACV-1Ar1ACV-1independent of observation error. With this assumption 
we obtain 
(4.16) 
Because the L matrix is not error free as the derivation assumes, the weighted-least-squares 
method may not give the optimal results in all cases. As the examples in the next chapter demon-
strate, the assumption generally leads to improved estimates. 
The components of the vector h are given by hij = ei· ~. Hence the covariance matrix has com-
ponents 
(4.17) 
Note the dependence of the covariance matrix on the load vectors, f. This dependence means that 
the equations issuing from larger loads are weighted less heavily than those from smaller loads. If 
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the individual measurement errors are uncorrelated and the measurements from one load case are 
uncorrelated with the measurements of another, the covariance matrix becomes 
(4.18) 
where ID = dz'ag[ai, ifz, ... , o~] is the diagonal matrix of variances of the measurements and oij = 1 
if i = j and oij = 0 if i ;:C j. Thus, for uncorrelated errors, the covariance matrix is block diagonal, 
wi th the non-zero blocks consisting of the inner products among the load cases. For the special, 
but important case that the variances are all the same (and equal to 0 2) and the load cases are 
orthogonal, the covariance matrix becomes diagonal: 
(4.19) 
where the notation II f II indicates the Euclidean norm of f. The uncorrelated, orthogonal case is 
important because the covariance matrix is then trivial to invert. For a truss structure with one 
parameter per element, the components of the projected coefficient matrix are given by 
(4.20) 
and the components of the projected right-hand-side are given by 
( 4.21) 
This case was implemented in SIDELINES and is the subject of simulation studies in the next chap-
ter. 
One significant ramification of the foregoing analysis is that even when the errors are uncorre-
lated and have the same variance, the method does not reduce to the normal least squares method. 
Because the measurements are likely to be made with the same instruments, placed at the same 
locations for the different load cases, the assumption that the errors from different load cases are 
uncorrelated is probably not justified in practice. As a consequence, the covariance matrix will be 
full, even for orthogonal load vectors. 
4.4 The Instrumental-Variables Method 
The instrumental-variables method was invented in an effort to eliminate a drawback which 
plagues all methods based on the least-squares concept: If the coefficient matrix A contains errors, 
then parameter estimates from a least-squares estimator will be biased. The bias comes from error 
terms which get squared during the projection process. Since the squared error terms are always 
positive they fail to have a zero expected value for a large number of observations. 
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The bias in the least-squares method can be demonstrated in the following manner. The 
overdetermined system of equations can be written as 
[A + HJx = b + h (4.22) 
where H is the amount by which the true coefficient matrix A is in error and h is the amount by 
which the true right-hand-side is in error. Let the residual error, er , be the difference between the 
actual parameters, x, and the estimated parameters, X. The actual parameters satisfy Ax = band 
the estimated parameters are computed from the least-squares estimator (with erroneous coeffi-
cient matrix and right-hand-side) as 
x = [(A + H)'(A + H)rl(A + H)'(b + h) ( 4.23) 
Using these values of actual and estimated parameters, the error in estimation can be expressed as 
follows: 
er - x - x [(A + H)'(A + H)r1(A + H)'(Hx - h) (4.24) 
A biased estimate is one which gives rise to a non-zero expected value of the residual error, i.e. 
E[ erJ >= O. It can be shown that the expected value of the residual error incurred in the least-
squares solution is non-zero in the following manner. 
(4.25) 
Eqn. (4.25) contains error terms which have products of Hand h. It is these terms which cause 
E[ erJ to be non-zero even for unbiased observations. Because of the term {(A + H)'(A + H)tl, it is 
difficult to make a closed-form estimate of the bias. 
The instrumental variables approach is a method used to reduce or eliminate the bias in least-
squares. Instead of projecting the overdetermined system using the transpose of the identification 
matrix as the least-squares method does, a new projection matrix, Q, is used. The projection matrix 
Q must have the following properties (Wong and Polack, 1967; Eykhoff, 1974): 
o and plim[QtAJ is positive definite (4.26) 
Here, plim denotes the limit-in-probability. The first property insures that no bias exists in the 
matrix Q by requiring the matrix be uncorrelated with the error e. The second property insures that 
there is a solution to the estimation problem by requiring that the matrix QtA can be inverted. 
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For the purposes of estimating stiffness parameters, the matrix Q is formed in the same man-
ner as the matrix A using computed displacements rather than measured ones. The calculated 
displacements are obtained from the equilibrium equations Ku = f and are based on the current 
estimates of the parameters. This approach was first proposed by Young (1970). As the difference 
in progressive estimates diminishes, the system converges and a solution is reached. p. ... summary of 
this procedure is provided in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Instrumental Variables Algorithm 
1. Estimate initial parameters from least-squares XO = [NAtlNb, 'V = 0 
2. Solve the equation of equilibrium K(xjuc = f 
3. Form the instrumental-variables matrix Q = A(uc) 
4. Estimate new parameters x"+ 1 = [Q'At1Q'b 
5. If II xY + 1 - x" II s tolerance, then EXIT, else go to 2 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
Four methods of solving the overdetermined system of equations were discussed in this chap-
ter. The classical least-squares procedure leads to a solution which minimizes the square of the 
difference between the estimated and actual parameters. The singular-value-decomposition ex-
tends the least-squares method to treat cases where the coefficient matrix is singular or ill-condi-
tioned. The weighted least-squares method is a variation of the classical least-squares approach 
which accommodates variability in the observations. The instrumental-variable treats the problem 
of biased estimates associated with least-square solution methods. The performance of these 
Inethods is studied in the following chapter through simulations. 
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5 
Numerical Simulation Studies 
5.1 Overview and Definitions 
The present chapter is focussed mainly on the behavior of the mutual residual energy algo-
rithms in the face of sparse, noisy data. As mentioned earlier, all of the algorithms presented here-
in yield exact parameter estimates to problems in which the data are perfectly consistent with the 
model. In a real application this consistency can never be realized. One might argue that the very 
concept does not even make sense because of our limitations in modeling structures. To neutralize 
the uncertainty introduced by the inconsistency between experimentally obtained data and the 
theoretical model used in the identification procedure we shall carry out our investigations of algo-
rithm behavior in a simulated environment shown in Fig. S.1. The simulations allow one to control 
the statistical properties of the observation errors and compare them with the computed statistics 
of the estimation. The simulation studies presented in this chapter are aimed at giving deeper in-
sight into the inner workings of our parameter estimation algorithms. 
Parameter estimation can be viewed as follows: The "structure" and the model are subjected to 
the same input f(or, more precisely, the same set of inputs). The "structure" produces an output, U, 
which is observed experimentally and can be assumed to contain observation errors. The model 
produces and output, U/71> through a deterministic analysis process. The parameter estimation pro-
cedure endeavors to minimize the difference between these two outputs, e, in some sense. 
In the simulation environment the real structure is replaced by a model of the structure as 
illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The model chosen is identical to the model that is used as the backbone of the 
"S tructu re" 
r----------l 
, , 
f __ -.--...-' ~ + u 
e 
~.[ Model 
Fig.S.1 Simulated Environment for StUdying Parameter Estimation Algorithms 
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parameter estimation scheme simply to clarify the role of the observational errors. In lieu of obser-
vation of the output of the "structure" we use the model to compute the deterministic response. To 
that response we add noise with specified statistics. Thus, the "structure" produces an output 
which differs from that produced by the model only by the noise. As a consequence, the parameter 
estimation algorithm is set to the task of filtering out the noise from the actual structural response. 
The statistics of the errors in estimation represent a good measure of how well the parameter esti-
mation algorithm does this filtering process. 
The methods presented in the previous chapters have been implemented as a module to the 
general purpose finite element program FEAP (Taylor, 1977). The module is called SIDELINES (sys-
tem IDEntification of .LINEar structures) and is documented in Appendix A. The SIDELINES mod-
ule has complete simulation capabilities. 
Monte Carlo simulation is used in the studies presented here to assess the behavior of the 
algorithms under various conditions. In Monte Carlo simulation, the same experiment is executed 
repeatedly, each time altering only the values of the imposed random noise. (An individual execu-
tion of an experiment is referred to as a trial in the subsequent sections; an experiment is a complete 
ensemble of trials.) Statistics of an experiment are computed for the ensemble of parameter esti-
mation trials comprising the experiment. In these studies mean and standard deviation of a sample 
are reported. Each experiment is executed enough times to establish statistical significance of the 
estimates. Statistical significance was usually achieved with 50 trials in these studies. 
In this chapter, the algorithm for estimating stiffness parameters is applied to two model struc-
tures: (a) a 25 member (25 parameter) planar bowstring truss and (b) a 24 member (48 parameter) 
planar frame. In all studies each member is presumed to be governed by an independent parame-
ter, or set of parameters (truss members have one parameter and beams have two). The behavior of 
the algorithms are examined with respect to the character of the load cases as well as the quality 
and quantity of the observed displacements. Errors in displacement measurements and errors in 
measurements of structure geometry are both considered. The general behavior of the algorithms 
is presented along with a quantitative measures of the confidence in the estimates. 
The organization of the chapter is as follows. The general stage for simulation studies is set by 
introducing the nomenclature needed to execute and describe the simulations. The results of simu-
lations of the truss structure under static loading are presented next. This simulation study is the 
most extensive, covering the effects of complete and incomplete measurements, the four solutions 
methods, and the effects of errors in geometry. The same truss structure is then examined with 
modal data to illustrate the similarities in performance of the static and modal formulations of 
parameter estimation. Finally, a building-type frame structure under static loads is studied as an 
example of a structure with observations of widely varying character (that is, displacements and 
rotations). The results of the studies are summarized. 
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5.1.1 Loading Conditions 
A load case is defined as a pair of force and displacement vectors, fi and Ui, or a modal data 
pair, ~ and Ui. A load set is an ensemble ofload cases. The load set information and the geometry of 
the structure are sufficient to make a parameter estimation. Note that the parameter estimates 
emanate from the entire load set and not from any single load case within that set. A typical study 
will consider the behavior of an algorithm for several different load sets. 
An important property of a load set is its information content or richness. Although difficult to 
quantify at the present time, the information content can be viewed as an intrinsic property of a 
load set. The information content is related not only to the number of load cases associated with it 
but also to the quality of those load cases. Load case quality might be characterized in terms of 
some measure of independence of the load cases. For example, if a load set consisted of many 
repetitions of a single load form the number of load cases would be large, but the variety would be 
small. One would not expect to get good estimates for a large number of parameters with such a 
load set. On the other hand, if the load set consisted of a collection of load forms each of which 
exci ted the structure in a distinctly different manner, then one would expect better estimates of the 
parameters overall. In the sequel we hint at possible measures for quantifying the richness of a load 
set. 
5.1.2 Modeling of Observation Errors 
Experimental errors accrue from a variety of sources. Some of these errors are systematic 
some are random. We expect certain errors to be present; others lurk behind the veil of our igno-
rance. Even the most diligent experimentalist often has no knowledge of the statistical characteris-
tics of the errors in the measured data; even the most competent analyst often has no inkling of the 
errors implicit in the analytical model. These errors are all important, and the success of the meth-
ods presented here depend upon our ability to deal with them. However, in order to probe the 
behavior of our algorithms we shall float above the murky depths of real errors, and use simulated 
ones instead. 
There are many types of errors that can be introduced into a mathematical model to simulate 
imperfect displacement measurements. Due to the complexity of measuring displacements, any 
single type of random error would fall short of modeling the actual error experienced in the field. 
Therefore, two types of simple random errors are used to bound the problem. The first type is an 
absolute error of amplitude E mUltiplying a uniform random variate between plus and minus one. 
The error is added to the actual (calculated in the present case) displacement to simulate inaccu-
rate measurements. Thus, simulated absolute displacement errors are given by 
u· = U + E R { - 1, 1} (5.1) 
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Here, u is the actual value of the displacement, u· is the (noisy) observed displacement, E is the 
error amplitude, and R{ -1, 1} represents a random number between plus and minus one. 
Absolute errors are representative of actual errors when all instruments have the same sensi-
tivity and are used to measure the same type of response. If some of the measured displacements 
are small, the absolute errors tend to overwhelm the actual displacements. The smaller displace-
ments may be unfairly penalized, because, in practice, if the displacements are suspected to be 
small, the sensors would be set to a greater sensitivity. Also, if the same error amplitude is applied 
to measurements of different character (such as deflections and rotations) the smaller response 
can be completely dominated by the errors. 
A second type of error is introduced to take this effect into account. The amplitude of propor-
tional errors are assumed to be a fraction of the actual displacement. Again the errors are random-
ized by a uniform random variate. The proportional errors are modeled by 
u" = u [1 + E R { - 1, 1}] (5.2) 
where E is fraction of the actual displacement which controls the magnitude of error. Proportional 
errors are representative of actual errors when all sensors are setto optimal sensitivity. True meas-
urement errors lie somewhere between the bounds of absolute and proportional error. These two 
extremes should provide effective bounds on the behavior of a physical system subjected to meas-
urement errors. Errors in the geometry of the structure are modeled by absolute errors in the nodal 
coordinates. 
5.1.3 Characterization of Estimation Errors 
To compare the error in parameter estimates between two experiments, we use a single, quanti-
tative measure of the errors present in the results of the entire ensemble of trials. Let the average 
error in the parameters estimated in the ith trial be given by 
(5.3) 
where ifn is the estimated stiffness of parameter m for trial i, xmis the actual value of parameter m, 
and M is the number of parameters being estimated. We define mean identification error to be the 
single value which describes the error of an ensemble of system identification trials. The mean 
identification error, E. is defined to be the average of the individual trial errors: 
(5.4) 
where Nt is the number of trials in the experiment. The standard deviations of the estimates in each 
experiment are computed analogously. 
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One should be aware of the pitfalls of using one or two measures of performance for such a 
complex process. In particular, it is common for parameters which are intrinsically difficult to 
estimate to spoil the statistics, even though others might be well estimated. Eqn. (5.3) hides a lot of 
information. However, the enormous volume of data generated in these simulations precluded a 
fairer presentation of the results. 
5.2 Static Parameter Estimation of a Planar Bowstring Truss 
To demonstrate the general behavior of the static parameter estimation methods, a planar 
bowstring truss is presented as an example. Fig. 5.2 shows the geometry of the truss and establishes 
a numbering convention for the elements and nodes. The nominal properties of the truss model 
(i. e. the actual structure) are given in Table 5.1. The parameters to be estir.,Jated in this example are 
the axial stiffnesses (EA/L) of each member. 
Table 5.1 Nominal Properties of the Bowstring 'fruss 
Member Area (in~ 
1-6 18 
7-12 15 
13-17 10 
18-25 12 
For this specific example, a load case is defined as a single load of F = 1000 kips in the direction 
of a structure degree-of-freedom. There are a total of 21 unique load cases since there are 21 de-
grees of freedom. Independence of the load cases is guaranteed by this choice, but it may not lead 
to the richest load sets. An example of a load case is shown in Fig. 5.3. 
Because the truss contains 25 members, Eqn. (2.8) implies that a minimum of 7 load cases are 
needed to solve for the unknown member stiffnesses. The theoretical minimum load set is a set of 7 
loads that provides the method with enough information to solve for the member stiffnesses and 
40 in 
I 
---I-60 in+ 
-'-----.1:--
.-1 
4 
160 in. I 
.-L. 1 ~------~------~~------~------~~------.-------~ 
-f.j-
\- 6 @ 200 In. 
Fig. 5.2 Geometric configuration of bowstring truss . 
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Fig. 5.3 Example of a load case for the bowstring truss. 
would consist of loads in both the horizontal and vertical directions. As a practical constraint, 
loads in the vertical (gravity) direction are preferred. Therefore. the practical minimum load set is 
taken to be a set of 8 loads all in the vertical direction except one (which must be horizontal because 
of support conditions). Fewer than 8 load cases from the practical minimum load set are insuffi-
cient to accurately estimate all member stiffnesses. while load sets containing more than the initial 
8 load cases can estimate member stiffnesses more accurately. 
The maximum load set is defined as the load set which includes all 21 possible load cases. and is 
shown in Fig. 5.4. The maximum load set provides the system of equations with the most informa-
tion concerning loads and displacements. Therefore, this load set is the richest one possible within 
the constraints of the present example. The maximum load set may not be the richest load set pos-
sible. If each load case in a load set contained more than one loaded degree-of-freedom, the result-
ing equations might be better conditioned. and. therefore, lead to smaller estimation errors. 
The intermediate load sets (those load sets which contain between 9 and 20 load cases) are de-
fined by sequentially adding one additional load case per load set to the practical minimum load 
set. Each load case is given a number in sequence corresponding to its priority in the loading 
pattern. where the numbering sequence is shown in Fig. 5.4. If a load set consists of N loads. then 
load cases 1 through N are used. 
14 /12 21 
6 ~ • 19 ~ ~7 
1L. -+- 20 
. -+-8 
1 2 3 4 5 
Fig. 5.4 Numbering convention for load sets comprising single loads. 
The example simulations in this section begin with a study of the relation between observation 
and estimation error. In this study the maximum load set is used, the displacements are completely 
measured. and parameters are estimated with the classical least-squares method. Next, the con-
cept of information content is examined though a study in which the form and content of the load 
set is varied. The effect of incomplete measurements on parameter estimation is considered next. 
Finally, the four methods for solving Ax = b are compared. 
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5.2.1 Effect of Displacement Error on Stiffness Estimates 
Figure 5.5 compares absolute and proportional displacement errors as the amplitude of the 
displacement errors increases. The mean and standard deviation of the identification error are 
plotted against the average displacement error. The average displacement error depends on both 
the magnitude and type of displacement error. The mean and standard deviation behave in similar 
fashions for both the absolute and proportional error types. There is a large, nearly linear increase 
in identification error as the average displacement error increases from zero to 0.10 inches. The 
identification error saturates near 100% as the average displacement error becomes large. For 
comparison, the maximum deflection measured due to any single load case is 4.3 inches. An ampli-
tude of 1% of the maximum deflection of absolute error produces an average displacement error of 
0.02 inches. The calculation to find the proportional error that produces this error is not as straight 
forward as the absolute error case. Because the absolute and proportional errors behave in a simi-
lar manner, absolute error will be used to present the results that follow. The maximum and mini-
mum displacements produced by each load case are presented in Table 5.2. 
One method of reducing the effect of displacement errors is to apply the loads of a load set 
multiple times, taking displacement measurements each time. There are two possible options 
when applying a load set mUltiple times. The first option is to average the measured displacements 
before supplying the information to the algorithm. This approach is statistically equivalent to re-
ducing the amplitude of the error in the displacement measurements by a factor of 1/ IN, where N 
is the number of repeated observations. The second option is to use the load-displacement combi-
nations individually, forming a relatively large overdetermined system, and the method of solution 
will average the displacement errors. Note that in the latter case, the same group of equations gen-
erated by applying a single load set is repeated each additional time the load set is applied. The 
only difference between equation groups is the perturbations caused by the errors. 
100 
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Fig. 5.5 Variation of identification error with amplitude of displacement error. 
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Table 5.2 Maximum and Minimum Displacements for Bowstring Truss 
Load Maximum at Minimum at Maximum at Minimum at 
Case Vertical, in. Node Vertical, in. Node Horizontal, in. Node HOrizontal, in. Node 
1 4.31 10 2.31 2 2.04 7 0.28 8 
2 2.65 11 1.08 2 1.41 7 0.09 8 
3 2.65 9 1.08 6 1.41 7 0.46 8 
4 3.95 9 1.79 6 1.88 7 0.37 8 
5 2.12 4 1.37 8 2.55 7 0.44 8 
6 2.83 12 1.10 2 1.37 7 0.09 8 
7 3.95 11 1.79 2 1.88 7 0.19 8 
8 2.83 8 1.10 6 1.37 7 0.46 8 
9 1.41 10 0.80 6 1.26 7 0.34 8 
10 1.28 3 0.35 12 1.28 11 0.44 8 
11 0.79 4 0.49 6 1.29 7 0.34 8 
12 4.07 4 2.27 2 2.12 7 0.28 8 
13 1.85 4 0.90 12 2.11 7 0.44 8 
14 3.94 6 1.80 6 1.97 7 0.37 8 
15 0.46 2 0.09 6 0.44 7 0.32 4 
16 0.85 2 0.20 6 0.85 10 0.44 8 
17 1.47 9 0.70 6 1.13 7 0.37 8 
18 1.57 3 0.56 6 1.70 7 0.44 8 
19 1.06 4 0.59 8 1.28 7 0.32 8 
20 0.86 3 0.18 6 1.42 7 0.37 8 
21 3.94 5 1.90 2 1.97 7 0.19 8 
A comparison of these two options is shown in Fig. 5.6. In both cases, the identification error is 
reduced, but when the load-displacement combinations are used to form the large system of equa-
tions, there is less improvement due to the bias in the least-squares solution, as discussed in Chap-
ter 4. The more desirable option is to average the displacement measurements before applying the 
algorithm. By doing this, the bias problem in the least-squares solution is reduced, and the compu-
tations required to perform the parameter identification are reduced. 
One can reasonably assume that the accuracy in the estimation of the stiffness of a member is 
related to the degree to which it is excited by the loads. The strain energy in the member is an 
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Fig. 5.6 Reduction in identification error due to repeated observations. 
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objective way of quantifying the relative degree of excitation. To study the relationship, a nonnal-
ized member strain energy measure is defined. Let U/n be the strain energy in member m when the 
structure is subjected to load case i. If we sum the strain energies for member m over all of the load 
cases in the load set we get the total strain energy of member m 
NLC 
Um = I u/n (5.5) 
i=l 
where NLC is the number of load cases in the load set. The total strain energy contained in the load 
set is the sum of the member strain energies 
M 
Uo = I Urn (5.6) 
rn=l 
where M is the number of members in the structure. The degree of excitation of member m, relative 
to other members in the structure can be expressed as the ratio of the member strain energy for the 
load ensemble to the total strain energy for the ensemble: 
(5.7) 
Clearly, the normalized member strain energies sum to unity. 
Figure 5.7 displays the mean identification error versus the normalized member strain energy. 
Those members which are less excited by the ioad set are harder to accurately identify than those 
which are more excited. 111 the example, the stiffness estimates of the brace members contain the 
most error, and the brace members possess the lowest normalized strain energies. However, both 
the error and the normalized member strain energy vary with the number of load cases in the load 
set. Fig. 5.7 is intended to show that mean identification error in a member decreases as the load 
carried by that member increases, not to define a function whereby mean identification error can 
be calculated from normalized member strain energy. 
5.2.2 The Information Content of a Load Set 
Predictions as to whether one load will increase the information content of a load set more than 
another load set are difficult to make a prion'. In general, however, as long as load cases are added 
to the load set, the richness improves and the mean identification error decreases. Figure 5.8, 
showing identification error versus the number of load cases contained in the load set, illustrates 
this point. The abscissa may be thought of as a measure of the richness of the load set. Because of 
the limits on the number of loads in a load set, the abscissa values range from 8, the practical 
minimum load set, to 21, the maximum load set. 
As the number of load cases contained within the load set increases, the mean and standard 
deviation of the identification error decreases. There is significant improvement in the identifica-
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Fig. 5.7 Variation of member identification error with normalized member strain energy. 
tion error as the number of load cases increases from the practical minimum load set to a load set 
containing only a few extra load cases. In Fig. 5.8, displacements were measured at all degrees of 
freedom, and an absolute error of 0.01 inches was applied to the displacements. 
In the previous figures, the loading pattern described at the beginning of this section was ap-
plied to the structure to generate the data shown. This loading pattern is by no means the only one 
which will provide enough information to solve for the member stiffnesses. The loading patterns 
shown in Fig. 5.9 define alternative loading patterns A, B, C, and D (Note that pattern A is the one 
we have been using for all studies so far). Note that no attempt was made to keep the additional 
load cases "practical" by using only vertical loads. Figure 5.10 shows the behavior of the mean 
identification error as the number of load cases in a load set increases for four loading patterns, 
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including the pattern shown previously. All four loading patterns yield different error values when 
fewer load cases are present in the load set, but as the number of load cases in the load set ap-
proaches 21 (the maximum allowable), all patterns converge to the same value of error. This is as 
expected, because a load set consisting of all 21 possible load cases is identical regardless of which 
loading pattern is considered. 
Here, a step can be taken toward quantifying richness. From Fig. 5.7, a trend is observed that 
members that carry a lesser portion of the load are more susceptible to estimation errors, whereas 
members that carry a larger portion of the load have stiffnesses estimated more accurately. If this 
idea is extended, a rich load set could be defined as a load set that excites each member to roughly 
the same degree, thereby eliminating large estimation errors in any single member. 
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5.2.3 Parameter Estimation with Incomplete Measurements 
In many cases, it is difficult, if not impossible, to measure displacements at all degrees of free-
dom associated with a model. Through the condensation procedure outlined in Chapter 2, the pa-
rameters can be estimated from incomplete displacement measurements. In essence, the algo-
rithm analytically reconstructs the displacements at the remaining degrees of freedom. 
To demonstrate the behavior of the method as the number of displacement measurements is 
decreased, loads are applied at all degrees of freedom, and an absolute error of 0.01 inches is ap-
plied to the displacement measurements. The number of displacement measurements is varied 
from 1 to 21 (where 21 implies displacement measurements taken at every degree of freedom). 
Figure 5.11 shows the mean and standard deviation of the identification error as the number of 
displacement measurements is varied. As expected, the identification error decreases as the num-
ber of displacement measurements taken increases. 
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Fig. 5.11 Variation of identification error with number of displacement measurements. 
When a small number of displacement measurements are taken, this method becomes highly 
sensitive to the both the amplitude of displacement error and to the initial stiffness values used to 
begin the iterations. For the figure shown, the nominal member stiffness were used as the initial 
stiffness estimates. If the initial stiffness estimates differ from the nominal values by as much as 
15%, the iterations will not converge until approximately one third of the degrees of freedom are 
included in displacement measurements. 
It is not clear from these studies that failure to converge is a fundamental problem in parame-
ter estimation of complex structures. The approach to estimation with incomplete measurements 
is essentially the Gauss-Newton approach to minimizing the square of the norm of the equation 
residual. The present implementation proceeds without a line search as part of the algorithm. 
Many nonlinear programming problems can experience difficulties without a line search. We be-
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lieve that the addition of a line search to these algorithms will cure many of the convergence diffi-
culties noted herein. 
5.2.4 Comparison of Solution Methods 
The solution methods presented in Chapter 4 each have individual advantages and disadvan-
tages. There are specific instances when one method will yield superior results over any other 
method. All the data presented up to this point were obtained by using the least-squares method. 
In this section we examine the other methods using the same bowstring truss structure. The results 
from the other three methods will be compared and contrasted with those already obtained from 
the least-squares procedure. 
Singular-Value-Decomposition Method.- As described in Chapter 4, the singular-value-de-
composition method improves on the least-squares method by eliminating the information in the 
system of equations which is swamped by error. These errors propagate in the least-squares meth-
od if the estimation equations are ill-conditioned. The equations might be ill-conditioned because 
the load set is missing information or because an insufficient number of measurements has been 
taken. We examine the situation with large observational errors on a system that is not particularly 
ill-conditioned first. Subsequently we consider error magnification in ill-conditioned systems. The 
main feature of the singular-value-decomposition method is the discarding of small singular val-
ues to improve the estimates. 
In the case where the equations contain large displacement errors, there is no clear division 
between the singular values which should be eliminated and the singular values which should be 
retained. Trial and error was used to determine the number of singular values to retain. If too much 
information is retained, the system of equations will be affected by the errors in the same way the 
least-squares method is affected. If too much information is eliminated, the information which 
remains may be insufficient or erroneous. No foolproof method exists to determine the optimal 
amount of information to eliminate. 
Figure 5_12 shows a comparison of the least-squares method and the singular-value-decompo-
sition method for increasing magnitude of displacement error. The dotted line represents the sin-
gular-value-decomposition solution. The minor difference between these to lines indicates that the 
singular-value-decomposition method is not better than the least-squares method at improving 
identification error induced by large displacement errors. When all information is retained, the 
singular-value-decomposition method yields stiffness errors that are slightly larger than the 
least-squares method because of implementation specific features of the computer codes. Since 
the system is not particularly ill-conditioned, the equivalence of least-squares and singular-value-
decompostion is expected. 
In cases where the equations are ill-conditioned due to the lack of richness of the load set, or 
due to the number of displacement measure.ments taken, there are generally two distinct groups of 
singular values, with one group several orders of magnitude smaller than the other. In general, if 
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methods with increasing displacement error. 
the smaller group of singular values is included in the solution of the system of equations, the itera-
tive procedure will converge to a solution that contains relatively large errors in the resulting stiff-
ness estimates, or the solution that is obtained will not converge. If the group of smaller singular 
values is eliminated from the solution process, the iterative method will converge to a solution that 
contains stiffness estimate errors that are small in comparison with the least-squares method. 
Figure 5.13 shows a comparison of the least-squares method and the singular-value-decompo-
sition method where the system of equations is ill-conditioned due to the minimal load set applied. 
The dotted line below the least-squares solution represents the singular-value-decomposition so-
lution in which singular values were eliminated from the system of equations. This solution is an 
improvement over the least-squares solution. The tolerance used to eliminate eigenvalues was de-
termined by trial and error and varied for each magnitude of displacement error. Figure 5.14 
shows the number of singular values eliminated. 
Figure 5.15 shows a comparison of the least-squares and singular-value-decomposition as the 
number of load cases in the load set increases, and an absolute error of 0.01 inches was applied. 
The singular-value-decomposition solution is significantly better than the least-squares solution 
when the load set applied is the practical minimum. As the richness of the load sets increase, the 
difference between the two solution methods becomes less. 
A direct comparison of the two solution methods as the number of displacement measure-
ments varies is shown in Fig. 5.16. The singUlar-value-decomposition solution yields better results 
when the number of displacement measurements taken is low. As the measurements increase, the 
least-squares solution results in less error, albeit by a small amount. 
When the singular-value-decomposition method is used in an iterative manner, the initial esti-
mate of the member stiffnesses can ,become important. If too much information is eliminated from 
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the system of equations, the algorithm may be unable to estimate all member stiffnesses. If this is 
the case, the final estimate of stiffness to which the algorithm converges will be equal to the initial 
stiffness estimate for the unidentifiable members, The least-squares method does not suffer from 
the same problem because it uses all of the available information when obtaining a solution, but it 
fails if a member is unidentifiable. 
Instrumental-Variables Method.- The instrumental-variables method uses an iterative proce-
dure to solve the system of equations. The instrumental-variables method will also experience con-
vergence problems when the equations are ill-conditioned. Figure 5.17 shows a comparison be-
tween the instrumental-variables method and the least-squares method as the magnitude of the 
displacement error increases, In this example, the maximum load set is applied and displacement 
measurements are taken at all degrees of freedom. The instrumental-variables method gives 
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slightly improved stiffness estimates when compared to the least-squares method. As the magni-
tude of the displacement error increases, the number of instrumental-variables estimations that 
converge decreases. Beyond an average displacement error of approximately 0.10 inches, the in-
strumental-variables method no longer converged. The convergence rate for this example is shown 
in Fig. 5_18. 
Figure 5.19 compares the performance of the instrumental-variables method as the number of 
load cases in the load set varies. The method performs poorly when the number of load cases in the 
load set is low, and has some difficulty converging to a solution. For this example, only 30% of the 
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trials converged when the number of load cases in the load set was 8, but when the number of load 
cases increased. all trials converged. The instrumental-variables method gives slightly superior 
results when the number of load cases in the load set approaches 21. 
As stated in Chapter 4, the instrumental-variables method reduces or eliminates the bias con-
tained in the least-squares solution. This difference is visible in Fig. 5.20, which compares the in-
strumental-variables method with the least-squares method as the number of applications of a 
load set increases. As the number of times the load set is applied becomes large, the mean identifi-
cation error in the least-squares solution remains at a value greater than zero because of the bias, 
whereas the error in the instrumental-variables solution approaches zero. However, when the dis-
placements from many applications of the load set are averaged and input to the algorithm as a 
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single load set as in Fig. 5.6, the difference in mean identification errors between the instrumen-
tal-variables and least-squares methods becomes small. 
Weighted Methods.- Weighted least-squares methods provide a procedure for reducing the 
errors within the estimates of member stiffnesses for any of the methods presented. A weighting 
matrix is used to reflect the relative sensitivity of the instruments used to measure displacements. 
As an example, the weighted method is applied to the least-squares procedure in this section. 
If the assumptions are made that all displacement errors have the same variance and all load 
cases are orthogonal, then recall from Eqn. (4.19) that the error covariance matrix (the inverse of 
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the weighting matrix) is given as [VJij7d = cr II fi If ouIJjl. Even when all measurements are made 
with the same reliability, the magnitude of the loads affects the covariance matrix. 
To demonstrate the behavior of the weighted least-squares method, trials were computed using 
a standard load set of 10 load cases. The magnitude of the load for each load case was the same 
except for the one with a vertical load applied at the center of the lower chord (load case 3). In the 
figures that follow, the term ratio o/variable to standard load refers to the ratio between the magni-
tude of the load applied to the center of the lower chord (variable load) and the magnitude of the 
other loads (standard load). This ratio varies from .005 to 200. This study varies only one load in 
ten. Thus one would expect the effect to be rather subtle. 
Figure 5.21 describes the nature of the mean identification error as the single load is varied. 
For this comparison, the simulation sample size was increased to 500 to achieve statistical signifi-
cance. When the ratio of the magnitudes of the vertical load at the center of the lower chord to all 
other loads reaches 1, the mean identification error and condition number of the least-squares 
matrix become equivalent. This is due to the fact that the unweighted form of this method is a 
degenerate case of the weighted form, where the inverse of the covariance matrix becomes the iden-
tity matrix. The mean identification error becomes smaller as the variable load becomes large, 
however, as the ratio of the variable load to the standard becomes smaller than one, this figure 
shows that the mean identification error for the weighted method can be larger than for the 
unweighted method. The cause of this may lie in the approximation made in the derivation of the 
covariance matrix, which allowed the derivation to proceed to Eqn. (4.15). 
Another measure of the performance of the method is the condition number of the 
least-squares matrix. Figure 5.22·presents the behavior of this condition number with respect to 
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the variable to standard load ratio. For all ratios of variable to standard load, the condition num-
ber of the weighted least-squares matrix is superior to the least-squares matrix. 
5.2.5 Effects of Geometric Errors on Identification 
In all of the preceding simulations we assumed that the geometry of the structure was known 
exactly. In reality it is likely that the geometric dimensions of the structure will be another source of 
error in the model used to launch a parameter estimation. In this section we briefly examine the 
effects of errors in geometry. To focus issues we assume that the displacements are measured ex-
actly. Thus, errors in estimation can be completely attributed to the geometric errors. 
The mean identification error induced by errors in geometric measurements behaves in much 
the same fashion as the mean identification error induced by errors in the displacement measure-
ments. Figure 5.23 displays the mean identification error and standard deviation of the mean iden-
tification error caused by errors in the geometric measurements. This figure is similar to Fig. 5.5 
which depicts the behavior induced by the displacement error. 
Geometric errors affect the estimates of member stiffnesses in the same manner as do dis-
placement errors. As the number ofload cases included in the load set increases, the identification 
error decreases. As the number of displacement measurements increases, the identification error 
decreases. 
5.3 Modal Parameter Estimation of a Planar Bowstring Truss 
The parameter estimation algorithm discussed in Chapter 3 is used to estimate the member 
stiffnesses of the planar bowstring truss shown in Fig. 5.2. Equal masses are assumed to be lumped 
at the nodes, and for the purposes of these studies are assumed known (the values are of little 
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Fig. 5.23 Variation of identification error with amplitude of geometric error. 
consequence here). The modal displacements of the structure are calculated by performing an ex-
act analysis of the structure using a finite element program. The maximum modal displacement 
recorded in any of the 21 mode shapes was 0.020 inches. 
In this example, a load case consists of the modal displacements and the natural frequency of a 
particular mode, as given in Eqn. (3.2). Typically, each load case contains forces at all degrees of 
freedom, so load sets formed using mode shape data tend to be richer than load sets used in the last 
exam pIe formed using single, static loads. 
From Eqn. (2.8), this truss requires a minimum of710ad cases to make an estimate of all mem-
ber stiffnesses. Therefore, the minimum load set consists of load cases calculated from the first 7 
natural mode shapes. Because there are 21 degrees of freedom, there are 21 theoretical mode 
shapes. Therefore, the maximum load set consists of load cases calculated from all 21 natural 
mode shapes. The intermediate load sets are formed by adding load cases in the order of occur-
rence. If a trial is to be performed using a load set consisting of U load cases, the first U mode 
shapes and natural frequencies would be used to calculate the load cases. As in the static case, this 
choice of load cases guarantees independence among load cases, but may not lead to the richest 
load sets. 
Figure 5.24 presents the distribution of strain energy in the members due to the load set which 
contains 2110ad cases. The estimated member stiffnesses of members with a low normalized mem-
ber strain energy, as defined by Eqn. (5.7), are more likely to contain larger errors. This figure 
shows the same trends that are present in Fig. 5.7. 
As mentioned in section 5.2.1, a plot of normalized member strain energy versus mean identifi-
cation error can be a measure of the richness of a load set. The maximum load set used in the 
example presented in section 5.2 can be compared with the maximum load set used in this example 
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by using the ratio of maximum to minimum normalized member strain energy, and the ratio of 
maximum to minimum mean member identification error. 
For the maximum load set used in the example presented in section 5.2, the ratio of maximum 
to minimum U N
m 
is 22.4, and the ratio of maximum to minimum member identification error is 9.6. 
For the maximum load set defined by this example, the ratio of maximum to minimum UN
m 
is 2.5, 
and the ratio of maximum to minimum member identification error is 4.1. This observation sup-
ports the idea that load sets which distribute the strain energy equally among the members will 
produce member stiffness estimates with relatively uniform errors. 
The richness of a load set can be varied by adding or subtracting the number of load cases 
contained within the load set. Figure 5.25 presents the mean identification error versus the number 
of load cases in the load set. An absolute error with an amplitude of 0.001 inches was added to the 
modal displacements, and displacement measurements were computed at each degree-of-free-
dom. This figure is similar to Fig. 5.8, and similar conclusions can be drawn from it. As the number 
of load cases in the load set increases, making the load set richer, the mean identification error 
decreases. The standard deviation of the identification error, shown in Fig. 5.26, behaves in the 
same fashion. 
The three solution methods presented yield results similar to the conclusions expressed in sec-
tion 5.2. The singular-value-decomposition solution gives superior stiffness estimates when the 
load set is poor, but as the load set becomes richer, it gives stiffness estimates approximately equal 
to the least-squares method. In this example, 5 eigenvalues were eliminated from the system of 
equations when the load set contained 7 load cases, and no eigenvalues were eliminated for load 
sets containing more than 7 load cases. The instrumental-variables method produced poor esti-
mates of member stiffnesses when the number of load cases contained in the load set was near the 
minimum, but as the load sets become richer, it gives member stiffness estimates approximately 
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equal to the least-squares estimates. The instrumental-variables method had problems converging 
to an answer when the number of load cases in the load set is near the minimum. Figure 5.27 shows 
the convergence rate as the number of load cases in the load set increases. 
5.4 Static Parameter Estimation of a Planar Frame 
In this section, an example of the method developed for estimating member stiffnesses of truss 
members is extended to planar beam members. The structure used is a four story, three bay frame, 
and is shown in Fig. 5.28. It has 24 members and 42 degrees offreedorn. The columns are composed 
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of two types of wide flange sections, W14x68 and W14x90, and the beams are composed ofW16x67 
members. The nominal properties of the members are given in Table 5.3. For this structure, the 
method estimates both the axial and bending stiffnesses of each member, therefore, the minimum 
number of load cases required to determine the parameters is 10. The main new wrinkle in the 
present example is the vastly different displacement observations which must be made in a frame 
that are not present in the truss. The presence of rotations, which have units different from the 
translations, makes the relative observations scale dependent. The frame also provides an example 
of observations which are difficult to make (specifically the rotations). 
Table 5.3 Nominal Member properties of the Planar Frame 
Member Section Area Moment of 1)'pe in2 Inertia, in.4 
A W16x67 20.0 723 
B W14x90 26.5 999 
c W14x68 19.7 954 
It was the purpose of the previous examples to explore the behavior of the stiffness estimation 
method as a number of parameters varied. This example is larger and more complex. Therefore, 
the number of parameters which are varied in this example will be less than the number in the 
previous examples. This example will, instead, focus on more practical load sets and displacement 
measurements. 
There are two load sets considered in this example. The first load set consists of 42 load cases, 
where each load case consists of a load applied in a degree of freedom. Therefore, this load set 
contains a load in each degree of freedom. The second load set consists of 10 load cases, where 
each load case consists of a uniform load on one of the ten spans in the frame, also shown in 
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Fig. 5.28. For the purposes of analysis, equivalent nodal loads were applied to the structure in lieu 
of uniform loads. 
In Section 5.1.2, two types of errors were introduced: absolute and proportionaL Absolute er-
ror adds an error of a set amplitude to the displacements, and proportional error adds an error 
with an amplitude based on the displacement. When dealing with a truss structure, all displace-
ments considered were horizontal or vertical deflections, and both the absolute and proportional 
errors produced approximately the same behavior in estimated stiffness error. For a frame struc-
ture, displacements are in the form of horizontal and vertical deflections, and rotations. 
Figures 5.29 and 5.30 compare the behavior of absolute and proportional error for the frame 
structure. For the plots shown, the first load set of 42 load cases was applied, and all displacements 
were measured. In the case of the frame structure, absolute and proportional errors do not pro-
duce similar behaviors in the estimated stiffness errors. Figure 5.29 presents the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the identification error in the axial stiffness as the average of the displacement 
errors increases. The absolute error causes much larger identification error for a given average 
displacement error than does the proportional error. For example, for and average displacement 
error of 0.003. the proportional error induces an identification error of 40%, whereas the absolute 
error induces and identification error of 700%. 
Figure 5.30 presents the mean and standard deviation of the identification error in flexural 
stiffness. Here, also, the absolute error causes much larger identification error for a given average 
displacement error than does the proportional error. The shape of the curve representing the abso-
lute error is similar, but the magnitude of the identification error induced is less. The large identifi-
cation errors caused by the absolute type error may be due to the addition of a relatively large error 
term to a relatively small rotation term. For the remainder of this example, proportional error will 
be used. 
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Figure 5.31 shows the distribution of axial strain energy, and Fig. 5.32 shows the distribution of 
flexural strain energy among the members due to the full load set. In both plots, the members with 
small normalized member strain energies, as defined by Eqn. (5.7), are more susceptible to large 
identification errors. The beams in the upper two stories of the structure contain the largest errors 
in stiffness estimates for both the axial and flexural stiffnesses. This particular load set identifies 
the flexural stiffness of the members more accurately than the axial stiffnesses. 
The second load set defined in the beginning of this section is mor~ practical in that a uniform 
load across a span is easy to accomplish in a frame structure. Two schemes of displacement meas-
urement locations are used with this load set. The first scheme measures horizontal and vertical 
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deflections at each node on the structure. The second displacement measurement scheme meas-
ures only horizontal deflections along one side of the structure, as shown in Fig. 5.33. This second 
displacement measurement scheme measures displacements that are relatively easy to measure 
from a practical standpoint, however, the four lateral measurements shown may not be the ideal 
displacements to measure when the structure is loaded in the vertical direction. 
Figure 5.34 compares the identification error in axial stiffness associated with these t'NO meas-
urement schemes. The solid line represents the case where all deflections are measured, and the 
dotted line represents the case where only the 4 lateral deflection measurements shown in Fig. 5.33 
are measured. The first measurement scheme gives superior results for the smaller input errors. 
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The second measurement scheme experiences a large initial increase in identification error. As the 
amplitude of displacement error increases, the second measurement scheme reports less error 
than the first. The seemingly low error for the second measurement scheme may be partially due to 
the number of trials which converged. Figure 5.35 displays the number of trials which did not con-
verge as a function of displacement error amplitude using the second measurement scheme. When 
the displacement error amplitude increased beyond 15%, the convergence rate of these trials was 
minimal. Using the first measurement scheme, all trials converged except when the displacement 
amplitude reached 15%, when 4% of the trials did not converge. 
Figure 5.36 compares the identification error in flexural stiffness associated with these two 
measurement schemes. Here, again, the first measurement scheme produces smaller identifica-
tion errors for the smaller amplitudes of displacement error, but gives larger identification errors 
for larger amplitudes of displacement errors. This may be due to the low convergence rate of the 
second measurement scheme trials. 
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Figures 5.37 and 5.38 give a comparison of the least-squares method and the singular-value-de-
composition method for the second load set using the four lateral measurements. Figure 5.37 
shows the identification error in axial stiffness, and Fig. 5.38 shows the identification error in 
flexural stiffness. In both cases, the singular-value-decomposition solution is a significant im-
provement over the least-squares solution. This is to be expected, because it was demonstrated in 
previous examples that the singular-value-decomposition solution works well when the load set is 
at a minimum. Approximately 22 eigenvalues from 48 where eliminated from the system of equa-
tions, and all trials converged. 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 
The simulations presented here illustrate that the error in the estimates of member stiffnesses 
depends on four main factors: (a) the magnitude of the errors inherent within displacement and 
geometry measurements; (b) the richness of the load set applied to the structure; (c) the number of 
displacement measurements taken; and (d) the method used to solve the system of equations. 
The magnitude of the errors contained within displacement and geometry measurements di-
rectly influences the magnitude of the errors contained within the stiffness estimates. Intuitively, as 
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the magnitude of the measurement errors increases, so does the error in the stiffness estimates. A 
relatively small amount of displacement error can cause large errors in member stiffness esti-
mates. The method can be particularly sensitive when complete displacement measurements are 
not available and a set of nonlinear equations must be solved. While the magnitude of the measure-
ment error influences the estimate error, the type of measurement error, whether it be proportional 
or absolute, or displacement or geometry, has little effect on the behavior of the estimate error. 
The information content of a load set depends on both the number and independence of the 
load cases that comprise the load set. For the purposes of this example, richness can be loosely 
defined as the number of the load cases in a load set, since no attempt was made to alter individual 
load cases to improve the quality. One possible method of evaluation of the richness of a load set is 
to examine the normalized strain energy of each member. A load set wr.ich distributes the strain 
energy among all members would be considered a rich load set, as opposed to a load set which 
confines the strain energy to only a few of the members. 
The number of displacement measurements included as input to the algorithm also influences 
the magnitude of the estimation error. If displacement measurements are taken at all degrees of 
freedom, the estimation problem is linear. This results in a simple system to solve and yields a 
solution which contains the smallest errors. If displacement measurements are not available at all 
degrees of freedom, the estimation problem becomes nonlinear, resulting in a system which is 
much more difficult to solve. The errors in the estimates of the member stiffnesses are in some 
sense inversely related to the number of displacement measurements taken. 
Tne method used to solve for the member stiffness estimates also influences the error present 
in the estimates. The least-squares method provided a reasonable solution under most circum-
stances. This solution was used as a basis for comparison of the other methods. The singular-val-
ue-decomposition method can eliminate information which is contaminated by error, making the 
method ideal for solving identification problems using poor load sets and/or few displacement 
measurements. The instrumental-variables method eliminates the bias contained in the 
least-squares solution. This method is well suited for solving identification problems using a rich 
load set, but has problems converging to a solution if the displacement errors are large or if the 
load set is poor. The weighted methods improve member stiffness estimates for any method when 
some displacement measurements can be made with more accuracy than others. 
Member stiffnessescan be estimated using modal displacements in a manner similar to using 
static displacements. The load sets produced using the modal displacements tend to be richer than 
the loads sets produced by a single static load. One measure of the richness of a load set is the way 
it distributes the strain energy among the members. This can be seen in the manner in which a load 
set distributes strain energy to the members. The richness of a load set can also be varied by vary-
ing the number of load cases in the load set. The member stiffness estimates made from the dy-
namic response data behaved in the same manner as the estimates made from the static response 
data. As the number of load cases (modes) in the load set increased, the identification error de-
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creased. The solution methods also produced results similar to the results in the static case. When 
the minimum load set was used to predict member stiffnesses, the singular-value-decomposition 
method gave superior estimates, and the instrumental-variables method gave poor estimates. As 
the load set became richer with the addition of more load cases, all three methods gave similar 
member stiffness estimates. 
Both axial and flexural member stiffnesses in a frame can be estimated using the method out-
lined in Chapter 3. When rotations are included as displacements, absolute error gives signifi-
cantly different results than proportional error. This is a change from the previous examples deal-
ing with truss members. Two load sets were examined, the first included a load in every degree of 
freedom, and estimated flexural stiffness more accurately than axial stiffness. The second load set 
consisted of uniform loads across each of the spans in the frame. This set allowed estimates of both 
the axial and flexural stiffnesses to approximately the same degree of accuracy. For the second load 
set, two measurement schemes were used, the first measured horizontal and vertical deflections at 
every node, and the second measured horizontal deflections along one side of the structure. Con-
vergence was a problem for the trials that used the second measurement scheme. The singular-val-
ue-decomposition method gave superior results to the least-squares in this case. This behavior was 
expected, because the load set was near minimal and few displacement measurements were taken. 
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Conclusions 
The mutual residual energy method, presented in this report, constitutes a new family of pa-
rameter estimation algorithms for deformable mechanical systems. The method is based on the 
assumption that the topology and geometry of the structure are known, and that the system ma-
trices can be linearly parameterized in terms of kernel matrices which have a solid physical basis 
and are easy to assemble. Measured motions of the structure are used (in conjunction with mea-
sured loads for the static case) to make estimates of the constitutive parameters. As formulated, 
the method applies generally to any statically loaded or freely vibrating structure that is amenable 
to standard finite element modeling. The quantity and quality of response measurements required, 
the consequences of noisy data, and the choice of load form are among the issues important to the 
success of our parameter estimation scheme. 
The equations for parameter estimation are formed by forcing the mutual residual energy 
among data sets to be zero. The resulting algebraic equations are nonlinear and overdetermined 
for superadequate (M < YzN(N + 1)), spatially sparse (N < n) data. The nonlinear equations have 
been solved here by the Newton-:-Raphson method, wherein an overdetermined linear problem is 
solved at each iteration. For the special case of spatially complete measurements (N = nY, the pa-
rameter estimation problem is linear. 
Four methods of solving the overdetermined linear system of equations were discussed: (a) 
classical least-squares, (b) singular-value decomposition, (c) weighted (Gauss-Markov) least-
squares, and (d) instrumental variables. The choice of solution method was found to influence the 
error propagation characteristics of the parameter estimation equations. For data sets typical of 
static and modal analysis, none of the four methods studied was clearly superior; each one had 
advantages at the edges of data adequacy. For the example simulations, the classical least-squares 
method was generally the most reliable. We recommend that a general purpose tool have all of 
these methods available, as the SIDELINES module does. 
The approach to parameter estimation presented in this report has certain similarities with 
other contributions in the field, but is distinguished by a unification of principles and a systematic 
treatment of spatially sparse data. In particular, we clearly demonstrate that, for the mutual resid-
ual energy method, solvability is essentially related to the number ofload cases (modes) in the data 
set, not to the number of spatial measurements. However, spatial sparsity of measurements de-
grades the accuracy of the estimates and can lead to divergence of the Newton-Raphson scheme . 
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No evidence of problems with uniqueness of solution emerged in the simulation studies. We specu-
late that accuracy of the parameter estimates will generally control the amount of data required, 
obviating loss of uniqueness in most practical cases. In those cases where multiple solutions exists, 
it seems reasonable that extraneous solutions might be easily disqualified on physical grounds (or 
better, avoided by constrained optimization methods). 
The algorithms presented here are formulated in a manner suitable for large-scale computa-
tion. It should be possible to develop a general purpose code for identification of complex struc-
tural systems, much in the spirit of general purpose programs for direct analysis (e.g. finite element 
programs). The methods have been implemented in a computer program (SIDELINES) which has 
served us as a research tool. This tool might also be used as a diagnostic tool for investigating the 
intrinsic identifiability of the properties of a structure prior to physical implementation of an in-
strumentation scheme, and can be used to optimize the location and sensitivity of the instruments. 
While the SIDELINES module has some strict limitations, it is a step toward the development of a 
general purpose parameter estimation tool for linear structures. 
An interesting aspect of the mutual residual energy method is that the coefficient matrix for 
stiffness parameter estimation has the character of strain energy (as opposed to products of 
strains and displacements). It is therefore clear that stiffness estimates are based on measure-
ments of member distortion. The distortion of a member is computed by differencing displace-
ment quantities, a process easily polluted by error. Estimation accuracy can, of course, be en-
hanced by increasing the intrinsic information content in the load set used for estimation or simply 
by increasing the number of repetitive observations. Because the present method is based on 
strain energy, accuracy can also be enhanced by augmenting the displacement measurements with 
direct observation of member strains. 
Simulation studies were performed to estimate the stiffness parameters of planar truss and 
frame structures from measured static and modal response data. Two example structures were 
presented to illustrate the method: a planar bowstring truss, and a planar frame. Member stiffness 
estimates were made of both structures based on static load response, and estimates were made 
for the bowstring truss based on dynamic response. The numerical examples showed that the error 
in the estimates of parameters depends on the magnitude of the errors inherent in the measure-
ment of displacement and geometry, the information content (richness) of the load set, the sparsity 
of spatial measurements, and the method used to solve the system of equations. The results of 
these simulations underline the sensitivity of the parameter estimations problem and reinforce the 
need for high quality data. 
The present work is a contribution to the development of the theoretical foundations. analyti-
cal methods, and numerical algorithms necessary for assessing structural damage from measure-
ments of global structural response. Our aim has been to establish a sound basis for an entire class 
of nondestructive evaluation methods (i. e. those which use forced response to applied loads which 
are of the same nature as the service loads of the structure for inference). The current work should 
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help p ave the way for more specific applications and should provide a context for deciding which 
of these applications is technically feasible. 
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Appendix 
The SIDELINES module 
The algorithms discussed in the main body of this report have been implemented as a module to 
the general purpose program FEAP (Taylor, 1977). All of the simulations presented in Chapter 6 were 
carried out using this program. This appendix serves two purposes: (1) it provides rudimentary docu-
mentation for running the SIDELINES module, and (2) it provides information for the programmer who 
wishes to add to the SIDELINES module. 
The SIDELINES (system IDEntification of LINEar structures) module is executed from the macro 
mode of finite element program FEAP. As such the information passed to the module is the typical 
information one needs to effect an analysis of the structure in question: nodal coordinates, element 
connectivity, material set properties, boundary conditions, etc. Therefore, the model can be prepared 
with the general FEAP mesh generation module (mesh or edit mode in FEAP), it can be analyzed inde-
pendently from the SIDELINES module in macro mode, and it can be plotted in plot mode. The SIDE-
LINES module is entered from macro mode with the macro command gen. Successful entry into the 
SIDELINES module is indicated by the SIDELINES banner, a summary of element types in the structure, 
and the GEN> prompt. 
SIDELINES is implemented as a complete simulated environment for carrying out parameter esti-
mation with simulated data. The structure in question is analytically modeled and the measurements 
are obtained by analyzing the structure. :tv.feasulement errors can be specified to have lu~own statistical 
characteristics. The advantage of the simulated environment is that it provides a tool with which struc-
tures can be investigated for their amenability to parameter estimation, and at the same time it pro-
vides a tool for systematic investigation of various parameter estimation algorithms. The current pa-
rameter estimation capabilities of SIDELINES are summarized below. 
Among the choices for parameter estimation methods one has: 
(1) Least squares (weighted and unweighted), 
(2) Singular value decomposition, and 
(3) Instrumental variables. 
The estimation can be based on either: 
(1) Complete measurements (displacements known at all DOF), or 
(2) Incomplete measurements. 
These estimation schemes work for two types of structural elements: 
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(1) Truss elements (2-D or 3-D [ELMT22]), and 
(2) Beam elements (2-D Bernoulli-Euler beams [ELMTlS]). 
The (simulated) measurements one can make are either of two types: 
(1) Static displacements for a set of known loads, and 
(2) Eigenproperties of the system with known mass matrix. 
Currently, the algorithms for estimating both the stiffness and mass of the members of the structure 
are not implemented. 
The errors one can induce in the measurements are random noise with magnitude specified by the 
set error command. Errors can be' specified in the measured displacements (set error disp) or in the 
nodal co.ordinates (set error coor). The errors can be either of two types: 
(1) Absolute (type 0), e.g. Uerror = Uexact + erandom 
(2) Proportional (type 1), e.g. Uerror = Uexact (1 + erandom) 
Note that magnitude of the error is interpreted differently depending on the type of error you spec-
ify. For proportional errors the magnitude is a percentage of the measured value whereas for absolute, 
the error magnitude has the same units as the measured quantity and is directly added. 
A.1 Variables passed in from PMACR 
Aside from certain subroutines called in the SIDELINES module which are part of FEAP, the only 
interaction with the main program is through the variables passed in from the calling routine PMACR. 
These variables generally describe the structure or provide array space to do ordinary direct analysis 
of the structure. The arrays are listed below. 
Name Size Dim. Description 
ul 3*nst (ndJ,*) Local element displacements 
xl ndm*nen (ndm,*) Local node coordinates 
tl nen (*) Local nodal temperatures 
ld nst (*) Local dest. vector for p,s 
p nst (*) Local r.h.s vector 
s nst*nst (nsf,*) Local element stiffness 
hv nivtot (*) History variables array 
nhv numel (*) Pointer array for history variables hv 
ie nummat*(ndf+ 1) (ndf+ 1, *) Global/local dof assignments 
d I1lfmmat*25 (25,*) Material properties 
id ndjnumnp (ndJ,*) Equation numberslb.c.s 
x ndm*numnp (ndm,*) Nodal coordinates 
ix (nen + 1)*numel (nen + 1,*) Equation numbers, matI. set 
f ndjl1llmnp (ndJ,*) Nodal forces 
numnp (*) Nodal temperatures 
dr nllmnp*ndf (*) Displacement increment, dummy 
b ndjnumnp*2 (*) Displacements 
gm ndjnumnp (ndJ,*) Nodal masses 
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Integer parameters controlling the sizes of arrays include the following 
Name 
numnp 
nume1 
nummaJ 
ndm 
ndf 
nen 
nenl 
nad 
nivtot 
nst 
nodf 
nend 
Description 
number of nodal points in structure 
number of elements in structure 
number of material sets in structure 
dimension of the coordinate space 
number of degrees of freedom per node (maximum) 
number of nodes per element (of element with most) 
nen+l 
extra degrees of freedom to element 
total number of internal variables 
nen*ndf+nad 
number of unconstrained degrees of freedom (also neq) 
pointer to current end of infonnation in blank common m 
A.2 SIDELINES commands, parameters, and output control. 
The routine GEN_DRIVER controls the execution of the parameter estimation routines. The execu-
tion of the parts of the program is controlled by a command processor which recognizes various words 
(see below for list of words, also ask for HELP during the program execution to see words). These words 
help define the attributes of the parameter estimation that will be subsequently performed. The follow-
ing commands are available and can be given at the GEN> prompt: 
disp 
echo parameter 
end 
eige 
help word 
iv 
load file 
Is [inc] 
print name 
set parameter 
svd [inc] 
Compute displacements for current loads . 
Toggle or show echo parameters (see below for list of parameters) 
Exit the GEN module and return to MACRO mode 
Compute eigenvalues and vectors of structure 
Display the help messages (also, help set, and help echo) 
Do instrumental variable parameter estimation 
Read load and measurement information from file named file.gen 
Execute a complete system identification (inc - > Is with incomplete meas.) 
Print the named matrix, where name can be: disp, force, or coor 
Set or show set parameters (see below for list of parameters) 
Execute singular value decomposition solution (inc - > svd with incomplete measurements) 
Notes: FEAP understands only lower case commands. A second command word in brackets [] is an 
optional word. The file name in the load command is specified without the extension .gen. The exten-
sion is automatically appended by the program before it goes to look for the file. The disk file must 
have the .gen extension. 
Some of the solution scheme are specified by the set command. One can set error magnitudes, 
error types, solution tolerances, and other options. The parameters which can be set are described 
below. The default values are given in parentheses after the description. 
set nle n 
set error word x 
set seedx 
set max 
Set the number of load cases to n. (0) 
Set the amplitude of random error to x, word is either disp or coor, 
e.g. set error disp x or set error co or x. (0) 
Set the seed for random number generator to x 
Toggle switch to find maximum displacements. (no) 
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set tol x 
set eige 
set cony 
set iter 
set dive 
set rep n 
set type word n 
set 
Set the tolerance on eigenvalue solvers to x. (1.d-9) 
Toggle switch to find eigenvalues of least squares matrix. (no) 
Set the tolerance on nonlinear (inc) iteration. (l.d-4) 
Set the maximum number of nonlinear (inc) iterations. (10) 
Set the divergence limit for nonlinear (inc) iteration. (l.d + 12) 
Set the number of repetitions of measurements to n. (1) 
Set error type to n (0 = absolute, 1 = proportional), word is either disp or coor, 
e.g. set type disp n or set type coor n. (0) 
Show current values of set parameters 
Certain arrays can be printed as they are computed (mostly of interest for debugging) by setting 
echo parameters. The parameters which can be echoed are described below. The default values are all 
set to of! 
echo Ism 
echo coor 
echo adu 
echo load 
echo disp 
echo comp 
echo all 
echo none 
echo 
A.3 Example Session. 
Output of least squares matrix and vector 
Output of perturbed and unperturbed coordinates 
Output of a.u matrix 
Output of load case information 
Output of computed displacements or eigenvectors 
Output of computed parameters during iteration 
All of the above 
None of the above 
Show current values of echo parameters 
As an example, consider that you have previously created a mesh for a truss structure in FEAP and 
have saved it in a binary mesh file called trus.msh with the save command. We wish to do a parameter 
estimation for five load cases, using the SVD algorithm with incomplete measurements, using absolute 
errors of magnitude 0.01 of the current units. The load and measurement information is stored in the 
file trus.gen. The following FEAP session is appropriate: 
<> read trus 
<> maer 
> gen 
GEN> set nle 5 
GEN> set error disp 0.01 
GEN> load trus 
GEN> disp 
GEN> svd ine 
CEN> end 
> end 
<> stop 
Note that in the above session only those parameters which were different from their default settings 
were set. The session script does not include the responses from FEAP. 
AA Storage Allocation in GEN_DRIVER. 
The execution of any of the various routines requires that certain arrays exist, the size of which is 
determined by the current problem aspects (usually by the number of load cases nlc). The storage is 
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dynamically allocated in the integer array m(*), usually with pointers called ngenl, ngen2, etc. Certain 
of the arrays are used in exactly the same way by all parameter estimation schemes. These are referred 
to as the permanent arrays. These arrays depend only on nlc and are released and reallocated every 
time a set nle command is given. 
Permanent Arrays (set nle): 
NGEN Array Size 'JYpe Comment 
1 u ndofx nle real Displacements/eigenvectors 
2 fore ndofx nle real Forces 
3 id ndfxnumnp integer id array renumbered for incomplete meas. 
4 jdiag ndof integer jdiag array for incomplete measurements 
5 rx ndm xnumnp real Randomized coordinates 
6 stiff jdiag(ndof) real New stiffness matrix 
The force and displacement arrays in GEN have nothing to do with the force and displacement 
arrays in FEAP proper. Consequently, forces input in the mesh input mode for FEAP are of no interest 
here, and displacements computed in GEN will not affect the displacements computed in the macro 
mode of FEAP. Since one can specify measured and unmeasured degrees-of-freedom in GEN the stor-
age for the structure stiffness matrix (stiff) and the pointer array for its profile storage scheme (jdiag) 
must be reallocated to reflect the adjusted id array. The new id array numbers the unmeasured de-
grees-of-freedom first and the measured degrees-of-freedom last. Constrained degrees-of-freedom 
are still given negative numbers as in FEAP. The randomized coordinates, rx, are stored separately 
from the actual coordinates, x, so that computations can be performed repeatedly. 
GEN_DRIVER is organized so that each algorithmic request is handled in the same way. The five 
commands Is, Is inc, svd, svd inc, and iv point to nine different subroutines depending upon whether 
the structure is a truss structure or a beam structrure. These subroutines are named: 
Is_tr 
ls_tr_inc 
Is_bm 
Is_bID_inc 
svd_tr 
sVd_tr_inc 
svd_bm 
svd_bm_inc 
iv tr 
Least squares estimation, truss elements, complete measurements 
Least squares estjmation, truss elements, incomplete measurements 
Least squares estimation, beam elements, complete measurements 
Least squares estimation, beam elements, incomplete measurements 
Singular value decomposition, truss elements, complete measurements 
Singular value decomposition, truss elements, complete measurements 
Singular value decomposition, truss elements, complete measurements 
Singular value decomposition, truss elements, complete measurements 
Instrumental variables, truss elements, complete measurements 
The arrays used to solve the parameter estimation problem are allocated at the time the request is 
made, and released immediately after the estimation is complete. As a consequence, these arrays are 
not remembered from one estimation to the next. The allocation of storage in blank common in the 
array m(*) is documented below. The first column is the pointer number, the second column is the 
common name of the array (i.e. its name in the called subroutine), the third column is the size of the 
array according to its number of array dimensions, the fourth column is the data type (if the type is 
double precision real then the array size must be multiplied by ipr = 2 to allocate the proper amount of 
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storage in m), the last column gives additional descriptive information about the array. The storage 
allocation is as follows, the command that actually invokes the storage is given in parentheses: 
Standard Least Squares, complete measurements, truss (Is) : 
NGEN Array Size 'JYpe Comment 
7 adu nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 Ism nmxnm real least squares coefficient matrix 
9 Isv nm real least squares right-hand-side vector 
10 xev nm real array to do eig_ hi, eigJo 
11 yev nm real array to do eig_ hi, eigJo 
12 indx nm integer equation solver pivoting indices 
Standard Least Squares, complete measurements, beam (Is) : 
NGEN Array Size 1Ype Comment 
7 adu 3 x nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 Ism 2*nm x 2*nm real least squares coefficient matrix 
9 Isv 2*l1m real least squares right-hand-side vector 
10 xev 2*nm real array to do eig_ hi, eigJo 
11 yev 2*nm real array to do eig_ hi, eigJo 
12 indx 2*nm integer equation solver pivoting indices 
Instrumental Variables, complete measurements, truss (iv): 
NGEN Array Size Type Comment 
7 adu nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 ism nrnxnm real least squares coefficient matrix 
9 Isv 11171 real least squares right-hand-side vector 
10 xev nn1 real array to do eig_hi, eigJo 
11 yev nm real array to do eig_hi, eigJo 
12 indx nm integer equation solver pivoting indices 
13 ua ndofx nlc real analytical displacements 
14 adua nm x nlc real analytkal a. u matrix 
15 dbak nm real array to save initial parameters 
Least Squares, incomplete measurements, truss (Is inc): 
NGEN Array Size 'JYpe Comment 
7 adu 2 x nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 Ism nmxnm real least squares coefficient matrix 
9 Isv nm real least squares right-hand-side vector 
10 xev nm real array to do eig_ hi, eigJo 
11 yev nm real array to do eig_ hi, eigJo 
12 indx nm integer equation solver pivoting indices 
13 dbak 17m real array to save initial parameters 
14 aa ndofx ndof real condensable stiffness matrix 
Least Squares, incomplete measurements, beam (Is inc): 
NGEN Array Size Type Comment 
7 adu 6 x nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 15m 2*nm x 2*nm real least squares coefficient matrix 
9 Isv 2*nm real least squares right-hand-side vector 
10 xev 2*nm real array to do eig_ hi, eigJo 
11 yev 2*nm real array to do eig_ hi, eigJo 
12 indx 2*nm integer equation solver pivoting indices 
13 dbak 2*nm real array to save initial parameters 
14 aa ndofx ndlf real condensable stiffness matrix 
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Singular Value Decomposition, complete measurements, truss (svd): 
NGEN Array Size 1)rpe Comment 
7 adu nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 15m nmxnm real right factor matrix 
9 Isv nm real singular values 
10 soln nm real solution vector 
11 coef ncoefx nm real coefficient matrix 
12 rhs ncoef real righ t - hand-side 
Singular Value Decomposition, complete measurements, beam (svd): 
NGEN Array Size 'JYpe Comment 
7 adu 3 x nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 Ism 2*nm x 2*nm real right factor matrix 
9 Isv 2*nm real singular values 
10 soln 2*nm real solution vector 
11 coef ncoefx 2*nm real coefficient matrix 
12 rhs ncoef real right-hand-side 
Singular Value Decomposition, incomplete measurements, truss (svd inc): 
NGEN Array Size 'Jype Comment 
7 adu 2 x nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 Ism nmXnm real right factor matrix 
9 Isv nm real singular values 
10 soln nm real solution vector 
11 dbak nm real to save initial parameters 
12 aa ndofx ndof real condensable stiffness matrix 
13 coef ncoefx nm real coefficient matrix 
14 rhs ncoef real right-hand-side 
Singular Value Decomposition, incomplete measurements, beam (svd inc): 
NGEN Array Size 1)rpe Comment 
7 adu 6 x nm x nlc real a.u matrix 
8 Ism 2*nm x 2*nm real right factor matrix of svd 
9 lsv 2*nm real singular values 
10 soln 2*nm real solution vector 
11 dbak 2*nm real to save initial parameters 
12 aa ndofx ndof real condensable stiffness matrix 
13 coef ncoefx 2*nm real coefficient matrix 
14 rhs ncoef real right-hand-side 
The program knows the difference between a truss and a beam, so there is no reason to specify 
either in the program execution. In fact, upon entering the module the elements in the structure are 
checked for type (truss is El.1viT22, beam is ELMT15 in FEAP), and to see if there is an independent mate-
rial set defined for each elements (the routines which use iterative procedures (e.g. incomplete meas-
urement procedures and instrumental variables) can not be done currently if material sets are 
grouped. However, non-iterative procedures (e.g. complete measurement procedures) can be done. 
None of the procedures can be done if there are elements of unlc..nown type. If the program senses 
unknown elements, it immediately exits the module. 
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The parameters defining the array sizes are described below: 
Name Description 
nm 
ndof 
nlc 
ncoef 
Number of members in the structure (also numef) 
Number of unconstrained DOF in structure (also neq) 
Number of load cases for static loading, number of eigenpairs for dynamic loading 
Size of SVD coefficient array ncoef=nlc*(nlc+ 1)12 
A.S The source files for the SIDELINES module. 
The file names for the current version of the program are given below. For the most part the name 
is indicative of the contents of the file. The following paragraphs give a brief descri ption of the contents 
of each of these files. A listing of the module follows. 
gen_compare.ftn 
gen _ driver.ftn 
g en _ eige. ftn 
gen_form.ftn 
gen_iv.ftn 
gen_Ioads.ftn 
gen_ls_bm.ftn 
gen_Is_bm_inc.ftn 
gen_Is_tr.ftn 
gen _Is _ tr _inc.ftn 
gen_meas.ftn 
gen_noise.ftn 
gen_solve.ftn 
Routines which compare estimated values of parameters with the actual values and compute 
error statistics of the differences in those values. 
Routine to compute the displacements from the input static load cases. The displacements 
are computed as in macro mode with calls to pform, elmlib, actcol, etc. 
Main routine which controls the execution of parameter estimation. 
Routine to compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues by subspace iteration. The control pa-
rameters for routine subspace are computed automatically from the nlc parameter. 
Routines to form the matrices necessary to do the parameter estimation computations. Spe-
cifically, the a.u matrix routines, the routines to form the Ism and Isv matrices for least 
squares, and the routines to form the coefficient matrix coef and the right-hand-side vector 
rhs to do singular value decomposition are in this file. 
Subprogram to execute instrumental variables iteration method. 
Routine to read the load case information fromfile.gel1. The file is opened and the word load 
is searched for. The information fonowing the word load is the data for one load case: the 
node number and the loads in each degree-of-freedom at the node. Any number of nodes 
can be loaded in a single load case. The file file.gen can contain as many load cases as desired, 
however, only the first nlc are read. 
Subprogram to execute least squares, complete measurements, for beam elements. 
Subprogram to execute least squares, incomplete measurements, for beam elements. 
Subprogram to execute least squares, complete measurements, for truss elements. 
Subprogram to execute least squares, incomplete measurements, for truss elements. 
Routine to read the measurement information from file file.gen. The file is opened and the 
word meas is searched for. The information following the word meas is the data for measured 
and unmeasured degrees-of-freedom. Each line has a node number followed by a 1 (meas-
ured) or a 0 (unmeasured) for each of the degrees-of-freedom at that node. If a node is not 
present, then it is assumed that all degrees-of-freeclom are measured there. 
Routines to add random noise to the displacement or coordinate data. 
Equation solving routines. For least squares: ludcmp and lubksb, for singular value decom-
position: svdcmp and svbksb. These routines are taken from the book Numedcal Recipes by 
Press, et. a1. (1986). The rou tine condense, which condenses the stiffness matrix, is also in this 
file. 
Subprogram to execute the SVD algorithm, complete measurements, for the beam element. 
gen_svd_bm_inc.ftn Subprogram to execute the SVD algorithm, incomplete measurements, for the beam ele-
ment. 
Subprogram to execute the SVD algorithm, comp1ete measurements, for the truss element. 
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gen _ svd _ tr _ inc.ftn Subprogram to execute the SVD algorithm, incomplete measurements, for the truss ele-
ment 
Routines to do the updates for the various iterative (inc and iv) parameter estimation 
schemes. 
General utilities: (1) Routine to compute the Frobenius norm of a matrix, (2) routines to com-
pute the highest and lowest eigenvalues of a matrix by inverse iteration, and (3) a routine to 
detennine the types of elements present in the structure. 
The subroutines of SIDELINES are listed in Table A.l below in alphabetical order, with the name of 
the file in which they reside and the page number of the source code listing on which they start: 
Table A.I Index of Subroutines in the SIDELINES Module 
Subroutine File Page Subroutine File Page Subroutine File Page 
adu_tr gen_form 123 genJoads genJoads 109 lsv_wt gen_form 132 
adu_tr_inc gen_form 124 gen_meas gen_meas 107 ludcmp gen_solve 136 
adu_bm gen_form 126 iv_tr gen_iv 113 lubksb gen_solve 137 
adu_bm_inc gen_form 126 Is bm gen_Is_bm 114 maxdis gen_uti! 142 
comp_tr gen_comp 103 IS_bmJnc gen Js _ bm _inc 115 noise gen_noise 106 
comp_bm gen_comp 104 Is_tr genJs_tr 117 randco gen_noise 106 
comp_tr_inc gen_comp 105 ls_trjnc genJs_trjnc 117 str_type gen_util 144 
comp_bm_inc gen_comp 105 Ism_tr gen_form 130 svbksb gen_solve 141 
condense __ gen_solve 142 Ism_tr_inc gen_form 130 svd_bm gen_svd_bm 119 
evforce gen_eige 112 lsm_bm gen_form 130 svd_bm_inc gen_svd_bm_inc 120 
form_bm gen_form 133 Ism_bm_inc gen_form 131 svd_tr gen_svd_tr 121 
form_bm_inc gen_form 133 Ism_iv gen_form 132 svd_tr_inc gen _ svd _ tr,-inc 122 
form_tr gen_form 134 Ism_wt gen_form 132 svdcmp gen_solve 138 
form_tr_inc gen_form 134 lsv_tr_inc gen_form 128 update_tr gen_update 135 
gen_disp gen_disp 110 lsv_bm gen_form 129 update_bm gen_update 135 
gen_driver gen_driver 96 lsv_bmjnc gen_form 129 update_iv gen_update 136 
gen_eige gen_eige 111 Isv tr gen form 128 zerosvd gen_util 145 
Some of the routines in the SIDELINES module call FEAP library routines to accomplish tasks such 
as storage allocation (setmem), assembly of nodal equilibrium equations (pform, admass), solution of 
equations stored in profile form (aetcoi), and subspace iteration solution for eigenvalues and eigenve-
ctors (su bsp). Routines for i/o (parer, mprint, etc.), and general utility routines (pzero, pmove) are also 
used. 
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The SIDELINES module source code 
FILE: gen _ driver.ftn 
c-------------------------------------------------------------GEN DRIVER 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine gen driver(ul,xl,tl,ld.p.s,hv.nhv,ie.d.id,x,ix,f~t,· 
* - dr.b,gm.ndf,ndm,nenl,nst.ndof.nm,nend.ifile) 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
SIDELINES Module 
System IDEntification of LINEar Structures 
Apollo Version: 21 MARCH 1989 
control program for solution of System Identification problems 
for finite element program FEAP 
written by: Keith D. Hjelmstad 
Department of Civil Engineering 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Cham~aign 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nwd=11.nmat=25,ncc=4,nrdat=4) 
logical echocor,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical errlu.errflg,noloads,findmax,eigflg,err 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,nomeas,weight,beam,grouped 
character*4 cc(ncc) ,wd(nwd) ,cdum 
dimension ul(ndf,*) ,xl(ndm,*) ,tl(*) ,ld(ndf,*) ,p(*) ,s(nst,*) 
dimension hv(*) ,nhv(*) ,ie(ndf+1,*) ,d(nmat,*) ,id(ndf,*) ,x(ndm,*) 
dimension ix(nen1,*) ,f(ndf,*) ,t(*) ,gm(*) 
dimension rdat(nrdat) ,idl(6) 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
m (1) 
/echo/ 
/gens/ 
/eigf! 
/errg/ 
/cdata/ 
/nonl/ 
/svdc/ 
echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,findmax,weight 
eigflg 
amperu,amperx,seederr,tol,itypu,itYPx,nrep 
oO,dumm(20) ,numnp,numel,nummat,nen,neq,ipr 
itnl,tnl,diver,start 
tsvd,nsvd 
data wd/'end ','echo', 'set', 'help', 'prin', 'load', 'disp', 'eige', 
'ls ','svd', 'iv '/ 
data bigseed/2147483646.0/ 
c .... Initialize GEN and ECHO parameters 
ngen_end 
echocor 
nend 
.false. 
echolsm .false. 
echoadu .false. 
echolds .false. 
echodis .false. 
echocom .false. 
noloads = .true. 
noma~~ix .true. 
nod~sp 
r.O&~"'; 
no~eas 
!~n=~ax 
we:g~;. 
e:.g::g 
a:npe:-u 
amperx 
:1rep 
seederr 
tol 
tsvd 
tnl 
nsvd 
diver 
itnl 
start 
.true. 
.true. 
.true. 
.false. 
.false. 
.false. 
0.0 
0.0 
1 
523940809.0 
l.d-IO 
1.d-5 
1.d-4 
o 
1.d+lO 
10 
1. dO 
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itype = 0 
nlc = 0 
write(6,4000) 
c .... Find out what kind of structure it is 
call str type(ie,ix,ndf,nenl,nm,nstype) 
if (abs(nstype) .eq.2) then 
beam .true. 
else 
beam .false. 
endif 
if (nstype.lt.O) then 
grouped .true. 
else 
grouped .false. 
endif 
if (nstype.eq.3) then 
if (ifile.eq.3) return 
if (ifile.ne.3) stop 
endif 
c .... Read GEN Command 
100 if (ifile.eq.3) call wrnocr(6, 'GEN > ') 
call parcr (cc,rdat,ncc,nrdat,ifile,errflg) 
do 110 icmd = l,nwd 
110 if (CC(l) .eq.wd(icmd» go to 120 
if (cc(l) .ne.' ') write(6,2000) 
go to 100 
c... Transfer to correct processor 
120 go to (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,9,9) ,iemd 
c .... END Exit GEN module 
1 return 
c .... ECHO - Selectively set ECHO parameters 
2 if(ce(2) .eq.'lsm ') eeholsm .not.eeholsm 
if(cc(2) .eq.'eoor') echocor .not.eehocor 
if(cC(2) .eq.'adu ') eehoadu .not.eehoadu 
if(cc(2) .eq. 'load') eeholds .not.eeholds 
if(ce(2) .eq.'disp') eehodis .not.eehodis 
if(ce(2) .eq.'eomp') echoeom .not.echoeom 
if(cc(2) .eq. 'all ') then 
echolsm .true. 
echocor 
echoadu 
eeholds 
echodis 
.true. 
.true. 
.true. 
.true. 
echocom .true. 
elseif(ec(2) .eq. 'none') then 
echolsm .false. 
eehocor .false. 
eehoadu .false. 
eeholds .false . 
eehodis 
eehoeom 
endif 
. false. 
.false. 
c. Print the current setting of ECHO parameters 
if(ee(2) .eq.' ') then 
write(6,3003) echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echolds,eehodis,echocom 
endif 
goto 100 
c. SET - selectively set parameters 
3 if(ec(2) .eq. 'nlc ') then 
newnlc = idint(rdat(l» 
newnlc = maxO(l,newnlc) 
if «.not.noloads) .and. (newnlc.ne.nlc» noloads .trUB. 
nle = newnlc 
ngen1 nend 
ngen2 ngen1 + ndof*nlc*ipr 
ngen3 ngen2 + ndof*nlc*ipr 
ngen4 ngen3 + numnp*ndf + mod(numnp*ndf,ipr) 
ngen5 ngen4 + ndof + mod(ndof,ipr) 
ngen end ngen5 + ndm*numnp*ipr 
call-setmem(ngen_end) 
write(6,2002) , »» Basic Arrays allocated ',ngen_end-nend 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'erro') then 
J 97 
if (Cc(3) .eq. 'disp') amperu 
if (cc(3) .eq. 'coor') amperx 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'rep ') then 
nrep = idint(rdat(l» 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'seed') then 
seederr = rdat(l) 
dabs(rdat(l» 
dabs(rdat(l» 
if (seederr.lt.1.0) seederr 
if (seederr.gt.bigseed) seederr 
1.0 
bigseed 
elseif(cc(2).eq. ~max ') then 
findmax = .not.findmax 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'tol ') then 
if (cc(3) .eq. 'eige') tol 
if (cc(3) .eq. 'inc ') tnl 
if (cc(3) .eq. 'svd ') then 
if (cc(4) .eq.'n ') then 
nsvd idint(rdat(l» 
else 
tsvd 
endif 
endif 
rdat(l) 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'star') then 
start = rdat(l) 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'dive') then 
diver = rdat(l) 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'iter') then 
itnl = idint(rdat(l» 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'type') then 
if (cc(3) .eq. 'disp') itypu 
if (cc(3) .eq. 'coor') itypx 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'eige') then 
eigflg = .not.eigflg 
elseif(cc(2) .eq. 'weig') then 
weight = .not.weight 
endif 
rdat(l) 
rdat(l) 
idint(rdat(l» 
idint(rdat(l» 
c .... Echo the current setting of GEN parameters 
if (cc (2) . eq. ' ') then 
write(6,3004) nlc,nrep,amperu,amperx,itypu,itypx,seederr,tol, 
* tnl,tsvd,nsvd,diver,itnl,start,findmax,eigflg, 
* weight 
endif 
goto 100 
c .... HELP 
4 if (cc(2) .eq.' ') then 
write (6,3000) 
elseif (cc(2) .eq. 'set ') then 
write(6,3001) 
elseif (cc(2) .eq. 'echo') then 
write (6,3002) 
endif 
goto 100 
c .. '. PRINT - Print an array 
5 if (nlc.eq.O) go to 100 
if (cc(2).eq.'disp' then 
call mprint(m(ngen1) ,ndof,nlc,ndof, 'Displacements') 
elseif (cc(2) ,eq. 'forc') then 
call mprint(m(ngen2) ,ndof,nlc,ndof, 'Forces') 
elseif (cc(2) .eq. 'coor') then 
call mprint(x,ndm,numnp,ndm, 'Unperturbed coordinates') 
call mprint(m(ngen5) ,ndm,numnp,ndm, 'Perturbed coordinates') 
endif 
go to 100 
c .... LOAD - Retrieve load cases and measurement locations from disk 
6 if (nlc.le.O) then 
wri te (6,2001) , ** Number of load cases < 1, set NLC' 
else 
call gen meas (cc(2) ,id,rn(ngen3),ndf,ndof,numnp,np,err) 
call gen=loads(cC(2) ,f,m(ngen3) ,m(ngen2) ,ndf,ndof,numnp,nlc) 
if(.not.err) then 
nad = 0 
call profil(m(ngen4) ,idl,m(ngen3) ,ix,ndf,nenl,nad,2, .false.) 
ngen6 ngen_end 
ngen_end ngen6 + m(ngen4+ndof-l)*ipr 
nodisp .true. 
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noloads 
endi! 
endif 
go to 100 
. false. 
c .... DISP - Compute displacements in lieu of measurements 
7 if (noloads) then 
* 
* 
c .... 
c 
c 
write(6,2001) , ** Load cases and measurements not defined' 
else 
call gen_disp(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,m(ngen3),x,ix,f,t, 
m(ngen4) ,m(ngen6),dr,b,m(ngen1),m(ngen2), 
ndf,ndm,nen1,nst,numnp,nm,nummat,neq,nlc) 
nodisp = .false. 
endif 
go to 100 
EIGE - Compute NLC eigenpairs and compute effective force 
Note: consistent mass matrix M(nmass), eigenvectors M{mv) , 
and eigenvalues M(md) are saved until SET NLC is done. 
B if (noloads) then 
write(6,2001) , •• Load cases and measurements not defined' 
else 
call randco (x,m{ngen5) ,ndm,numnp,amperx,seederr,itypx) 
if (echocor) then 
call mprint(x,ndm,numnp,ndm,'Unperturbed coordinates'} 
call mprint(m(ngen~),ndm,numnp,ndm, 'Perturbed coordinates'} 
endif 
mf = nlc 
mq = 2*n1c 
if (mq.gt.ndof) mq = ndof 
nmass = ngen_end 
mv nmass + m(ngen4+ndof-1)*ipr 
md mv + roq*ndof*ipr 
mr rod + mq*ipr 
rot ror + ndof*ipr 
rog rot + ndof*ipr 
roh mg + mq*(mq+l)/2*ipr 
mdp mh + mq*(mq+l)/2*ipr 
mdt mdp + mq*ipr 
mp mdt + mq*ipr 
mz mp + mq*mq*ipr 
ms mz + mq*ndof*ipr 
call setmem (ms) 
write(6,2002) , »» Eigenvalue problem: ',ms-nmass 
call gen eige(ul,x1,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,m(ngen3) ,x,ix,f,t, 
* m(ngen4) ,m(ngen6) ,dr,b,m(ngenl),m(ngen2),m(ngenS) ,gm, 
* m(nmass) ,m(mv) ,m(mt) ,m(mr) ,m(mg) ,m(mh) ,m(md) ,m(mdp) ,m(mdt), 
* m(mp) ,m(mz) ,ndf,ndm,nen1,nst,numnp,numel,nummat,neq,nlc,ifile) 
ngen_end = mr 
nodisp = .false. 
endif 
go to 100 
c .... Sort out the Parameter Estimation request 
9 if (noloads) then 
write(6,2001) , ** Load cases have not been defined yet' 
elseif (nodisp) then 
write(6,2001) , ** Displacements have not been computed yet' 
else 
call randco (x,m(ngen5) ,ndm,numnp,amperx,seederr,itypx) 
if (echocor) then 
call mprint(x,ndrn,nurnnp,ndm,'Unperturbed coordinates') 
call mprint(m(ngen5) ,ndm,numnp,ndm, 'Perturbed coordinates') 
endif 
if (icmd,eq.9) iexe 1 
if (icmd.eq.l0) iexe 5 
if (icmd.eq.ll) iexe 9 
if (beam) iexe = iexe + 1 
if (cc(2).eq.'inc ') iexe iexe + 2 
if «cc(2) .eq. 'inc ') .and.grouped) then 
write(6,2001) , ** INC cannot be done with grouped elements' 
go to 100 
endif 
if «icmd.eq.ll) .and.grouped) then 
write(B,2001) , ** IV cannot be done with grouped elements' 
go to 100 
99 
endif 
go to (20,21,22,23,30,31,32,33,40,50,50,50) iexe 
endif 
go to 100 
c .. ,. LS (truss) - Least squares estimation of parameters, complete 
20 ngen7 ngen_end 
ngenB ngen7 + nlc*nm*ipr 
ngen9 ngenB + nm*nm*ipr 
ngen10 ngen9 + nm*ipr 
ngen11 ngen10 + nm*ipr 
ngen12 ngenll + nm*ipr 
ngen_end = ngen12 + nm + mod(nm,ipr) 
call setmem(ngen_end) 
write(6,2002) , »» Least Squares (complete) : ',ngen_end-ngen7 
call ls_tr (d,m(ngen3) ,m(ngen5) ,ix,m(ngenl) ,m(ngen2) ,m(ngen7), 
* m(ngenB) ,m(ngen9),m(ngenlO) ,m(ngenl1) ,m(ngen12), 
* ndf,ndm,nen1,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
c .... LS (beam) - Least squares estimation of parameters, complete 
21 npar = nm*2 
ngen7 ngen_end 
ngenB ngen7 + 3*nlc*nm*ipr 
ngen9 ngen8 + npar*npar*ipr 
ngen10 ngen9 + npar*ipr 
ngenl1 ngen10 + npar*ipr 
ngen12 ngen11 + npar*ipr 
ngen end = ngen12 + npar + mod(npar,ipr) 
call-setmem(ngen_end) 
write(6,2002) , »» Least Squares (complete) : ',ngen end-ngen7 
call Is_bm (d,m(ngen3) ,m(ngen5) ,ix,m(ngen1) ,m(ngen2) ,mCngen7), 
* m(ngenB),m(ngen9),m(ngen10) ,m(ngen11) ,m(ngen12), 
* ndf.ndm.nen1.numnp,nm,nummat.ndof,nlc) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
c .. " LS INC (truss) - Least squares. incomplete measurements 
22 ngen7 ngen_end 
ngen8 ngen7 + 2*nlc*nm*ipr 
ngen9 ngen8 + nm*nm*ipr 
ngen10 ngen9 + nm*ipr 
ngen11 ngenlO + nm*ipr 
ngen12 ngen11 + nm*ipr 
ngen13 ngen12 + nm + mod(nm,ipr) 
ngen14 ngen13 + nm*ipr 
ngen end = ngen14 + ndof*ndof*ipr 
call-setmem(ngen_end) 
wri te (6,2002) , »» Least squares (incomplete) : ',ngen end-ngen7 
call ls_tr_inc (m(ngen14) ,ul,xl.tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,m(~gen3), 
m(ngen5) ,ix,f,t,m(ngen4) ,m(ngen6) ,dr,b,m(ngen1) ,m(ngen2), 
* ro(ngen7) ,m(ngen8) .m(ngen9) ,m(ngen10) .m(ngenll) ,m(ngen12), 
* m(ngen13) ,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,np) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
c .... LS INC (beam) - Least squares, incomplete measurements 
23 npar = 2*nm 
ngen7 ngen_end 
ngen8 ngen7 + S*nlc*nm*ipr 
ngen9 ngen8 + npar*npar*ipr 
ngen10 ngen9 + npar*ipr 
ngen11 ngen10 + npar*ipr 
ngen12 ngen11 + npar*ipr 
ngen13 ngen12 + npar + mod(npar,ipr) 
ngen14 ngen13 + npar*ipr 
ngen end = ngen14 + ndof*ndof*ipr 
call-setmem(ngen_end) 
write(6,2002) , »» Least squares (incomplete) : ',ngen_end-ngen7 
call Is bm inc (m(ngen14) ,ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,m(ngen3), 
* m(ngen5) ,ix,f,t,m(ngen4) ,m(ngen6) ,dr,b,m(ngenl) ,m(ngen2), 
* m(ngen7) ,m(ngenB) ,m(ngen9) ,m(ngen10) ,m(ngenll) ,m(ngen12), 
* m(ngen13) ,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,np) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
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c .... SVD (truss) - Singular value Decomposition, complete measurements 
30 ncoef = (nlc*(nlc+l))/2 
if (ncoef.lt.nm) ncoef = nm 
ngen7 ngen_end 
ngenB ngen7 + nlc*nm*ipr 
ngen9 ngenB + nm*nm*ipr 
ngen10 ngen9 + nm*ipr 
ngen11 ngenlO + nm*ipr 
ngen12 ngen11 + ncoef*nm*ipr 
ngen end = ngen12 + ncoef*ipr 
call-setmem(ngen_end) 
write(6,2002) , »» SVD (complete) : ',ngen end-ngen7 
call svd_tr (d,m(ngen3) ,m(ngen5) ,ix,m(ngen1)~m(ngen2),m(ngen7), 
* m(ngen11) ,m(ngen12),m(ngen8) ,m(ngen9) ,m(ngen10), 
* ndf,ndm,nenl,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,ncoef) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
c .... SVD (Beam) - Singular Value Decomposition, complete 
31 ncoef = nlc*(nlc+1)/2 
npar = nm*2 
c .... 
32 
* 
* 
if (ncoef.lt.npar) ncoef = npar 
ngen7 ngen_end 
ngenB ngen7 + S*nm*nlc*ipr 
ngen9 ngenB + npar*npar*ipr 
ngen10 ngen9 + npar*ipr 
ngenll ngenlO + npar*ipr 
ngen12 ngen11 + ncoef*npar*ipr 
ngen end = ngen12 + ncoef*ipr 
call-setmem(ngen_end) 
write(6,2002) , »» SVD beam (complete) : ',ngen end-ngen7 
call svd_bm (d,m(ngen3) ,m(ngen5) ,ix,m(ngen1) ,m(ngen2) ,m(ngen7), 
m(ngenI1) ,m(ngen12) ,m(ngen8) ,m(ngen9) ,m(ngenIO), 
ndf ,_!1dm, nenI, numnp, nm, nummat, ndof, nlc, ncoef) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
SVD INC (Truss) - Singular Value Decomposition, incomplete 
ncoef = (nIc*(nIc+1»/2 
if (ncoef.lt.nm) ncoef = nm 
ngen7 ngen_end 
ngen8 ngen7 + 2*nIc*nm*ipr 
ngen9 ngen8 + nm*nm*ipr 
ngen10 ngen9 + nm*ipr 
ngen11 ngenlO + nm*ipr 
ngen12 ngenl1 + nm*ipr 
ngen13 ngen12 + ndof*ndof*ipr 
ngen14 ngen13 + ncoef*nm*ipr 
ngen_end = ngen14 + ncoef*ipr 
call setmem(ngen end) 
write(6,2002) , ;»> SVD (incomplete) : ',ngen end-ngen7 
call svd_tr_inc (m(ngen12),ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,m(ngen3), 
* m(ngen5),ix,f,t,m(ngen4),m(ngen6) ,dr,b,m(ngen1),m(ngen2), 
* m(ngen7) ,m(ngen13) ,m(ngen14) ,m(ngen8) ,m(ngen9) ,m(ngenlO), 
* m(ngenll) ,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,ncoef,np) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
c .... SVD INC (Beam) - Singular Value Decomposition, incomplete 
33 ncoef = (nlc*(nlc+l»/2 
npar = nm*2 
* 
* 
if (ncoef.lt.npar) ncoef = npar 
ngen7 ngen_end 
ngenB ngen7 + 6*nm*nlc*ipr 
ngen9 ngenB + npar*npar*ipr 
ngenlO ngen9 + npar*ipr 
ngenll ngenlO + npar*ipr 
ngen12 ngenll + npar*ipr 
ngen13 ngen12 + ndof*ndof*ipr 
ngen14 ngen13 + ncoef*npar*ipr 
ngen_end = ngen14 + ncoef*ipr 
call setmem(ngen end) 
write(6,2002) , ;»> SVD beam (incomplete) : ',ngen_end-ngen7 
call svd bm inc (m(ngen12) ,ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,m(ngen3), 
m(ng;n5),ix,f,t,m(ngen4) ,m(ngen6) ,dr,b,m(ngen1) ,m(ngen2), 
m(ngen7) ,m(ngen13) ,m(ngen14) ,m(ngen8) ,m(ngen9) ,m(ngenlO), 
101 
* m(ngen11),ndf,ndm,nen1,nst,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,ncoef,np) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
c .... IV (Truss) - Execute Instrumental Variable method, complete 
40 ngen7 ngen_end 
ngen8 ngen7 + nlc*nm*ipr 
ngen9 ngen8 + nm*nm*ipr 
ngen10 ngen9 + nm*ipr 
ngen11 ngen10 + nm*ipr 
ngen12 ngenll + nm*ipr 
ngen13 ngen12 + nm + mod(nm,ipr) 
ngen14 ngen13 + ndof*nlc*ipr 
ngenlS ngen14 + nm*nlc*ipr 
ngen end = ngen15 + nm*ipr 
call-setmem(ngen_end) 
write(6,2002) , »» Instrumental Variables: ',ngen end-ngen7 
call iv tr (ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,m(ngen3) ,m(ngen5) ,ix,f,t, 
* m(ngen4) ,m(ngen6) ,dr,b;m(ngenl) ,m(ngen13) ,m(ngen2) ,m(ngen7) , 
* m(ngen14) ,m(ngen8) ,m(ngen9) .m(ngenlO) ,m(ngenl1) ,m(ngen12), 
* m(ngen15) ,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,numnp.numel.nummat,ndof.nlc,np) 
ngen_end = ngen7 
go to 100 
c .... option not available 
50 write(6,300S) 
go to 100 
c ... I/OFormats 
2000 formate' Unrecognized 
2001 format(a,e15.S) 
GEN Command') 
2002 format(/a.iS/) 
3000 format(II' The following commands are available :'11 
*' DISP Compute displacements for current loads 'I 
Toggle ECHO Parameters (see also HELP ECHO) 'I 
Exit the GEN Module, return to MACRO mode 'I 
Compute eigenvalues and vectors , / 
Display this Message '/ 
Do Instrumental Variable iteration '/ 
Read load/meas. from file named FILE.GEN '/ 
Execute a complete system identification '/ 
INC -> LS with incomplete measurements '/ 
Print the named matrix, where NAME can be: '/ 
DISP, FORCE, COOR 'I 
Set GEN Parameters (see also HELP SET) '/ 
Execute Singular value decomposition soln. '/ 
INC -> SVD with incomplete measurements 'I 
3001 formate/I' Set GEN 
* 5x, 'SET NLC n 
* 5x, 'SET ERROR x 
* 5X,' 
Parameters : ' // 
Set the number of load cases to N '/ 
Set the amplitude of random error to X '/ 
(SET ERROR DISP x or SET ERROR COOR x) '/ 
3002 
* 5x, 'SET SEED x 
* 5x,' SET MAX 
* 5x, 'SET TOL x 
* 5X, 
* 5x, 'SET EIGE 
* 5x, 'SET ITER 
* 5x, 'SET DIVE 
* 5x, 'SET REP 
* 5x, 'SET START x 
* 5x, 'SET TYPE 
* 5X,' 
* 5x, 'SET 
* ) 
format (! I' 
* 
5x,'ECHO 
* 
5x, 'ECHO 
* 
5x, 'ECHO 
* 5x,'ECHO 
* 
5x, 'ECHO 
* 
5x, 'ECHO 
* 
5x, 'ECHO 
* Sx, 'ECHO 
Toggle 
LSM 
COOR 
ADU 
LOAD 
DISP 
COMP 
ALL 
NONE 
Set the seed for random number generator '/ 
Toggle switch to find max. displacements 'I 
Set the various tolerances in GEN '/ 
(SET TOL EIGE, SET TOL SVD, SET TOL SVD N )'1 
Toggle switch to find eigenvalues of LSM '/ 
Set the maximum number of nonlinear iters. '/ 
Set the divergence limit for nonlinear it. '/ 
Set the number of repetitions of meas. '/ 
Set starting iteration values to X*nominal '/ 
Set the type of error (O=abs, l=prop.) 'I 
(SET TYPE DISP or SET TYPE COOR) '/ 
Show Current Values of GEN Parameters 'I 
ECHO Parameters : 'I 
Output of Least Squares Matrix '/ 
output of Perturbed and Unperturbed coords.'/ 
Output of A.U Matrix 'I 
Output of load case information ' / 
output of computed displacements ' / 
Output of computed stiffnesses ' / 
All of the above ' / 
None of the above ' I 
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* 5x, 'ECHO 
* ) 
show Current values of ECHO Parameters '! 
3003 format(II' Current Values of ECHO Parameters: 'II 
* 4x,'Least Squares Matrix will be printed ',112, 
* 4x,'perturbed coords. will be printed ',112, 
* 4x,'A.U Matrix will be printed ',112, 
* 4x,'Load case data will be printed ',112, 
* 4x,'Displacements will be printed ',112, 
* 4x,'stiffness summary will be printed ',112, 
* ) 
3004 formate!!' Current Values of SET Parameters: 
* 4x, 'Number of load cases 
* 4x,'Number of repetitions of measurements 
* 4x,'Error Amplitude for random displacement: 
* 4x,'Error Amplitude for random coordinates 
* 4x,'Type of DISP error (O~abs, 1-prop/%) 
* 4x, 'Type of COOR error (o=abs, 1-prop/%) 
* 4x,'Seed for random number generator 
* 4x,'Tolerance of solution of eigenvalues 
* 4x,'Tolerance on nonlinear solution 
* 4x,'Tolerance to discard singular values 
* 4x,'Number of singular values to discard 
* 4x,'Maximum residual for divergence 
* 4x,'Maximum number of nonlinear iterations 
* 4x,'Starting values for inc.iterations 
* 4x, 'Maximum displacements will be reported 
* 4x,'Eigenvalues of LSM will be found 
* 4x,'Weighted Least Squares will be done 
* ) 
'/I 
',i12, 
, , i12, 
, ,f12.4,' 
',f12.4,' 
',i12 
',i12 
, , f12.1, ' 
,e12.5, 
,e12.5, 
,e12.5, 
, , i12, 
,e12.5, 
',i12, 
, 
,e12.5, 
',112, 
, , 112, 
',112, 
3005 formate' ** The requested option is not available') 
4000 formate!! 
LSM'! 
COOR'! 
ADU'! 
LOAD'! 
DISP'! 
COMP'! 
NLC'! 
REP'! 
ERROR'! 
ERROR'! 
TYPE'I 
TYPE'! 
SEED'I 
TOL'I 
TOL'I 
TOL'I 
TOL'/ 
DIVE'/ 
ITER'! 
START'! 
MAX'! 
EIGE'! 
WEIGHT'! 
* 30x, '*------------------------------------------------------*'! 
* 30x,'1 SIDELINES Module I'! 
* 30x,'1 System IDEntification of LINEar Structures I'! 
* 30x,' I I ' I 
* 30x,'1 Apollo Version: 27 MARCH 1989 I'! 
* 30x, '*------------------------------------------------------*'11) 
end 
FILE: gen_compare.ftn 
c-----------------------------------------------------------COMP_TR 
C 
c 
C 
subroutine comp_tr (d,dest,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nen1,nlc) 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
Compare computed with actual values of parameters 
Truss Element 
C *-------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension d(nmat,*) ,dest(*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nen1,*) ,xl(2,2) 
write(B,2000) nlc 
c .... Initialize error counters 
erravg 0.0 
10 
errmax = 0.0 
errrms ::: 0.0 
do 40 m=l,nm 
inode ix(l,m) 
jnode = ix(2,m) 
mat = ix(nen1,m) 
do 10 i=1,2 
xl(i,l) x(i,inode) 
xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
continue 
c .... Compute length of member, stiffness EA!L 
h = 0.0 
do 20 i=1,2 
h = h + (xl(i,2)-xl(i,1»**2 
20 continue 
h = dsqrt(h) 
c .. " Compute errors 
est::: dest(m)*h!d(2,mat) 
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act = d(l,mat) 
err = 100.0*(est-act)/act 
erravg = erravg + abs(err) 
errrms = errrms + err*err 
if (abs(err) .gt.errmax) errmax 
write(6,2001) m,est,act,err 
40 continue 
erravg erravg/nm 
errrms = dsqrt(errrms)/nm 
errmax = errmax 
write(6,2002) erravg,errrms,errmax 
return 
abs(err) 
2000 format(/I' comparision of Parameters -- Number of load cases: ' 
* i5,/ Complete measurements 
* I/, Elmt' ,7x,' A (est)' ,7x,' A (act)' ,6x, 'Error (%)') 
2001 format(i5,3f15.3) 
2002 format(/' Average error (%) 
* ' RMS error (%) 
* ' Maximum error (%) 
end 
',f15.31 
',il5.31 
, ,il5.3f) 
c-----------------------------------------------------------COMP BM 
subroutine comp_bm (d,dest,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc) -
C *-------------------------------------------------------* 
C Compare computed with actual values of parameters 
C Beam Element 
C *-------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension d(nmat,*) ,dest(*) ,x(ndm.*) ,ix(nenl,*) ,xl(2,2) 
write(6,2000) nlc 
c .... Initialize error counters 
erravg 0.0 
errmax = 0.0 
errrms = 0.0 
do 40 m=l.nm 
inode ix(l,m) 
jnode = ix(2,m) 
mat = ix(nenl,m) 
do 10 i=l,2 
xl(i,l) x(i,inode) 
xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
10 continue 
c .... Compute length of member, stiffnesses EA/L, EI/L 
h = 0.0 
do 20 i=l,2 
h = h + (xl(i,2)-xl(i,l»**2 
20 continue 
h = dsqrt(h) 
ea = d(l,mat) 
ei = d(3,mat) 
eae = dest(m)*h 
eie = dest(m+nm)*h*h*h 
c .... Compute errors 
errl = 100.0*(eae-ea)/ea 
err2 = 100.0*(eie-ei)/ei 
erravg = erravg + abs(errl) + abs(err2) 
errrms = errrms + errl*errl + err2*err2 
if (abs(errl) .gt.errmax) errmax = abs(errl) 
if (abs(err2) .gt.errmax) errmax = abs(err2) 
write(6,2001) m,eae,ea,errl,eie,ei,err2 
40 continue 
erravg erravg/nm/2 
errrms = dsqrt(errrms)/nm/2 
errmax = errmax 
write(6,2002) erravg,errrms,errmax 
return 
2000 format(II' Comparision of Parameters -- Number of load cases: ' 
* i5,/ Complete measurements 
* I/, Elmt' ,7x, 'EA (est)' ,7x, 'EA (act)' ,6x, 'Error (%)', 
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* 7x,'EI (est)',7x,'EI (act)',6x,'Error (%)') 
2001 format(i5,6f15.3) 
2002 format(/' Average error (%) ',f15.31 
',f15.31 
, ,f15.31) 
* ' RMS error (%) 
* ' Maximum error (%) 
end 
C-----------------------------------------------------------COMP TR INC 
subroutine comp_tr_inc (d,dest,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc,np) 
C *------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Compare computed with actual values of parameters 
C Truss Element -- Incomplete measurements 
C *------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension d(nmat,*) ,deste*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nen1,*) ,xl(2,2) 
write(6,2000) nlc,np 
c .... Initialize error counters 
erravg 0.0 
errrms = 0.0 
errmax '" 0.0 
C .... Compute errors 
do 10 m=l,nm 
act dest(m) 
est = d(l,m) 
err = 100.0*(est-act)/act 
erravg = erravg + abs(err) 
errrms = errrms + err*err 
if (abs(err) .gt.errmax) errmax 
write(6,2001) m,est,act,err 
10 continue 
erravg 
errrms 
erravg/nm 
dsqrt(errrms)/nm 
errmax errmax 
write(6,2002) erravg,errrms,errmax 
return 
abs(err) 
2000 format (!!' 
* i5,1 
Comparision of Parameters -- Number of load cases 
Number of measurements 
* i51!' Elmt' ,7x,' 
2001 format(i5,3f15.3) 
A (est)',7x,' A (act)',6x,'Error (%)') 
2002 format(/' Average error (%) 
(%) 
(%) 
',f15.31 
',f15.31 
, ,f15.31) 
* ' RMS error 
* 
, Maximum error 
end 
c-----------------------------------------------------------COMP_BM_INC 
subroutine comp_bm_inc (d,dest,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc,np) 
C *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Compare computed with actual values of parameters 
C Beam Element - Incomplete measurements 
C *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
c .. 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension d(nmat,*) ,dest(*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nenl,*) ,xl(2,2) 
write(6,2000) nlc,np 
Initialize error counters 
erravg - 0.0 
errmax = 0.0 
errrms == 0.0 
do 10 
lIIat 
ese 
aie 
ea 
ei 
m=l,nrn 
= ix(nen1,m) 
d(l,rnat) 
d(3,rnat) 
dest(m) 
dest(m+nm) 
c .... Compute errors 
errl == 100.0*(eae-ea) lea 
err2 == 100.0*(eie-ei)/ei 
erravg = erravg + abs(err1) + abs(err2) 
errrms == errrrns + errl*errl + err2*err2 
if (abs(errl) .gt.errmax) errrnax = abs(err1) 
if (abs(err2) .gt.errrnax) errmax = abs(err2) 
write(6,2001) m,eae,ea,errl,eie,ei,err2 
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10 continue 
erravg erravg/nm/2 
errrms = dsqrt(errrms)/nm/2 
errmax = errmax 
write(6,2002) erravg,errrms,errmax 
return 
2000 formate/I' Comparision of Parameters -- Number of load cases 
* i5,/' Number of measurements 
* is//, Elmt',7x,'EA (est)',7x,'EA (act)',6x,'Error (%)', 
* 7x,'EI (est)',7x,'EI (act)',6x,'Error (%)') 
2001 format(i5,6f15.3) 
2002 format(/' Average error (%) 
* ' RMS error (%) 
* , Maximum error (%) 
end 
FILE: gen _ noise.ftn 
',f15.3/ 
',f15.3/ 
, , £15.3/) 
c--------------------------------------------------------------NOISE 
subroutine noise (u,ndof,nlc,nrep,ampl,seed,itype) 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
C Add random error of amplitude AMPL to displacements u I 
C U <-- U + E, where E = AMPL*random{-l,+l} is the error I 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) 
sum = 0.0 
sum2 = 0.0 
c ... Add random errors to displacements 
do 100 k=l,nlc 
do 100 i=l,ndof 
err = o.do 
do 50 nr=l,nrep 
err = err + ampl*ran4(seed) 
50 continue 
err = err/nrep 
if(itype.eq.O) then 
u(i,k) = u(i,k) + err 
else 
err = u(i,k)*err 
u(i.k) = u(i.k) + err 
endif 
sum sum + dabs(err) 
sum2 = sum2 + err*err 
100 continue 
nn = nlc*ndof 
avgerr sum/nn 
stddev = (sum2 - avgerr*avgerr*nn)/(nn-1) 
stddev = dsqrt(stddev) 
c .... write error type and amplitude to output 
if (itype.eq.O) then 
write(6,2000) ampl 
write(6,2002) avgerr,stddev 
else 
write(6,2001) ampl 
write(6,2002) avgerr,stddev 
endif 
return 
2000 formate' Absolute DISP error applied, amplitude 
2001 formate' Proportional DISP error applied, amplitude 
2002 formate' Average Error ',e15.5,/ 
* standard Deviation: ' ,e15.5) 
end 
, ,e15.4) 
, .e15.4) 
C--------------------------------------------------------------RANDCO 
subroutine randco (x,rx.ndm,numnp,ampl,seed,itype) 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
C I Add random error of amplitude AMPL to coordinatres X I 
c I RX <-- X + E, where E = AMPL*random{-l,l} is the error I 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
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implicit double prec~s~on (a-h,o-z) 
dimension x(ndm,*) ,rx(ndm,*) 
sum = 0.0 
sum2 = 0.0 
c ... Add random errors to nodal coordinates 
do 100 i=l,ndm 
do 100 j=l,numnp 
err = ampl*ran4(seed) 
if(itype.eq.O) then 
rx(i,j) = x(i,j) + err 
else 
err = rx(i,j)*err 
rx(i,j) = rx(i,j) + err 
endif 
sum sum + dabs(err) 
sum2 = sum2 + err*err 
100 continue 
nn = ndm*numnp 
avgerr sum/nn 
stddev = (sum2 - avgerr*avgerr*nn)/(nn-1) 
stddev = dsqrt(stddev) 
c .... Write error type and amplitude to output 
if (itype.eq.O) then 
write(6,2000) ampl 
write(6,2002) avgerr,stddev 
else 
write(6,2001) ampl 
write(6,2002) avgerr,stddev 
endif 
return 
2000 formate' Absolute COOR error applied, amplitude 
2001 formate' Proportional COOR error applied, amplitude 
2002 formate' Average Error ',e15.5,/ 
* Standard Deviation: ' ,eI5.5) 
end 
, ,e15. 4) 
, ,eI5.4) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------RAN4 
double precision function ran4(seed) 
C *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Function returns a random number between -1 and + 1 I 
C I 
C Adapted from from "Random Number Generators: Good Ones Are I 
C Hard to Find," by S. Park and K. Miller, Computing Practices, I 
C Communications of the ACM, Oct '88, Vol 31, No. 10 I 
C I 
C To test this routine use seed(l) = 1.0 to produce a "random" I 
C value of seed(lOOOl) of 1043618065. I 
c *--------------------------------------------------------------* 
real*8 seed,a,m,temp 
a = 16807.0 
m = 2147483547.0 
c .... Convert real seed (from 0 to 1) into equivalent integer seed 
temp = seed*a 
seed = temp - m * int(temp/m) 
c .... convert back to real between 0 and 1 
ran4 = 2.o*(seed/m) - 1.0 
return 
end 
FILE: gen _ meas.ftn 
c-------------------------------------------------------------GEN_MEAS 
subroutine gen_meas(cc,id.idc.ndf.ndof.numnp.np.err) 
e *---------------------------------------------------------* 
e I Read measured degrees of freedom. reorder ID array 
e I The reordered ID array is stored in IDC. 
e *---------------------------------------------------------* 
parameter (ncdat=2.nrdat=7) 
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implicit double prec~s~on (a-h,o-z) 
logical echolsv,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds 
logical errflg,err 
character*4 cdat(ncdat) ,cc 
character*8 fname 
dimension id(ndf,*) ,idc(ndf,*) ,rdat(nrdat) 
common /echo/ echolsm,echolsv,echoadu,echodis,echolds 
data infil/27/ 
c .... Open file for reading load data 
if (cc.eq.' ') then 
fname 'meas.gen' 
else 
fname cC//'.gen' 
endif 
call squeeze (fname) 
open (unit=infil,file=fname,status='old',err=999) 
c .... Initialize IDe array 
err = .false. 
do 5 i=l,ndf 
do 5 j=l,numnp 
5 idc(i,j) = 0 
c .... Search the file for the occurrence of the word MEAS 
10 call parer (edat,rdat,ncdat,nrdat,infil,errflg) 
if (errflg) then 
write(6,3001) fname 
close (infil) 
do 15 i=l,ndf 
do 15 j=l,numnp 
15 ide(i,j) = id(i,j) 
return 
elseif (cdat(l) .eq. 'meas') then 
if (echolds) write(6,2001) (i,i=l,ndf) 
go to 20 
endif 
go to 10 
c .... Read data until blank line is encountered 
20 call parer (cdat,rdat,ncdat,nrdat,infil,errflg) 
if (.not.errflg) then 
node = idint(rdat(l» 
if (node.gt.numnp) then 
print *, ' Node out of range node 
elseif (node.gt.O) then 
do 30 i=l,ndf 
ide(i,node) = idint(rdat(i+l» 
30 continue 
if(echolds) write(6,2000) node. (idc(i,node) ,i=l.ndf) 
go to 20 
eodif 
endif 
close(infil) 
c .... Reorde~ ID array and store into IDe, total unmeasured 
np :::: 0 
do 40 i :::: I.numnp 
do 40 J :::: I.ndf 
:. f (1 d (j. i) . 1 t . 0) i dc (j , i) = i d (j , i) 
:. f (1 de \ j . i) . eq. 0) np = np + 1 
40 cor.~!r.~e 
c .... Renumbe~ equations in IDe 
jpos :::: 0 
jneg :::: np 
do 50 i=l.numnp 
do 50 j::::l,ndf 
if (id(j,i).gt.O) then 
if (idc(j,i).eq.O) then 
jpos :::: jpos + 1 
idc(j,i) = jpos 
else 
jneg = jneg + 1 
idc(j,i) = jneg 
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endif 
50 continue 
if (echolds) then 
write(6,4000) , ID array' 
do 60 i=l,numnp 
write (6,4001) i, (id (j , i) , j =1, ndf) 
60 continue 
write(6,4000) , IDC array' 
do 70 i=l,numnp 
write(6,4001) i, (idc(j ,i) .j=l,ndf) 
70 continue 
endif 
if (echolds) write(6,2002) np,ndof-np 
return 
c .... Error traps 
999 write(6.3000) fname 
err = .true. 
return 
c .... I/O formats 
2000 format(i5,3i10) 
2001 format(/' Measured (1) and Unmeasured (0) Degrees-of-Freedom '/ 
* ' Node',6(5x,il,'-DOF'» 
2002 formate!' Number of unmeasured degrees-of-freedom : ',i5! 
• ' Number of measured degrees-of-freedom : ',is!) 
3000 formate' •• Error opening ',a) 
3001 formate' •• Keyword MEAS not found in file: ',a) 
4000 format(!,a) 
4001 format (10i5) 
end 
FILE: gen _loads.ftn 
c-------------------------------------------------------------GEN_LOADS 
subroutine gen_loads(cc.f,id,forc.ndf,ndof,numnp.nlc) 
C *---------------------------------------------------------* 
Read up to NLC load cases from file GEN_LOADS.DAT C 
C *---------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... 
parameter (ncdat=2,nrdat=7) 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
logical echolsv,echolsm,echoadu.echodis,echolds 
logical errflg ~ 
character*4 cdat(ncdat) ,cc 
character*8 fname 
dimension f(ndf,*) ,id(ndf,*) .forc(ndof.*) ,dr(*) ,rdat(nrdat) 
common /echo/ echolsm.echolsv,echoadu,echodis,echolds 
dats infil/26/ 
Check to see if executing this routine is feasible 
maxnlc = nlc 
if (nlc.le.O) then 
print *, , ** No load cases requested, do SET NLC' 
return 
elseif (ndf.gt.nrdat-l) then 
print *, , ** Not enough slots for NRDAT in GEN_LOADS' 
return 
endif 
c .... Open file for reading load data 
if (cc.eq.' ') then 
fname 'load.gen' 
else 
fname 
endif 
cC//'.gen' 
call squeeze(fname) 
open (unit=infil,fi16=fnarne,status='old' ,err=ggg) 
do 60 n=l,maxnlc 
c .... Search the file for the next occurrence of the word LOAD 
call pzero(f,ndf*numnp) 
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10 call parcr (cdat,rdat,ncdat,nrdat,infil,errflg) 
if (errflg) then 
nlc = n-l 
write (6,3001) fname, nlc 
close (infil) 
return 
elseif (cdat(l) .eq. 'load') then 
if (echolds) write(6,2001) n 
go to 20 
endif 
go to 10 
c .... Read data for load case N until blank line is encountered 
20 call parcr (cdat,rdat,ncdat,nrdat,infil,errflg) 
if (.not.errflg) then 
node = idint(rdat(l» 
if (node.gt.numnp) then 
print *, ' Node out of range' node 
elseif (node.gt.O) then 
do 30 i=l,ndf 
f(i,node) = rdat(i+1) 
30 continue 
if(echolds) write(6,2000) node, (rdat(i) , i=2,ndf+l) 
go to 20 
endif 
endif 
c .... Read of load case is successful, store the load case in FORC 
call pzero(forc(l,n) ,ndof) 
do 40 i = l,numnp 
do 40 j = l,ndf 
ngbl = id(j,i) 
if(ngbl.gt.O) forc(ngbl,n) f(j,i) 
40 continue 
c .... If request for NLC load cases is satisfied, return 
if (n.eq.nlc) then 
close (infil) 
return 
endif 
60 continue 
c .... Error traps 
999 write(6,3000) fname 
return 
c .... IIO formats 
2000 format(i5,6f15.5) 
2001 format(/' Load case ',i5) 
3000 formate' ** Error opening ',a) 
3001 formate' ** End of file was encountered in ' ,al 
* Number of Load cases has been reset to ',i5) 
end 
FILE: gen _ disp.ftn 
c--------------------------------------------------------------CEN_DISP 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine gen_disp(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t, 
jdiag,stiff,dr,b,u,forc,ndf,ndm,nen1,nst,numnp,nm, 
* nummat,ndof,nlc) 
*-----------------------------------------------* 
Find displacements for NLC load cases 
*-----------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=25) 
logical echocor,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
dimension ul(ndf,*) ,xl(ndm,*) ,tl(*) ,ld(ndf,*) ,p(*) ,s(nst,*) 
dimension hv(*) ,nhv(*) ,ie(ndf+l,*) ,d(nmat,*) ,id(ndf,*) ,x(ndm,*) 
dimension ix(nenl,*) ,f(ndf,*) ,t(*) ,jdiag(*) ,stiff(*) 
dimension dr(*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) ,b(*) 
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common /echo/ echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
common /errg/ amperu,amperx,seed,tol,itYPu,itYPx,nrep 
common /gens/ nomatrix,nodisp,noadu, findmax, weight 
c .... Form and factor global stiffness matrix 
call pzero(dr,ndof) 
call pzero(stiff,jdiag(ndof» 
call pform(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
* dr,stiff,dum,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,3,b,dum, 
* .true., .false.,.false. ,.false.) 
call actcol(stiff,dr,jdiag,ndof, .true., .false.) 
c .... Forward reduce and backsubstitute to get U 
do so n=l,nlc 
call pmove(forc(l,n) ,dr,ndof) 
call actcol(stiff,dr,jdiag,ndof, .false., .true.) 
call pmove (dr,u(l,n) ,ndof) 
30 continue 
if (echodis) call mprint(u,ndof,nlc,ndof,'Displacements') 
if (findmax) call maxdis(u,ndof,nlc) 
nodisp = .false. 
c .... Add noise to displacements 
call noise (u,ndof,nlc,nrep,amperu,seed,itypu) 
if (echodis) call mprint(u,ndof,nlc,ndof, 'Noisy Displacements') 
return 
end 
wri te (6,4000) , IDC array' 
do 70 i=l,numnp 
wri te (6,4001) i, (idc (j , i) ,j =1, ndf) 
70 continue 
endif 
if (echolds) write(6,2002) np,ndof-np 
return 
c .... Error traps 
999 write(6,3000) fname 
err = .true. 
return 
c .... I/O formats 
2000 format(i5,3i10) 
2001 format(/' Measured (1) and Unmeasured (0) Degrees-of-Freedom '/ 
* ' Node' ,6(5x,i1, '-DOF'» 
2002 format(/' Number of unmeasured degrees-of-freedom 
* ' Number of measured degrees-of-freedom 
3000 formate' ** Error opening ',a) 
3001 formate' ** Keyword MEAS not found in file: ',a) 
4000 format (!, a) 
4001 format(10i5) 
end 
, ,i5/ 
, , is!) 
FILE: gen_eige.ftn 
c--------------------------------------------------------------GEN_EIGE 
subroutine gen eige(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t, 
* jdiag,stiff,dr,b,u,forc,rx,gm,cmass,evec,evt,evr,evg,evh, 
* eval,evdp,evdt,evp,evz,ndf,ndm,nen1,nst,numnp,nm,nummat, 
* ndof,nlc,ifile) 
C *-----------------------------------------------* 
C 
C 
Find NLC eigenvalues and put in U matrix 
*-----------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=25) 
logical echocor,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax,prt 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
logical ortflg,bchflg 
dimension ul(ndf,*) ,xl(ndm,*) ,tl(*) ,ld(ndf,*) ,p(*) ,s(nst,*) 
dimension hv(*) ,nhv(*) ,ie(ndf+1,*) ,dCnmat,*) ,id(ndf,*) ,x(ndm,*) 
dimension ix(nenl,*) ,f(ndf,*) ,t(*) ,jdiag(*) ,stiff(*) 
dimension adu(nm,*) ,dr(*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) ,b(*) 
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dimension rx(ndm,*) ,gm(*) ,cmass(*),evec(ndof,*) ,evt(*) ,evr(*) 
dimension eval(*) ,evdp(*) ,evdt(*),evp(*) ,evz(*),evh(*) 
common /echo/ echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
common /eigf/ eigflg 
common /gens/ nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,findmax,weight 
common /errg/ amperu,amperx,seed,tol,itypu,itYPx,nrep 
common /subdt/ md,mv,mf,mq,imas,imeth,shift,its,ortflg,bchflg 
c .... Form global stiffness and mass matrices 
imas 
nneq 
call 
call 
call 
call 
* 
* 
call 
* 
* 
call 
= 2 
= ndf*numnp 
pzero (dr,ndof) 
pzero (stiff,jdiag(ndof» 
pzero (cmass,jdiag(ndof» 
pform(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,rx,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
dr,stiff,dum,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,3,b,dum, 
.true., .false., .false., .false.) 
pform(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,rx,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
dr,cmass,dum,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,5,b,dum, 
.true., .false., .false., .false.) 
admass(cmass,gm,id,jdiag,nneq,imas) 
c .... Solve Eigenvalue problem 
prt = .false. 
imas = 1 
imeth 2 
shift 0.0 
its 25 
ort flg . false. 
bchflg . true. 
mf = nlc 
mq = 2*nlc 
if (mq.gt.ndof) mq = ndof 
call subsp(stiff,cmass,evec,evt,evr,evg,evh,eval, 
* evdp,evdt,evp,evz,jdiag,ndof,mq,tol,prt) 
c .... Put the eigenvectors in the area for displacements 
do 10 n::l,nlc 
call pmove (evec(l,n),u(l,n) ,ndof) 
10 continue 
if (echodis) call mprint(u,ndof,nlc,ndof,'Eigenvectors') 
if (echodis) call mprint(eval,nlc,l,nlc, 'Eigenvalues') 
if (findmax) call maxdis(u,ndof,nlc) 
nodisp :: .false. 
c .... Add noise to displacements 
call noise (u,ndof,nlc,nrep,amperu,seed,itypu) 
if (echodis) call mprint(u,ndof,nlc,ndof, 'Noisy Eigenvectors') 
c ... , Compute the effective force vectors 
call evforce(u,forc,cmass,jdiag,eval,nlc,ndof) 
if (echodis) call mprint(forc,ndof,nlc,ndof,'Effective Forces') 
return 
end 
c-----------------------------------------------------------EVFORCE 
subroutine evforce(u,forc,cmass,jdiag,eval,nlc,ndof) 
impllcit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
C Compute the effective force vector for the case where 
C the mass is known. F(j) = lambda(j) .M.phi(j) 
C *----------------------------------------------------------~* 
dimension u (ndof, *) ,fore (ndof, *), cmass (*), jdiag(*), eval (*) 
do 20 J=l.nlc 
call pzero (forc(l,j),ndof) 
call promul (cmass,u(l,j),forc(l,j) ,jdiag,ndof,O.O) 
do 10 i::l,ndof 
forc(i,j) = forc(i,j)*eval(j) 
10 continue 
20 continue 
return 
end 
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FILE: gen_iv.ftn 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------IV TR 
subroutine iv tr (ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
* stiff,dr,b,u,ua,forc,adu,adua,lsm,lsv,xev,yev,indx,dbak, 
* ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,np) 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Instrumental Variable Method for System Identification 
C Truss Elements 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmst:25) 
logical echolsv,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
real*8 Ism(nm,*) ,lsv(*) 
integer indx(nm) 
dimension ul(ndf,*) ,xl(ndm,*) ,tl(*) ,ld(ndf,*) ,p(*) ,s(nst,*) 
dimension hv(*) ,nhv(*) ,ie(ndf+1,*) ,d(nmat,*) ,id(ndf,*) ,x(ndm,*) 
dimension ix(nen1,*) ,f(ndf,*) ,t(*) ,jdiag(*) ,stiff(*) 
dimension adu(nm,*) ,dr(*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) ,be*) 
dimension xev(*),yev(*),dbak(*) ,ua(ndof,*) ,adua(nm,*) 
dimension cc(4) 
common /echo/ 
common /eigf/ 
common /gens/ 
common /errg/ 
common /nonl/ 
common /print/ 
echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
eigflg 
nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,findmax,weight 
amperu,amperx,seederr,tol,itYPu,itYPx,nrep 
maxit,toler,diver,start 
pfr 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Basic algorithm for instrumental variables 
1. Initialize estimate of stiffnesses by ordinary LS 
2. compute analytical displacements for current K 
3. Form instrumental variable coefficient matrix W 
4. Compute least squares matrices LSM, LSV 
5. Solve for system parameters. 
6. Update the D arrray with current increment 
7. Test for convergence, if not converged, go to 2. 
c *-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... store beginning stiffnesses 
do 20 i=l,nm 
dbak (i) = d (1, i) 
20 continue 
c .... 
c .... 
1 
* 
base = dot(dbak,dbak,nm) 
iterate = 0 
pfr = .false. 
Get initial estimate of stiffnesses by ordinary least squares 
call ls_tr (d,id,x,ix,u,forc,adu,lsm,lsv,xev,yev,indx,x, 
ndf,ndm,nenl,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc) 
call update_IV (d,lsv,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,error) 
Form and factor global stiffness matrix 
iterate = iterate + 1 
if (echocom) write(6,2000) iterate 
call pzero(dr,ndof) 
call pzero(stiff,jdiag(ndof)) 
call pform(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s~hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
* dr,stiff,dum,ndf,ndm,nen1,nst,3,b,dum, 
* .true. ,.false. ,.false., .false.) 
call actcol(stiff,dr,jdiag,ndof, .true., .false.) 
c .... Forward reduce and backsubstitute to get U 
do 30 n=l,nlc 
call pmove(forc(l,n) ,dr,ndof) 
call actcol(stiff,dr,jdiag,ndof, .false., .true.) 
call pmove (dr,ua(l,n) ,ndof) 
30 continue 
if (echodis) call mprint(ua,ndof,nlc,ndof,'Est. Displacements') 
c .... Set up Least Squares vector and matrix 
call adu_tr (x,ix,id,ua,adua,ndf,ndm,nenl,ndof,nm,nlc,echoadu) 
call lsv_tr (u,forc,adua,lsv,nm,ndof,nlc,echolsm) 
call lsm_iv (adu,adua,lsm,nlc,nm,echolsm) 
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c .... solve the Least Squares system 
call ludcmp (lsm,nm,nm,indx,piv,errlu) 
if(.not.errlu) then 
call lubksb (lsm,nm,nm,indx,lsv) 
else 
write(6,2001) , ** Error in solution of Least Square system' 
endif 
c .... Update the estimates of the stiffnesses, check convergence 
call update IV (d,lsv,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,error) 
error = dsqrt(error/base) 
write(6,2003) iterate,error 
if (echocom) then 
call comp tr inc (d,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nen1,nlc,ndof) 
endif --
if (iterate.eq.maxit) then 
write(6,2002) '** Failure to converge in',maxit, ' iterations' 
elseif (error.gt.diver) then 
write(6,2002) '** Divergence detected, iteration aborted' 
else if (error.gt.toler) then 
go to 1 
else 
c .... Print summary of iterative solution 
call comp_tr_inc (d,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nen1,nlc,ndof) 
endif 
c .... Replace initial values of stiffnesses in the D array 
do 40 i=l,nm 
d(l,i) = dbak(i) 
40 continue 
return 
2000 formate/I' *-------------- Iteration 
2001 format(a,e1S.S) 
2002 format(a,iS,a) 
',i3!) 
2003 format(iS,'> Norm of Residual : ',e15.5) 
3000 format(II'** Error detected, replicate material sets'll) 
end 
FILE: gen_ls_bm.ftn 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------LS BM 
subroutine Is bm (d,id,x,ix,u,forc,adu,lsm,lsv,xev,yev,indx, -
* - ndf,ndm,nen1,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc) 
c *------------------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Least Square Parameter Estimation, complete measurements 
Beam Element 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=25) 
logical echocor,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
real*8 lsm(2*nm,*),lsv(*) 
integer indx(*) 
dimension d(nmat,*) ,id(ndf,*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nenl,*) 
dimension adu(3,nm,*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) ,xev(*) ,yev(*) 
common lechol 
common leigf! 
common Igensl 
common /errg/ 
echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
eigflg 
nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,findmax,weight 
amperu,amperx,seed,tol,itypu,itypx,nrep 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
Basic algorithm for system identification 
> compute A.U with current displacements 
> compute least squares matrices LSM, LSV 
> Solve for system parameters. 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... Number of parameters to be estimated 
npar = 2*nm 
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c .... compute the A.U 
call adu_bm (x,ix,id,u,adu,ndf,ndm,nen1,ndof,nm,nlc,echoadu) 
c .... Least Squares vector and matrix 
call lsv_bm (u,forc,adu,lsv,nm,ndof,nlc,echolsm) 
call lsm_bm (adu,lsm,nlc,nm,echolsm) 
C •••• solve the Least Squares system 
if (eigflg) then 
frolsrn = frobenius(lsm,npar) 
write(6,2001) , Frobenius Norm of LSM > ',frolsm 
eigmax = eig hi(lsm,xev,yev,npar,tol) 
write(6,2001) , Largest eigenvalue > ',eigmax 
endif 
call ludcmp (lsm,npar,npar,indx,piv,errlu) 
if (eigflg) then 
eigmin = eig_lo(lsm,xev,yev,indx,npar,tol) 
write(6,2001) , Smallest eigenvalue > ',eigmin 
write(6,2001) , condition number > ',eigmin/eigmax 
endif 
if(.not.errlu) then 
call lubksb (lsm,npar,npar,indx,lsv) 
call comp_brn (d,lsv,x,ix,nm,nrnat,ndm,nenl,nlc) 
else 
write(6,2001) , ** Error in solution of Least Square system' 
endif 
return 
2001 format(a,e15.5) 
end 
FILE: gen _Is _ bm _inc.ftn 
C--------------------------------------------------------------LS BM INC 
C 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine Is bm inc (aa,ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f~t, 
* jdiag,stiff,dr,b,u,forc,adu,lsm,lsv,xev,yev,indx,dbak, 
* ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,numnp,nm,nurnmat,ndof,nlc,np) 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
Least Squares Parameter Estimation, Incomplete measurements 
Beam Element 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nrnat=25) 
logical echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
rea 1 * 8 1 s m ( 2 * nm , *) ,Is v ( * ) 
integer indx(*) 
dimension ul(ndf,*) ,xl(ndm,*) ,tl(*) ,ld(ndf,*) ,p(*) ,s(nst,*) 
dimension hv(*) ,nhv(*),ie(ndf+1,*),d(nmat,*),id(ndf,*),x(ndm,*) 
dimension ix(nenl, *), f(ndf,*) ,t(*) ,jdiag(*) ,stiff(*) 
dimension adu(6,nm,*) ,dr(*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) ,b(*) 
dimension xev(*) ,yev(*),dbak(*) ,aa(ndof,*) 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
/echo/ 
/eigf/ 
/gens/ 
/errg/ 
/nonl/ 
/print/ 
echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
eigflg 
nomatrix,nodisp,noadu, findmax, weight 
amperu,amperx,seederr,tol,itYPu,itYPx,nrep 
rnaxit,toler,diver,start 
pfr 
c *-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Basic algorithm for nonlinear system identification 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
1. Initialize estimate of stiffnesses 
2. Form current stiffness matrix and condense it 
3. Compute (Gamma A.U) with current stiffness matrix 
4. Compute least squares matrices LSM, LSV 
5. Solve for system parameters. 
6. Update the D arrray with current increment 
7. Test for convergence, if not converged, go to 2. 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... Number of parameters to be estimated 
npar = 2*nm 
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c .... Initialize estimate for stiffnesses, store beginning stiffnes~es 
do 10 i=l,nm 
dbak(i) = d(l,i) 
dbak(i+nm) = d(3,i) 
d ( 1 , i) start * d (1 , i) 
d(3,i) = start*d(3,i) 
10 continue 
base dot(dbak,dbak,npar) 
nmeas = ndof - np 
iterate = 0 
pfr = .false. 
c .... Form, unpack, and condense global stiffness matrix 
1 iterate = iterate + 1 
if (echocom) write(6,2000) iterate 
call pzero(dr,ndof) 
call pzero(stiff,jdiag(ndof» 
call pform(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
* dr,stiff,dum,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,3,b,dum, 
* .true., .false., .false. ,.false.) 
call unpack(stiff,aa,jdiag,ndof,ndof) 
call condense(aa,np,ndof) 
c .... Set up Least Squares vector and matrix 
call adu_bm_inc (aa,x,ix,id,u,forc,adu,ndf,ndm,nenl,ndof,nm,nlc, 
* np,echoadu) 
call lsv_bm_inc (aa,u,forc,adu,lsv,nm,ndof,nlc,np,echolsm) 
call lsm_bm_inc (adu,lsm,nlc,nm,acholsm) 
c .... Solve the Least Squares system 
if (eigflg) then 
eigmax = eig_hi(lsm,xev,yev,npar,tol) 
write(6,2001) J Largest eigenvalue> ',eigmax 
endif 
call ludcmp (lsm,npar,npar,indx,piv,errlu) 
if (eigflg) then 
eigmin = eig lo(lsm,xev,yev,indx,npar,tol) 
write(6,2001) J Smallest eigenvalue> J,eigmin 
write(6,2001) , Condition number > J ,eigmin/eigmax 
endif 
if(.not.errlu) then 
call lubksb (lsm,npar,npar,indx,lsv) 
else 
write(6,2001) J ** Error in solution of Least Square system' 
endif 
c .... Update the estimates of the stiffnesses, check convergence 
call update_bm (d,lsv,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl) 
error = dsqrt(dot(lsv,lsv,npar)/base) 
write(6,2003) iterate,'> Norm of Residual J,error 
if (echocom) then 
call comp_bm_incCd,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc,nmeas) 
endif 
if (iterate.eq.maxit) then 
write(6,2002) '** Failure to converge in',maxit, ' iterations' 
elseif (error.gt.diver) then 
wri te (6,2002) , ** Divergence detected, i terat ion aborted J 
alseif (error.gt.toler) than 
go to 1 
else 
c .... Print summary of iterative solution 
call comp_bm_inc (d,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nen1,nlc,nmeas) 
endif 
c .... Replace initial values of stiffnesses in the D array 
do 20 i=l,nm 
d(l,i) dbak(i) 
d(3,i) = dbak(i+nm) 
20 continue 
return 
2000 format(II' *-------------- Iteration 
2001 format(a,e15.5) 
2002 format(a,i5,a) 
2003 format(i5,a,e15.5) 
end 
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FILE: gen _Is _ tr.ftn 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------LS_TR 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine Is tr (d,id,x,ix,u,forc,adu,lsm,lsv,xev,yev,indx, 
* - ndf,ndm,nenl,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc) 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
Least Square Parameter Estimation, complete measurements 
Truss Element· 
c *------------------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C 
c 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=25) 
logical echocor,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
real*8 . 15m (nm, *) , lsv (*) 
integer indx(nm) 
dimension d(nmat,*) ,id(ndf,*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nenl,*) 
dimension adu(nm,*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) ,xev(*) ,yev(*) 
common /echo/ 
common /eigf/ 
common /gens/ 
common /errg/ 
echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
eigflg 
nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,findmax,weight 
amperu,amperx,seed,tol,itypu,itYPx,nrep 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
Basic algorithm for system identification 
> compute A.U with current displacements 
> Compute least squares matrices LSM, LSV 
> solve for system parameters. 
c *-------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... compute the A.U 
call adu_tr (x,ix,id,u,adu,ndf,ndm,nenl,ndof,nm,nlc,echoadu) 
c .... Least Squares vector and matrix 
if (weight) then 
call lsv_wt (u,forc,adu,lsv,nm,ndof,nlc,echolsm) 
call lsm_wt (adu,lsm,forc,nlc,nm,ndof,echolsm) 
else 
call lsv_tr (u,forc,adu,lsv,nm,ndof,nlc,echolsm) 
call lsm_tr (adu,lsm,nlc,nm,echolsm) 
endif 
c .... Solve the Least Squares system 
if (eigflg) then 
frolsm = frobenius(lsm,nm) 
write(6,2001) , Frobenius Norm of LSM > ~,frolsm 
eigmax = eig hi(lsm,xev,yev,nm,tol) 
write(6,2001) , Largest eigenvalue > ',eigmax 
endif 
call ludcmp (lsm,nm,nm,indx,piv,errlu) 
if (eigflg) then 
eigmin = eig lo(lsm,xev,yev,indx,nm,tol) 
write(6,2001) , Smallest eigenvalue > ',eigmin 
write(6,2001) , condition number > ',eigmin/eigmax 
endif 
if(.not.errlu) then 
call lubksb (lsm,nm,nm,indx,lsv) 
call comp_tr (d,lsv,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc) 
else 
write(6,2001) • ** Error in solution of Least Square system' 
endif 
:-e~\Jrn 
2001 !ormat(a,e15.5) 
end 
FILE: gen_ls_tr_inc.ftn 
c--------------------------------------------------------------LS_TR_INC 
subroutine 1s tr inc (aa,ul,xl,tl,lcl,p,s,hv,nhv,iG,d,id,x,ix,f,t, 
* jdiag,stiff,dr,b,u,forc,adu,lsm,lsv,xev,yev,indx,dbak, 
* ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,np) 
C *------------------------------------------------------------------* 
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C Least Squares Parameter Estimation, Incomplete measurements 
C Truss Element 
C *------------------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=25) 
logical echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
real*8 lsm(nm,*) ,lsv(*) 
integer indx(nm) 
dimension ul(ndf,*),xl(ndm,*),tl(*),ld(ndf,*),p(*) ,s(nst.*) 
dimension hV(*),nhv(*).ie(ndf+1,*) ,d(nmat.*),id(ndf,*) .x(ndm.*) 
dimension ix(nen1,*) ,f(ndf.*) ,t(*) ,jdiag(*),stiff(*) 
dimension adu(2,nm,*) ,dr(*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) ,b(*) 
dimension xev(*) ,yev(*) ,dbak(*) ,aa(ndof,*) 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
lechol 
leigfl 
Igensl 
lerrgl 
Inonll 
Iprintl 
echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
eigflg 
nomatrix,nodisp,noadu, findmax, weight 
amperu,amperx,seederr,tol,itypu,itypx,nrep 
maxit,toler,diver,start 
pfr 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
Basic algorithm for nonlinear system identification 
1. Initialize estimate of stiffnesses 
2. Form current stiffness matrix and condense it 
3. Compute (Gamma A.U) with current stiffness matrix 
4. compute least squares matrices LSM, LSV 
5. Solve for system parameters. 
6. Update the D arrray with current increment 
7. Test for convergence, if not converged, go to 2. 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... Initialize estimate for stiffnesses, store beginning stiffnesses 
do 10 i=l,nm 
dbak(i) d(l,i) 
d(l,i) = start*d(l,i) 
10 continue 
base dot(dbak,dbak,nm) 
nmeas = ndof - np 
iterate = 0 
pfr = . false. 
c .... Form, unpack, and condense global stiffness matrix 
1 iterate = iterate + 1 
if (echocom) write(6,2000) iterate 
call pzero(dr,ndof) 
call pzero(stiff,jdiag(ndof)) 
call pform(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s.hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
* dr,stiff,dum,ndf,ndm,nen1,nst,3,b,dum, 
* .true., .false. ,.false. ,.false.) 
call unpack(stiff,aa,jdiag,ndof,ndof) 
call condense(aa,np,ndof) 
c .... Set up Least Squares vector and matrix 
call adu tr inc (aa,x.ix,id,u.forc,adu,ndf.ndm.nenl.ndof.nm.nlc. 
* - - np.echoadu) 
call lsv_tr_inc (aa,u,forc,adu.lsv.nm.ndof.nlc,np.echolsm) 
call lsm_tr_inc (adu.lsm,nlc,nm,echolsm) 
c .... solve the Least Squares system 
if (eigflg) then 
eigmax = eig_hi(lsm,xev,yev,nm,tol) 
wri te (6,2001) , Largest eigenvalue >', eigmax 
endif 
call ludcmp (lsm,nm,nm,indx,piv,errlu) 
if (eigflg) then 
eigmin = eig lo(lsm,xev,yev,indx,nm,tol) 
write(6,2001) , Smallest eigenvalue> ' ,eigmin 
write(6,2001) , condition number > ',eigmin/eigmax 
endif 
if(.not.errlu) then 
call lubksb (lsm,nm,nm,indx,lsv) 
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else 
write(6,2001) , ** Error in solution of Least Square system' 
endif 
c .... Update the estimates of the stiffnesses, check convergence 
call update_tr (d,lsv,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nen1) 
error = dsqrt(dot(lsv,lsv,nm)/base) 
write(6,200S) iterate,'> Norm of Residual ',error 
if (echocom) then 
call comp_tr_inc(d,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nen1,nlc,nmeas) 
endif 
if (iterate.eq.maxit) then 
write(6,2002) '** Failure to converge in' ,maxit, , iterations' 
elseif (error.gt.diver) then 
write(B,2002) '** Divergence detected, iteration aborted' 
elseif (error.gt.toler) then 
go to 1 
else 
c .... Print summary of iterative solution 
call comp_tr_inc (d,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc,nmeas) 
endif 
c .... Replace initial values of stiffnesses in the D array 
do 20 i=l,nm 
d(l,i) = dbak(i) 
20 continue 
return 
2000 format(II' *-------------- Iteration ',i3/) 
2001 format(a,e15.5) 
2002 format(a,i5,a) 
2003 format(i5,a,e15.5) 
3000 format(//'** Error detected, replicate material sets'//) 
end 
FILE: gen_svd_bm.ftn 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------SVD_BM 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine svd_bm (d,id,x,ix,u,forc,adu,coef,rhs,lsm,lsv,soln, 
* ndf,ndm,nenl,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,ncoef) 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
SVD Parameter Estimation, complete measurements 
Beam Elements 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=25) 
logical 
logical 
logical 
real*8 
integer 
echocor,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
1 s m ( 2 * nm, *) ,Is v ( * ) 
indx (*) 
dimension d(nmat,*) ,id(ndf,*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nen1,*) 
dimension adu(3,nm,*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) 
dimension coef(ncoef,*) ,rhs(*) ,soln(*) 
common /echo/ echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
common leigfl eigflg 
common /gens/ nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,findmax,weight 
common lerrg/ amperu,amperx,seed,tol,itYPu,itypx,nrep 
common /svdc/ tsvd,nsvd 
c .... Number of parameters to estimate 
npar = 2*nm 
c .... compute the A.U matrix 
call adu_bm (x,ix,id,u,adu,ndf,ndm,nen1,ndof,nm,nlc,echoadu) 
c .... Coefficient matrix and right-hand-side 
call form_bm (u,forc,adu,coef,rhs,ncoef,nm,ndof,nlc,echoadu) 
c .... Solve the system of equations by SVD 
call svdcmp (coef,ncoef,npar,ncoef,npar,lsv,lsm) 
if (echolsm) call mprint(lsv,npar,l,npar, 'Singular values') 
call zerosvd(lsv,npar,tsvd,nsvd) 
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call svbksb (coef,lsv,lsm.ncoef,npar,ncoef.npar,rhs,soln) 
call comp_bm (d,soln,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc) 
return 
end 
FILE: gen_svd_bm_inc.ftn 
c-----------------------------------------------------------SVD BM INC 
subroutine svd_bm_inc (aa,ul,xl,tl,ld,p.s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,~,i~,f, 
* t,jdiag,stiff,dr.b,u,forc,adu,coef,rhs,lsm,lsv,soln,dbak, 
* ndf.ndm,nenl,nst,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,ncoef,np) 
c *------------------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SVD Parameter Estimation, incomplete measurements 
Beam Elements 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=25) 
logical echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
real*8 Ism(nm,*) ,lsv(*) 
dimension ul (ndf, *) ,xl (ndm, *) ,tl (*) ,ld (ndf. *) . p (*) . s (nst, *) 
dimension hv(*) .nhv(*) ,ie(ndf+l.*) .d(nmat.*) ,id(ndf.*) ,x(ndm.*) 
dimension ix(nenl.*) .f(ndf.*) ,t(*) ,jdiag(*) ,stiff(*) 
dimension adu(6.nm.*) .dr(*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof.*) .b(*) 
dimension coef(ncoef,*) ,rhs(*) ,soln(*) .dbak(*) ,aa(ndof,*) 
common lechol echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
common leigfl eigflg 
common Igensl nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,findmax,weight 
common lerrgl amperu,amperx,seederr,tol.itYPu,itypx,nrep 
common Inonll maxit,toler,diver,start 
common Iprintl pfr 
common Isvdcl tsvd,nsvd 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
Basic algorithm for nonlinear system identification 
1. Initialize estimate of stiffnesses 
2. Form current stiffness matrix and condense it 
3. compute (Gamma A.U) with current stiffness matrix 
4. Compute least squares matrices LSM, LSV 
5. Solve for system parameters. 
6. Update the D arrray with current increment 
7. Test for convergence, if not converged, go to 2. 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
c. Number of parameters to estimate 
npar = 2*nm 
c .... Initialize estimate for stiffnesses, store beginning stiffnesses. 
do 10 i=l,nm 
dbak(i) = d(l,i) 
dbak(i+nm) = d(3,i) 
d(1,i) start*d(l,i) 
d(3.i) = start*d(3,i) 
10 cont~nue 
base :: dot(dbak,dbak,npar) 
nmeas II: ndof - np • 
iterate:: 0 
p~: = . ~alse. 
c .... For~. unpack. and condense global stiffness matrix 
1 iterate = iterate + 1 
if (echocom) write(6,2000) iterate 
call pzero(dr,ndof) 
call pzero(stiff.jdiag(ndof» 
call pform(ul,xl,tl.ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
* dr,stiff,dum,ndf.ndm,nenl,nst,3,b,dum. 
* .true. ,.false., .false., .false.) 
call unpack(stiff,aa,jdiag,ndof,ndof) 
call condense(aa,np,ndof) 
c .... set up Coefficient matrix and right hand side vector 
call adu_bm_inc (aa,x.ix,id.u.forc,adu,ndf,ndm.nenl,ndof.nm,nlc. 
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* np,echoadu) 
call form_bm_inc (u,forc,adu,aa,coef,rhs,ncoef,nm,ndof,nlc,np, 
* echoadu) 
c .... Solve the Least Squares system 
call svdcmp (coef,ncoef,npar,ncoef,npar,lsv,lsm) 
if (echolsm) call mprint(lsv,npar,l,npar,'Singular values') 
call zerosvd(lsv,npar,tsvd,nsvd) 
call svbksb (coef,lsv,lsm,ncoef,npar,ncoef,npar,rhs,soln) 
c .... Update the estimates of the stiffnesses, check convergence 
call update bm (d,soln,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl) 
error = dsq~t(dot(soln,soln,npar)/base) 
if (echocom) then 
call comp_bm_inc (d,dbak,x,ix.nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc,nmeas) 
endif 
write(6,2003) iterate,'> Norm of Residual : ',error 
if (iterate.eq.maxit) then 
write(6,2002) '** Failure to converge in',maxit, ' iterations' 
elseif (error.gt.diver) then 
write(6,2002) '** Divergence detected, iteration aborted' 
elseif (error.gt.toler) then 
c ... , Check to see if there were any suspicious estimates 
do 20 i=l,npar 
if(dabs(soln(i».lt.tol*error) write(6,2004) i 
20 continue 
go to 1 
else 
c .... Print summary of iterative solution 
call comp_bm_inc (d,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc,nmeas) 
endif 
c .... Replace initial values of stiffnesses in the D array 
do 30 i=l,nm 
d (1, i) dbak (i) 
d(3,i) = dbak(i+nm) 
30 continue 
return 
2000 format(/I' *-------------- Iteration ' ,i3/) 
2001 format(a,elS.S) 
2002 format(a,iS,a) 
2003 format(i5,a,e15.5) 
2004 format(7x,'** Parameter ',i3,' may not be well estimated') 
end 
FILE: gen_svd_tr.ftn 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------SVD_TR 
subroutine svd_tr (d,id,x,ix,u,forc,adu,coef,rhs,lsm,lsv,soln, 
ndf,ndm,nenl,numnp,nm,nummat,ndof,nlc,ncoef) 
c *-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
C SVD Parameter Estimation, complete measurements 
C Truss Elements 
C 
c 
c 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=2S) 
logical echocor,echolsm,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix.nodisp,noadu,weight 
real*8 lsm(nm,*) ,lsv(*) 
integer indx(nm) 
dimension d(nmat,*) .id(ndf,*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nenl.*) 
dimension adu(nm,*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) 
dimension coef(ncoef,*) ,rhs(*) ,soln(*) 
common 
common 
common 
common 
common 
/echo/ 
/eigf/ 
/gens/ 
/errg/ 
/svdc/ 
echolsm.echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
eigflg 
nomatrix,nodisp.noadu,findmax,weight 
amperu,amperx,seed,tol,itypu.itypx.nrep 
tsvd,nsvd 
*----------------------------------------------------------* 
Basic algorithm for system identification 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
> Compute A.U with current displacements 
> Compute coefficient matrix and right-hand-side 
> Solve for system parameters by SVD. 
*----------------------------------------------------------* 
c .. ,. Compute the A.U 
call adu_tr (x,ix,id,u,adu,ndf,ndm,nen1,ndof,nm,nlc,echoadu) 
c .... Coefficient matrix and right-hand-side 
call form_tr (u,forc,adu,coef,rhs,ncoef,nm,ndof,nlc,echoadu) 
c ... , solve the Least Squares system 
call svdcmp (coef,ncoef,nm,ncoef,nm,lsv,lsm) 
if (echolsm) call mprint(lsv,nm,l,nm, 'Singular values') 
call zerosvd(lsv,nm,tsvd,nsvd) 
call svbksb (coef,lsv,lsm,ncoef,nm,ncoef,nm,rhs,soln) 
call comp_tr (d,soln,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nen1,nlc) 
return 
end 
FILE: gen_svd_tr_inc.ftn 
c-------------------------------------------------------------SVD TR INC 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
subroutine svd_tr_inc (aa,ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id.x.ix,f.t. 
* jdiag,stiff,dr,b,u,forc,adu,coef,rhs,lsm,lsv,soln,dbak, 
* ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,numnp,nm,nummat.ndof,nlc,ncoef,np) 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
SVD Parameter Estimation, incomplete measurements 
Truss Elements 
*------------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (nmat=25) 
logical echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
logical endflg,errlu,errflg,eigflg,findmax 
logical nomatrix,nodisp,noadu,weight 
real*8 lsm(nm,*) ,lsv(*) 
dimension ul(ndf,*) ,xl(ndm,*) ,tl(*) ,ld(ndf,*) ,P(*) ,s(nst,*) 
dimension hv(*),nhv(*) ,ie(ndf+1,*),d(nmat,*) ,id(ndf,*),x(ndm,*) 
dimension ix(nenl,*) ,f(ndf,*) ,t(*) ,jdiag(*) ,stiff(*) ,rx(ndm,*) 
dimension adu(2,nm,*) ,dr(*) ,u(ndof,*) ,forc(ndof,*) ,b(*) 
dimension coef(ncoef,*) ,rhs(*) ,soln(*) ,dbak(*) ,aa(ndof,*) 
common lecho/ echolsm,echocor,echoadu,echodis,echolds,echocom 
common leigf/ eigflg 
common /gens/ nomatrix,nodisp,noadu.findmax,weight 
common /errg/ amperu,amperx.seederr,tol,itYPu,itYPx,nrep 
common Inonl/ maxit,toler.diver.start 
common /print/ pfr 
common /svdc/ tsvd.nsvd 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
Basic algorithm for nonlinear system identification 
1. Initialize estimate of stiffnesses 
2. Form current stiffness matrix and condense it 
3. compute (Gamma A.U) with current stiffness matrix 
4. Compute least squares matrices LSM, LSV 
5. Solve for system parameters. 
6. Update the D arrray with current increment 
7. Test for convergence. if not converged, go to 2. 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... Initialize estimate for stiffnesses, store beginning stiffnesses 
do 10 i=l,nm 
dbak(i) d(l,i) 
dC1, i) = start*dC1, i) 
10 continue 
base dotCdbak,dbak,nm) 
nmeas = ndof - np 
iterate = 0 
pfr = .false. 
c .... Form, unpack, and condense global stiffness matrix 
1 iterate = iterate + 1 
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if (echocom) write(6,2000) iterate 
call pzero(dr,ndof) 
call pzero(stiff,jdiag{ndof)) 
call pform(ul,xl,tl,ld,p,s,hv,nhv,ie,d,id,x,ix,f,t,jdiag, 
* dr,stiff,dum,ndf,ndm,nenl,nst,3,b,dum, 
* .true.,.false.,.false.,.false.) 
call unpack(stiff,aa,jdiag,ndof,ndof) 
call condense(aa,np,ndof) 
c .... set up Coefficient matrix and right hand side vector 
call adu_tr_inc (aa,x,ix,id,u,forc,adu,ndf,ndm,nenl,ndof,nm,nlc, 
* np,echoadu) 
call form_tr_inc (u,forc,adu,aa,coef,rhs,ncoef,nm,ndof,nlc,np, 
* echoadu) 
c .... solve the system of equations by SVD 
call svdcmp (coef,ncoef,nm,ncoef,nm,lsv,lsm) 
if (echolsm) call mprint(lsv,nm,l,nm, 'Singular values') 
call zerosvd(lsv,nm,tsvd,nsvd) 
call svbksb (coef,lsv,lsm,ncoef,nm,ncoef,nm,rhs,soln) 
c .... Update the estimates of the stiffnesses, check convergence 
call update tr (d,soln,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl) 
error = dSQrt(dot(soln,soln,nm)/base) 
write(6,2003) iterate,'> Norm of Residual ' ,error 
if (echocom) then 
call comp_tr_inc (d,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,nlc,nmeas) 
emdif 
if (iterate.eq.maxit) then 
write(6,20021 '** Failure to converge in',maxit, , iterations' 
elseif (error.gt.diver) then 
write (6,2002) , ** Divergence detected , iteration aborted' 
elseif (error.gt.toler) then 
c .... Check to see if there were any suspicious estimates 
do 20 i=l,nm 
if(dabs(soln(i)) .It.tol*error) write(6,2004) i 
20 continue 
go to 1 
else 
c .... Print summary of iterative solution 
call comp_tr_inc (d,dbak,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nen1,nlc,nmeas) 
endif 
c .... Replace initial values of stiffnesses in the D array 
do 30 i=l,nm 
d(l,i) = dbak(i) 
30 continue 
return 
2000 format(/I' *-------------- Iteration ',i3/) 
2001 format(a,e15.5) 
2002 format(a,i5,a) 
2003 format(i5,a,e15.5) 
2004 format(7x, '** Parameter ',i3,' may not be well estimated') 
end 
FILE: gen _form.ftn 
c----------------------------------------------------------------ADU TR 
subroutine adu_tr (x,ix,id,u,adu,ndf,ndm,nen1,ndof,nm,nlc,echo) 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
compute matrix A.U for truss element 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,adu(nm,*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nen1,*) ,id(ndf,*) 
dimension ui(3) ,uj (3) ,xl(3,2) ,c(3) 
dimension angle(lO) ,unorm(10) ,vnorm(10) 
logical echo 
c .... Loop over all members in the structure and all load cases 
do 50 n=l,nlc 
do 50 rn=l,nm 
inode = ix(l,m) 
jnode = ix(2,m) 
do 10 i=l,ndm 
xl(i,l) = x(i,inode) 
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xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
10 continue 
c .... Compute direction cosines 
h = 0.0 
do 20 i=l,ndm 
c(i) = xl(i,2)-xl(i,l) 
h = h + c(i)**2 
20 continue 
h = dsqrt(h) 
do 30 i=l,ndm 
30 c(i) = c(i)/h 
c .... Localize U vector 
call pzero (ui, 3) 
call pzero (uj ,3) 
do 35 i=l,ndm 
igbl = id(i,inode) 
jgbl = id(i,jnode) 
if(igbl.gt.O) ui(i) 
if (j gb 1. gt . 0) uj (i) 
35 continue 
adu(m,n) = 0.0 
do 40 i=l,ndm 
u (igbl ,n) 
u (jgbl, n) 
adu (m, n) adu (m. n) 
adu(m,n) = adu(m,n) 
40 continue 
- ui(i)*c(i) 
+ uj (i) *c (i) 
50 continue 
if (echo) call mprint(adu,nm,nlc,nm, '(A.U) ') 
c .... compute dot products of rows of A.U to check independence 
60 
65 
if (echo) then 
write(6,2002) 
do 80 m=l,nm,10 
write(6,2000) (j,j=m,m+9) 
do 70 n=l,nm 
do 65 j=l,lO 
mm = m + j - 1 
angle(j) 0.0 
unorm(j) 0.0 
vnorm (j ) 0.0 
do 60 kk=l,nlc 
angle(j) angle(j) + adu(mm,kk)*adu(n,kk) 
unorm(j) unorm(j) + adu(mm,kk)*adu(mm,kk) 
vnorm(j) vnorm(j) + adu(n,kk)*adu(n,kk) 
continue 
angle(j) = angle(j)/dsqrt(vnorm(j)*unorm(j» 
continue 
write(6,2001) n, (angle(j) ,j=l,lO) 
70 continue 
80 continue 
endi!" 
retu:-n 
2000 fo:-mat(/'Member',lOilO) 
200: fo:-mat(i3,3x,10flO.4) 
2002 fo:-mat(/' Load case independence check 
end 
') 
C-------------------------------------------------------------ADU TR INC 
sub:-outine adu_tr_inc (a,x,ix,id,u,p,adu,ndf,ndm,nenl,ndof,;m,;lc, 
np,echo) 
C -----------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Compute matrix (Gamma A).U -- Incomplete measurements 
C Truss Element 
C This routine assumes that the stiffness matrix A is ordered 
C such that the unmeasured degrees of freedom are numbered first 
C and that it has been previously condensed by routine CONDENSE 
C *----------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension a(ndof,*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nenl,*) ,id(ndf,*) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,p(ndof,*) ,adu(2,nm,*) 
dimension ui (3) ,uj (3) ,xl (3,2) ,c (3) 
logical echo 
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c .... Loop over all members in the structure 
do 110 m=l,nm 
c .... Localize coordinates for current member 
inode = ix(l,m) 
jnode = ix(2,m) 
do 10 i=l,ndm 
xl(i,l) x(i,inode) 
xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
10 continue 
c .... Compute direction cosines 
h = 0.0 
do 20 i=l,ndm 
c(i) = xl(i,2)-xl(i,l) 
h = h + c(i)**2 
20 continue 
h = dsqrt(h) 
do 30 i=l,ndm 
30 c(i) = c(i)/h 
c .... Loop over all load cases 
do 100 n=l,nlc 
c .... Compute U. (Gamma A) 
adu(l,m,n) = 0.0 
do 60 k=np+1,ndof 
ga = 0.0 
do 50 j=1,2 
do 40 i=l,ndm 
c (i) = -c (i) 
if(j.eq.1) igbl = id(i,inode) 
if(j.eq.2) igbl = id(i,jnode) 
if (igbl.gt.O) then 
if (igbl.gt.np) then 
if (igbl.eq.k) ga = ga + c(i) 
else 
ga ga + a(igbl,k)*c(i) 
endif 
endif 
40 continue 
50 continue 
adu(l,m,n) = adu(l,m,n) + u(k,n)*ga 
60 continue 
c .... Compute ~.{K(22)inv 0] A 
adu(2,m,n)= 0.0 
do 90 k=l,np 
ga = 0.0 
do 80 j=1.2 
do 70 i=l.ndm 
c (i) = -c (i) 
if(j.eq.l) igbl = id(i.inode) 
if(j.eq.2) igbl = id(i.jnode) 
if «igbl.le.np) .and. (igbl.gt.O» then 
ga = ga + a(k.igbl)*c(i) 
70 
80 
endif 
continue 
continue 
adu(2.m.n) adu(2.m,n) - p(k,n)*ga 
90 continue 
100 continue 
110 continue 
c .... Echo the A.U matrices 
if (echo) then 
do 300 ia=l,2 
write(6,2000) ia 
do 280 i=l,nm 
write(6,2001) (adu(ia,i,j),j=l,minO(nlc,8» 
280 continue 
300 continue 
endif 
2000 format(/' Gamma A.U Submatrix number 
2001 format(8f1S.5) 
return 
end 
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c----------------------------------------------------------------ADU BM 
subroutine adu_bm (x,ix,id,u,adu,ndf,ndm,nen1,ndof,nm,nlc,echo) 
C *---------------------------------------------------------______ * 
c I Compute matrix A.U for beam element I 
c *---------------------------------------------------------______ * 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,adu(3,nm,*) ,x(ndm,*),ix(nen1,*) ,id(ndf,*) 
dimension ui(3) ,uj (3) ,xl(3,2) ,c(3) 
logical echo 
c ... , Loop over all members in the structure and all load cases 
do 50 n=l,nlc 
do 50 m=l,nm 
inode = ix(l,m) 
jnode = ix(2,m) 
do 10 i=l,2 
xl(i,l) x(i,inode) 
xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
10 continue 
c .... Compute direction cosines 
h = 0.0 
do 20 i=l,2 
c(i) = xl(i,2)-xl(i,l) 
h = h + c(i)**2 
20 continue 
h = dsqrt(h) 
do 30 i=l,2 
30 c(i) = c(i)/h 
c .... Localize U vector 
call pzero(ui,3) 
call pzero (uj ,3) 
do 40 i=l,3 
igbl = id(i,inode) 
jgbl = id(i,jnode) 
if(igbl.gt.O) ui(i) 
if (j gb 1. gt. 0) uj (i) 
40 continue 
u (igbl, n) 
u(jgbl,n) 
c .... Compute components of A.U 
adu(l,m,n)= -ui(1)*c(1)-ui(2)*c(2)+uj(1)*c(1)+uj (2)*c(2) 
adu(2,m,n)= -ui(1)*c(2)+ui(2)*c(1)+uj(1)*c(2)-uj (2)*c(1)-ui(3)*h 
adu(3,m,n)= -ui(1)*c(2)+ui(2)*c(1)+uj (1)*c(2)-uj (2)*c(1)-uj(3)*h 
50 continue 
c .... Echo the A.U matrices 
if (echo) then 
do 300 ia=l,3 
write(6,2000) ia 
do 280 i=l,nm 
write(6,2001) (adu(ia,i,j) ,j=1,minO(nlc,8» 
280 continue 
300 continue 
endif 
2000 format(/' A.U Submatrix number 
2001 format(8f13.5) 
return 
end 
, ,i3) 
C-------------------------------------------------------------ADU BM INC 
subroutine adu_bm_inc (a,x,ix,id,u,p,adu,ndf,ndm,nen1,ndof,nm,nlc, 
* np,echo) 
C *----------------------------------------------------------------* 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Compute matrix (Gamma A).U -- Incomplete measurements 
Beam Element 
This routine assumes that the stiffness matrix A is ordered 
such that the unmeasured degrees of freedom are numbered first 
and that it has been previously condensed by routine CONDENSE 
C *----------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double pracision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension a(ndof,*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nen1,*) ,id(ndf,*) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,p(ndof,*) ,adu(6,nm,*) 
dimension ui (3) ,uj (3) ,xl (3,2) ,c (3) ,am (3,6) ,ga (3) 
logical echo 
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c .... 
c .... 
Loop over all members in the structure and all load cases 
do 210 m=l,nm 
Localize coordinates of member W 
inode = ix(l,m) 
jnode = ix(2,m) 
do 10 i=l,ndm 
xl(i,l) x(i,inode) 
xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
10 continue 
c .... Compute direction cosines 
h = 0.0 
do 20 i=l,ndm 
c(i) = xl(i,2)-xl(i,l) 
h = h + c(i)**2 
20 continue 
h = dsqrt(h) 
do 30 i=l,ndm 
30 c (i) = c (i) /h 
c .... Form AM matrix for element M 
am (1,1 r -c (1) 
am (1, 2) = -c (2) 
am(l,3) = 0.0 
am (2 ,1) =-c (2) 
am ( 2 , 2) = c (1 ) 
am(2,3) = -h 
am (3,1) =-c (2) 
am(3,2) = C(l) 
am(3,3) = 0.0 
do 40 i=l,3 
do 40 j=l,2 
am(i,j+3) -am(i,j) 
40 continue 
am (1,6) 0.0 
am (2,6) 0.0 
am (3,6) -h 
c ... , Loop over all load cases 
do 200 n=l,nlc 
50 
do 50 ia=l,6 
adu(ia,m,n) 
continue 
0.0 
c ... , compute u. (Gamma A) 
do 110 k=np+1,ndof 
call pzero(ga,3) 
do 90 j=l,2 
if (j.eq.1) node 
if (j.eq.2) node 
do 80 i=l,3 
inode 
jnode 
igbl = id(i,node) 
iloc = i + 3*(j-1) 
if (igbl.gt.O) then 
if (igbl.le.np) then 
do 60 ia=l,3 
60 
ga(ia) = ga(ia) + a(igbl,k)*am(ia,iloc) 
continue 
70 
80 
90 
100 
110 
c .... 
elseif (igbl.eq.k) then 
do 70 ia=l,3 
ga(ia) = ga(ia) + am(ia,iloc) 
continue 
endif 
endif 
continue 
continue 
do 100 ia=l,3 
adu(ia,m,n) = adu(ia,m,n) + u{k,n)*ga(ia) 
continue 
continue 
compute Q. [K(22)inv 0] A 
do 170 k=l,np 
call pzero(ga,3) 
do 150 j=l,2 
if (j.eq.1) node 
if (j. eq . 2) node 
for loads in unmeasured DOF 
inode 
jnode 
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120 
140 
150 
160 
do 140 i=l,3 
igbl = id(i,node) 
iloc = i + 3*(j-l) 
if «igbl.le.np) .and. (igbl.gt.O)) then 
do 120 ia=l,3 
ga(ia) = ga(ia) + a(k,igbl)*am(ia,iloc) 
continue 
endif 
continue 
continue 
do 160 ia=l,3 
adu(3+ia,m,n) 
continue 
adu(3+ia,m,n) - p(k,n)*ga(ia) 
170 continue 
200 continue 
210 continue 
c .... Echo the Gamma A.U matrices 
if (echo) then 
do 300 ia=l,6 
write(6,2000) ia 
do 280 i=l,nm 
write(6,2001) (adu(ia,i,j) ,j=l,minO(nlc,8)) 
280 continue 
300 continue 
endif 
return 
2000 formate!' Gamma A.U Submatrix number 
2001 format(8f13.S) 
end 
, , i3) 
c---------------------------------------------------------------LSV TR 
subroutine lsv_tr (u,p,adu,lsv,nm,ndof,nlc,echo) -
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Compute the right hand side of the least squares problem 
C Truss Element 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,p(ndof,*) ,adu(nm,*) 
real*8 Isv(nm) 
logical echo 
do 20 i=l,nm 
lsv(i) = 0.0 
do 10 k=l,nlc 
do 10 m=l,nlc 
lsv(i) = lsv(i) + adu(i,k)*adu(i,m)*dot(u(l,k) ,p(l,m) ,ndof) 
10 continue 
20 continue 
C .... Echo the matrix 
if(echo) call mprint(lsv,nm,l,nm, 'Least Squares Vector') 
return 
end 
c-------------------------------------------------------------LSV_TR INC 
c 
C 
C 
C 
subroutine lsv_tr_inc (a,u,p,adu,lsv,nm,ndof,nlc,np,echo) 
.---------------------------------------------------------------* 
compute the right hand side of the least squares problem 
Truss Element - incomplete measurements 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
real*8 Isv(nm) 
logical echo 
dimension a(ndof,*) ,u(ndof,*) ,p(ndof,*) ,adu(2,nm,*) 
do 50 m=l,nm 
Isv(m) = 0.0 
do 40 i=l,nlc 
do 40 j=I,nlc 
resid = 0.0 
do 30 ii=np+1,ndof 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 jj=np+l,ndof 
sum = sum + a(ii,jj)*u(jj,j) 
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10 continue 
20 
30 
unmeas = 0.0 
do 20 jj=l,np 
unmeas = unmeas + a(jj,ii)*p(jj,j) 
continue 
resid = resid + u(ii,i)*(p(ii,j)+unmeas-sum) 
continue 
lsv(m) = lsv(m) + adu(l,m,i)*(adu(l,m,j)-adu(2,m,j»*resid 
40 continue 
50 continue 
c .... Echo the Least Squares vector 
if(echo) call mprint(lsv,nm,l,nm, 'Least Squares vector') 
return 
end 
c---------------------------------------------------------------LSV_BM 
C 
C 
C 
C 
subroutine lsv_bm (u.p,adu,lsv.nm,ndof,nlc,echo) 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
compute the right hand side of the least squares problem 
Beam Element 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h.o-z) 
dimension u (ndof, *) . p (ndof, *) ,adu (3, nm, *) 
real*8 Isv(*) 
logical echo 
do 20 m=l,nm 
lsv(m) 0.0 
lsv(m+nm) = 0.0 
do 10 i=l,nlc 
do 10 j=l,nlc 
a1 adu(l,m,i)*adu(l,m,j) 
aZ 4.0*(adu(Z.m,i)*adu(2,m,j» 
* + 2.0*(adu(2,m,i)*adu(3,m.j)+adu(3,m.i)*adu(2,m,j» 
* + 4.0*(adu(3,m,i)*adu(3,m,j» 
b1 dot(u(l,i) .p(l.j) .ndof) 
lsv(m) lsv(m) + al*bl 
lsv(m+nm) = lsv(m+nm) + a2*bl 
10 continue 
20 continue 
c .... Echo the matrix 
if(echo) call mprint(lsv,2*nm,l.2*nm,'Least Squares vector') 
return 
end 
C-------------------------------------------------------------LSV_BM INC 
subroutine lsv_bm_inc (a,u,p,adu,lsv,nm.ndof,nlc,np,echo) 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Compute the right hand side of the least squares problem 
C Beam Element - incomplete measurements 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
real*8 lsv(*) 
logical echo 
dimension a(ndof,*) ,u(ndof,*) ,p(ndof,*) ,adu(6,nm,*) 
dimension aduim(3) ,adujm(3) 
do 60 m=l,nm 
lsv(m) 0.0 
lsv(m+nm) = 0.0 
do 50 i=l,nlc 
do 50 j=l,nlc 
resid = 0.0 
do 30 ii=np+l,ndof 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 jj=np+l,ndof 
sum = sum + a(ii,jj)*u(jj,j) 
10 continue 
unmeas = 0.0 
do 20 jj=l,np 
unmeas = unmeas + a(jj,ii)*p(jj,j) 
20 continue 
resid = resid + u(ii.i)*(p(ii,j)+unmeas-sum) 
30 continue 
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do 40 k=1,3 
aduim(k) adu(k,m,i) 
adujm(k) = adu(k,m,j) - adu(3+k,m,j) 
40 continue 
am aduim(l)*adujm(l) 
bm 4.0*(aduim(2)*adujm(2» 
* + 2.0*(aduim(2)*adujm(3)+aduim(3)*adujm(2» 
* + 4.0*(aduim(3)*adujm(3» 
lsv(m) lsv(m) + am*resid 
lsv(m+nm) = lsv(m+nm) + bm*resid 
50 continue 
60 continue 
c .... Echo the Least Squares Vector 
if(echo) call mprint(lsv,2*nm,l,2*nm, 'Least Squares Vector') 
return 
end 
c----------------------------------------------~----------------LSM TR 
subroutine lsm_tr (adu,lsm,nlc,nm,echo) -
c *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
C compute the coefficient matrix of the least squares problem 
c Truss Element 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
10 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension adu(nm,*) 
real*8 Ism(nm,*) 
logical echo 
do 20 i=l,nm 
do 20 j=l,nm 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 m=l,nlc 
sum = sum + aciu(i,m)*adu(j,m) 
continue 
Ism(i,j) = sum*sum 
20 continue 
C .... Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(lsm,nm,nm,nm, 'Least Squares Matrix') 
return 
end 
c-------------------------------------------------------------LSM_TR_INC 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine Ism_tr_inc (adu,lsm,nlc,nm,echo) 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
compute the coefficient matrix of the least squares problem 
Truss Element - Incomplete measurements 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension adu(2,nm,*) 
real*8 Ism(nm,*) 
logical echo 
do 20 m=l,nm 
do 20 n=l,nm 
suma 0.0 
sumb = 0.0 
sumc = 0.0 
do 10 i=l,nlc 
suma suma + adu(l,m,i)*adu(l,n,i) 
sumb = sumb + adu(2,m,i)*adu(1,n,i) + adu(l,m,i)*adu(2,n,i) 
sumc = sumc + adu(2,m,i)*adu(2,n,i) 
10 continue 
lsm(m,n) = suma*(suma - sumb + sumc) 
20 continue 
c .... Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(lsm,nm,nm,nm,'Least Squares Matrix') 
return 
end 
c---------------------------------------------------------------LSM_BM 
c 
c 
subroutine lsm_bm (adu,lsm,nlc,nm,echo) 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
compute the coefficient matrix of the least squares problem 
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Beam Element 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension adu(3,nm,*) 
real*8 Ism(2*nm,*) 
logical echo 
do 20 m=l,nm 
do 20 n=l,nm 
aa 0.0 
ab 0.0 
ba 0.0 
bb 0.0 
do 10 i=l,nlc 
do 10 j=l,n1c 
am adu(l,m,i)*adu(l,m,j) 
an adu(l,n,i)*adu(l,n,j) 
bm 4.0*(adu(2,m,i)*adu(2,m,j)) 
+ 2.0*(adu(2,m,i)*adu(3,m,j)+adu(3,m,i)*adu(2,m,j)) 
+ 4.0*(adu(3,m,i)*adu(3,m,j)) 
bn 4.0*(adu(2,n,i)*adu(2,n,j)) 
+ 2.0*(adu(2,n,i)*adu(3,n,j)+adu(3,n,i)*adu(2,n,j)) 
+ 4.0*(adu(3,n,i)*adu(3,n,j)) 
aa aa + am*an 
ab ab + am*bn 
ba ba + bm*an 
bb bb + bm*bn 
10 continue 
Ism(m ,n 
1sm (m , n+nm) 
1sm(m+nm,n 
1sm(m+nm,n+nm) 
20 continue 
aa 
ab 
ba 
bb 
c .. ,. Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(lsm,2*nm,2*nm,2*nm, 'Least Squares Matrix') 
return 
end 
C-------------------------------------------------------------LSM_BM INC 
C 
C 
C 
C 
subroutine Ism_bIn_inc (adu,lsm,nlc,n~,echo) 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
Compute the coefficient matrix of the least squares problem 
Beam Element - Incomplete measurements 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
10 
* 
* 
* 
* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension adu(6,nm,*) ,aduim(3),aduin(3),adujm(3) ,adujn(3) 
real*8 lsm(2*nm,*) 
logical echo 
do 30 m=l,nm 
do 30 n=l,nm 
aa 0.0 
ab 0.0 
ba 0.0 
bb 0.0 
do 20 i=l,nlc 
do 20 j=l,nlc 
do 10 k=1,3 
adu(k,m,i) aduirn(k) 
adujm (k) 
aduin(k) 
adujn(k) 
adu(k,m,j) - adu(3+k,m,j) 
adu(k,n,i) 
adu(k,n,j) - adu(3+k,n,j) 
continue 
am aduim(l)*adujm(l) 
an aduin(l)*adujn(l) 
bm 4.0*(aduim(2)*adujm(2)) 
bn 
+ 2.0*(aduim(2)*adujm(3)+aduim(3)*adujm(2)) 
+ 4.0*(aduim(3)*adujm(3)) 
4.0*(aduin(2)*adujn(2)) 
+ 2.0*(aduin(2)*adujn(3)+aduin(3)*adujn(2)) 
+ 4.0*(aduin(3)*adujn(3)) 
aa aa + am*an 
ab ab + am*bn 
ba ba + bm*an 
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bb = bb + bm*bn 
20 continue 
lsm(m ,n aa 
lsm(m ,n+nm) ab 
lsm(m+nm,n ) ba 
lsm(m+nm,n+nm) bb 
30 continue 
c .... Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(lsm,2*nm,2*nm,2*nm, 'Least Squares Matrix') 
return 
end 
C---------------------------------------------------------------LSM_IV 
subroutine lsm_iv (adu,adua,lsm,nlc,nm,echo) 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Compute the coefficient matrix of the least squares problem 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension adu(nm,*) ,adua(nm,*) 
real*8 lsm(nm,*) 
logical echo 
do 20 i=l,nm 
do 20 j=l,nm 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 m=l,nlc 
sum = 
10 continue 
lsm(i,j) 
20 continue 
sum + adua(i,m)*adu(j,m) 
= sum*sum 
c .... Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(lsm,nm,nm,nm,'Least Squares Matrix') 
return 
end 
C---------------------------------------------------------------LSV WT 
subroutine Isv_wt (u,p,adu,lsv,nm,ndof,nlc,echo) -
C *-----------------------------------------------~---------------* 
C Compute the right hand side of the weighted 1st. sq. problem I 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,p(ndof,*) ,adu(nm,*) 
real*8 lsv(nm) 
logical echo 
call pzero (lsv,nm) 
do 30 i=l,nlc 
facl = dot(p(l,i),p(l,i),ndof) 
do 20 j=l,nlc 
fac2 = dot(u(l,i),p(1,j),ndof)/facl 
do 10 m=1,nm 
lsv(m) = lsv(m) + adu(m,i)*adu(m,j)*fac2 
10 continue 
20 continue 
30 cor.tlnue 
c .... Echo the matrix 
:f(echo) call mprint(lsv,nm,l,nm,'Weighted Least Squares vector') 
:-etu:-n 
enc 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------LSM_WT 
sub!"out~ne 1sm_wt (adu,lsm,p,nlc,nm,ndof,echo) 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
C 
C 
Compute coefficient matrix of the weighted 1st. sq. problem 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimens ion adu (nm, *) ,p (ndof, *) 
real*8 lsm(nm,*) 
logical echo 
print *, 'Weighted Least Squares Matrices Formed' 
do 30 m=l,nm 
do 30 n=l,nm 
suml 0.0 
sum2 = 0.0 
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20 
do 20 i=l,nlc 
facl dot(p(l,i) ,p(l,i) ,ndof) 
suml = suml + adu(m,i)*adu(n,i)/facl 
sum2 = sum2 + adu(m,i)*adu(n,i) 
continue 
lsm(m,n) = suml*sum2 
30 continue 
c .... Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(lsm,nm,nm,nm, 'Weighted Lst. Squares Matrix') 
return 
end 
c---------------------------------------------------------------FORM BM 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine form_bm (u,p,adu,a,b,na,nm,ndof,nlc,echo) -
*----------------------------------------------------------------* 
compute coefficient and right-hand-side for Ax = b for SVD 
Beam Elements 
c *----------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,p(ndof,*) ,adu(3,nm,*) ,a(na,*) ,b(*) 
logical echo 
call pzero(a,na*nm*2) 
ij == 0 
do 20 i==l,nlc 
do 20 j=i,nlc 
ij = ij + 1 
b(ij) = dot(u(l,i),P(l,j),ndof) 
do 10 m==l,nm 
a(ij,m) adu(l,m,i)*adu(l,rn,j) 
a(ij,nm+m) 4.0*(adu(2,m,i)*adu(2,m,j» 
* + 2.0*(adu(2,m,i)*adu(3,m,j)+adu(3,m,i)*adu(2,m,j» 
* + 4:0*(adu(3,m,i)*adu(3,m,j» 
10 continue 
20 continue 
c. _. _ Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(a,na,2*nm,na,'Coefficient Matrix') 
if (echo) call mprint(b,na, l,na,'Right-hand-side') 
return 
end 
c------------------------------------------~~~~~=============FORM EM INC 
subroutine form_bm_inc (u,p,adu,aa,a,b,na,nm,ndof,nlc,np,echo)-
C *----------------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
c 
compute coefficient and right-hand-side for Ax == b for SVD 
Beam elements - Incomplete measurements 
*----------------------------------------------------------------* 
::.C 
20 
30 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,p(ndof,*) ,adu(6,nm,*) ,a(na,*) ,b(*) 
dimension aa(ndof,*) ,adui(3) ,aduj (3) 
logical echo 
call pzero(a,na*nm*2) 
lj = 0 
do 60 i=1,nlc 
do 60 j=i,nlc 
ij = ij + 1 
resid == 0.0 
do 30 ii==np+l,ndof 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 jj==np+l,ndof 
sum == sum + aa(ii,jj)*u(jj,j) 
continue 
unmeas == 0.0 
do 20 jj=l,np 
unmeas = unmeas + aa(jj,ii)*p(jj,j) 
continue 
resid == resid + u(ii,i)*(p(ii,j)+unmeas-sum) 
continue 
b(ij) = resid 
do 50 m=l,nm 
do 40 k=l,3 
adui(k) 
aduj(k) = 
adu(k,m,i) 
adu(k,m,j) - adu(3+k,m,j) 
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40 
* 
* 
continue 
a(ij,m) 
a(ij,nm+m) 
50 continue 
60 continue 
adui(l)*aduj(l) 
4.0*(adui(2)*aduj(2)) 
+ 2.0*(adui(2)*aduj(3)+adui(3)*aduj (2)) 
+ 4.0*(adui(3)*aduj(3)) 
C .... Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(a,na,2*nm,na, 'coefficient Matrix') 
if (echo) call mprint(b,na, l,na,'Right-hand-side') 
return 
end 
c---------------------------------------------------------------FORM_TR 
subroutine form_tr (u,p,adu,a,b,na,nm,ndof,nlc,echo) 
c *----------------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
compute coefficient and right-hand-side for Ax = b for SVD 
Truss Elements 
c *----------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) ,pendof,*) ,adu(nm,*) ,a(na,*) ,b(*) 
logical echo 
call pzero(a,na*nm) 
ij = 0 
do 20 i=l,nlc 
do 20 j=i,nlc 
ij = ij + 1 
b(ij) = dot(u(l,i) ,p(l,j) ,ndof) 
do 10 m=l,nm 
a(ij,m) = adu(m,i)*adu(m,j) 
10 continue 
20 continue 
C .... Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(a,na,nm,na, 'Coefficient Matrix') 
if (echo) call mprint(b,na, l,na, 'Right-hand-side') 
return 
end 
c-----------------------------------------------------------FORM TR INC 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine form_tr_inc (u,p,adu,aa,a,b,na,nm,ndof,nlc,np,echo) 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
Compute coefficient and right-hand-side for Ax = b for SVD 
Truss elements - Incomplete measurements. 
c *-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision ea-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof.*) .pendof,*) ,adu(2,nm,*) .a(na,*) ,be*) 
dimension aa(ndof.*) 
logical echo 
call pzero(a,na*nm) 
ij = 0 
do 50 i=l.nlc 
do 50 j=i,nlc 
ij = ij + 1 
resid = 0.0 
do 30 ii=np+l,ndof 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 jj=np+l.ndof 
sum = sum + aa(ii,jj)*u(jj.j) 
10 continue 
unmeas = 0.0 
do 20 jj=l,np 
unmeas = unmeas + aa(jj,ii)*p(jj,j) 
20 continue 
resid = resid + u(ii,i)*(p(ii,j)+unmeas-sum) 
30 continue 
b(ij) = resid 
do 40 m=l,nm 
a(ij,m) = adu(l,m,i)*(adu(l,m,j) - adu(2,m,j)) 
40 continue 
50 continue 
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c .... Echo the matrix 
if (echo) call mprint(a,na,nm,na,'Coefficient Matrix') 
if (echo) call mprint(b,na, l,na, 'Right-hand-side') 
return 
end 
FILE: gen_update.ftn 
c-----------------------------------------------------------UPDATE TR 
subroutine update_tr (d,dincr,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl) -
C *----------------------------------------------------------* 
C Update the D array, D <-- D + DINCR, with increment 
C Truss Element 
C *----------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension d(nmat,*) .dincr(*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nenl,*) ,xl(2,2) 
do 40 m==l.nm 
inode ix(l.m) 
jnode = ix(2,m) 
mat == ix(nen1,m) 
do 10 i=1.2 
xl(i,l) x(i,inode) 
xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
10 continue 
c .... Compute length of member, stiffness EA/L 
h = 0.0 
do 20 i==1,2 
h == h + (xl(i.2)-xl(i.1»**2 
20 continue 
h ::: dsqrt(h) 
c .... Perform Update 
dine == dincr(m)*h/d(2.mat) 
del.mat) == d(l.mat) + dinc 
40 continue 
return 
end 
C-----------------------------------------------------------UPDATE_BM 
subroutine update_bm (d,dincr.x.ix.nm.nmat,ndm.nenl) 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
C Update the D array, D <-- D + DINCR, with increment 
C Beam Elements 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
10 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension d(nmat.*) .dincr(*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nen1,*) ,xl(2,2) 
do 40 m==l,nm 
inode ix(l,m) 
jnode =- ix(2,m) 
mat = ix(nen1,m) 
do 10 i=1,2 
xl(i,l) x(i,inode) 
xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
continue 
c .... Compute length of member 
h == 0.0 
do 20 i==1,2 
h == h + (xl(i,2)-xl(i.1»**2 
20 continue 
h = dsqrt(h) 
c .... Perform Update 
eainc = dincr(m)*h 
ellnc = dincr(m+nm)*h*h*h 
d(l,mat) d(l,mat) + eainc 
d(3,mat) = d(3,mat) + eiinc 
40 continue 
return 
end 
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c-----------------------------------------------------------UPDATE IV 
subroutine update_iv (d,dnew,x,ix,nm,nmat,ndm,nenl,error) -
C *-------------------------------------------------------* 
C Update the D array with new values D <-- DNEW 
C Instrumental Variables -- Truss Elements 
C *-------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension d(nmat,*) ,dnew(*) ,x(ndm,*) ,ix(nenl,*) ,xl(2,2) 
error = 0.0 
do 40 m=l,nm 
inode ix(l,m) 
jnode = ix(2,m) 
mat = ix(nenl,m) 
do 10 i=l,2 
xl(i,l) x(i,inode) 
xl(i,2) = x(i,jnode) 
10 continue 
c .... Compute length of member, stiffness EA/L 
h = 0.0 
do 20 i=l,2 
h = h + (xl(i,2)-xl(i,l»**2 
20 continue 
h = dsqrt(h) 
c .... Perform Update 
dinc = dnew(m)*h/d(2,mat) 
error = error + (d(l,mat)-dinc)**2 
d(l,mat) = dine 
40 continue 
return 
end 
FILE: gen_solve.ftn 
c----------------------------------------------------------------LUDCMP 
subroutine ludcmp (a,n,np,indx,d,errlu) 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
C Given an N x N matrix A, with physical dimension NP, 
C this routine replaces it by the L-U decomposition of a 
C rowwise permutation of itself. A and N are input. A is 
C output; INDX is an output vector which records the row 
C permutation effected by the partial pivoting. 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
IM?LICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
pa~ameter (nmax=100,tiny=1.0e-20) 
logical errlu 
dimension a(np,np), indx(n), vv(nmax) 
c .... Check to see if there is enough room to do the implicit scaling 
err:u = .false. 
11 
12 
if (n.gt.nmax) then 
errlu = .true. 
write(6.3000) nmax,n 
return 
endif 
d=l 
CO l2 :=l,n 
aamax=O. 
do II j=l,n 
if ( abs(a(i,j» .gt. aamax) aamax=abs(a(i,j» 
continue 
if ( aamax .eq. 0.) then 
errlu = .true. 
return 
endif 
vv(i)=l./aamax 
continue 
do 19 j=l,n 
do 14 i=l, j-l 
sum = a(i,j) 
do 13 k=l,i-l 
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sum = sum - a(i,k)*a(k,j) 
continue 
a(i,j) = sum 
continue 
aamax = o. 
do 16 i=j,n 
sum=a(i,j) 
do 15 k=l,j-1 
sum = sum - a(i,k)*a(k,j) 
continue 
a(i,j)=sum 
dum=vv(i)*abs(sum) 
if (dum.ge.aamax) then 
imax=i 
aamax=dum 
endif 
continue 
if (j.ne.imax) then 
do 17 k=l,n 
dum=a (imax, k) 
a(imax,k)=a(j,k) 
a(j,k)=dum 
continue 
d=-d 
vv(imax)=vv(j) 
endif 
indx(j)=imax 
if ( a(j,j).eq.O.) a(j,j)=tiny 
if (j.ne.n) then 
dum=l./a(j,j) 
do 18 i=j+1,n 
a(i,j)=a(i,j)*dum 
continue 
endif 
continue 
3000 formate' ** Error in LUDCMP, parameter NMAX too small '/ 
* ' NMAX = ',i5,'. Required value is ',i5!) 
return 
end 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------LUBKSB 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
11 
12 
13 
subroutine lubksb (a,n,np,indx,b) 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
solves the set of N linear equations A * X = B. Here 
A is input, not as the matrix A, but rather its L-U de-
composition. INDX is input as the permutation vector. 
B is input as the RHS vector, and returns with the solution. 
vector X. A, N, INDX, and NP are not modified by this 
subroutine and can be left in place for successive calls 
with different RHS. 
*---------------------------------------------------------------* 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
dimension a (np, np), indx (n), b (n) 
ii=o 
do 12 i=l,n 
ll=indx (i) 
sum=b (11) 
b(ll)=b(i) 
if(ii.ne.O) then 
do 11 j=ii, i-1 
sum = sum - a(i,j)*b(j) 
continue 
elseif (sum.ne.O.) then 
ii=i 
endif 
b(i)=sum 
continue 
do 14 i=n,l,-l 
sum=b (i) 
if (i.lt.n) then 
do 13 j=i+l,n 
sum=sum-a(i,j)*b(j) 
continue 
endif 
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b(i)=sum/a(i,i) 
14 continue 
return 
end 
c--------------------------------------------------------------SVDCMP 
subroutine svdcmp (a,m,n,mp,np,w,v) 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
C Singular value decomposition of matrix A --> U.W.V(t) 
C Array dimensions: A (m x n) input 
C U (m x n) output (in array A) 
C W (n x 1) output (singular values) 
C V (n x n) output 
C N.B. If m<n then array A should be filled to square with 
C zeros before calling this routine. 
C *-----------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... Max anticipated value of N 
parameter (nmax=100) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
dimension a(mp,np) ,w(np) ,v(np,np) ,rvl(nmax) 
if (n.gt.nmax) then 
print *, 'Temporary array too small in SVDCMP' 
return 
endif 
if (m.lt.n) then 
print *, 'You must augment A with extra zero rows' 
return 
endif 
c... Householder reduction to bidiagonal form. 
g 0.0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
scale = 0.0 
anorm = 0.0 
do 25 i=l,n 
1 = i+l 
rvl(i) = scale*g 
g = 0.0 
s = 0.0 
scale 0.0 
if (i .le. m) then 
do 11 k=i, m 
scale = scale + dabs(a(k,i» 
continue 
if (scale.ne.O.O) then 
do 12 k=i,m 
a(k, i) = a(k, i) /scale 
s = s + a(k,i)*a(k,i) 
continue 
f a(i,i) 
g = - dsign (dsqrt(s) ,f) 
h = f*g - s 
a(i,i) = f - g 
if (i.ne.n) then 
do 15 j=l,n 
s = 0.0 
do 13 k=i,m 
s = s + a(k,i)*a(k,j) 
continue 
f = s/h 
do 14 k=i,m 
a(k,j) a(k,j) + f*a(k,i) 
continue 
continue 
endif 
do 16 k=i,m 
a(k,i) scale * a(k,i) 
continue 
endif 
endif 
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w (i) scale * g 
0.0 g 
s 
scale 
0.0 
0.0 
if «i.le.m) .and. (i .ne.n)) then 
do 17 k=l,n 
scale = scale + dabs(a(i,k)) 
continue 
if (scale.ne.O.O) then 
do 18 k=l,n 
a(i,k) = a(i,k)/scale 
s = s + a(i,k)*a(i,k) 
continue 
f a(i,l) 
g = -dsign(dsqrt(s) ,f) 
h = f*g - s 
a(i,l) = f - g 
do 19 k=l,n 
rvl(k) = a(i,k)/h 
continue 
if (i.ne.m) ~hen 
do 23 j=l,m 
s = 0.0 
do 21 k=l,n 
s = s + a(j,k)*a(i,k) 
continue 
do 22 k=l. n 
a (j , k) a (j , k) + s * rv 1 (k) 
continue 
continue 
endif 
do 24 k=l,n 
a(i,k) scale * a(i,k) 
continue 
endif 
endif 
anorm = dmax1(anorm, (dabs(w(i)+dabs(rv1(i»)) 
continue 
c... Accumulation of right-hand transformations. 
do 32 i=n,l,-r 
26 
27 
28 
29 
31 
32 
c ... 
if (i.lt.n) then 
if (g.ne.O.O) then 
do 26 j=l,n 
v(j,i) = (a(i,j)/a(i,l))/g 
continue 
do 29 j=l,n 
s = 0.0 
do 27 k=l,n 
s = s + aCi,k) * v(k,j) 
continue 
do 28 k=l,n 
v(k,j) v(k,j) + s*v(k,i) 
continue 
continue 
endif 
do 31 j=l,n 
v(i,j) 0.0 
v(j,i) 0.0 
continue 
endif 
v(i,i) = 1.0 
g = rvl (i) 
1 = i 
continue 
Acculumation of left-hand transformations. 
do 39 i=n,l,-l 
1 i+1 
g = wei) 
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33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
if (i.1t.n) then 
do 33 j=l,n 
a(i,j) = 0.0 
continue 
endif 
if (g.ne.O.O) then 
g = 1. olg 
if (i.ne.n) then 
do 36 j=l,n 
s = 0.0 
do 34 k=l,m 
s = s + a(k,i)*a(k,j) 
continue 
f = (s/a(i,i))*g 
do 35 k=i,m 
a(k,j) = a(k,j) + f*a(k,i) 
continue 
continue 
endif 
do 37 j=i,m 
a(j,i) a(j,i)*g 
continue 
else 
do 38 j =i, m 
a(j,i) 0.0 
continue 
endif 
a(i,i) = a(i,i) + 1.0 
39 continue 
c... Diagona1ization of the bidiagonal form. 
c Loop over singular values ... 
do 49 k=n,l,-l 
c. . . loop over allowed iterations ... 
do 48 its=l,30 
c... Test for splitting: Note that RV1(1) is always zero. 
do 41 l=k,l,-l 
nm 1-1 
if ( (dabs(rv1(1»+anorm) .eq. anorm) go to 2 
if ( (dabs(w(nm»+anorm) .eq. anorm) go to 1 
41 continue 
1 
42 
43 
2 
44 
c = 0.0 
s = 1.0 
do 43 i=l,k 
f = s*rvl(i) 
if ( (dabs(f)+anorm).ne.anorm) then 
g = wei) 
h = dsqrt(f*f + g*g) 
wei) = h 
h 1. O/h 
c = (g*h) 
s = -(f*h) 
do 42 j=l,m 
y = a(j,nm) 
z=a(j,i) 
a (j , nm) ( y * c ) + (z * s ) 
a(j,i) = -(y*s) + (z*c) 
continue 
endif 
continue 
z = w(k) 
if (l.eq.k) then 
if (z.lt.o.O) then 
w(k) = -z 
do 44 j=l,n 
v(j,k) -vej,k) 
continue 
endif 
go to 3 
endif 
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45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
3 
if (its.eq.30) pause 'No convergence in SO iterations' 
x = w(l) 
nm = k-1 
y w(nm) 
g rv1 (nm) 
h rv1 (k) 
f «y-z)*(y+z) + (g-h)*(g+h»/(2.0*h*y) 
g dsqrt(f*f + 1.0) 
f «x-z)*(x+z) + h * «y/(f + dsign(g,f») - h»/x 
Next QR transformation: 
c = 1. 0 
s = 1. a 
do 47 j=l,nm 
i j+1 
g rv1(i) 
y w (i) 
h s*g 
g c*g 
z dsqrt(f*f + h*h) 
rv1 (j) = z 
c flz 
s h/z 
f (x*c) + (g*s) 
g -(x*s) + (g*c) 
h y*s 
y y*c 
do 45 jj = 1, n 
x = v(jj,j) 
z=v(jj,i) 
v(jj,j) (x*c) + (z*s) 
v(jj,i) = -(x*s) + (z*c) 
continue 
z = dsqrt(f*f + h*h) 
w (j) = z 
if (z.ne.O.O) then 
z 1. O/Z 
c = f*z 
s = h*z 
endif 
f = (c*g) + (s*y) 
x = -(s*g) + (c*y) 
do 46 jj=l,m 
y = a(jj,j) 
z = a(jj,i) 
a(jj, j) (y*c) + (z*s) 
a(jj, i) = - (y*s) + (z*c) 
continue 
continue 
rvl (1) 0.0 
rvl(k) f 
w(k) x 
continue 
continue 
continue 
return 
end 
c--------------------------------------------------------------SVBKSB 
subroutine svbksb (u,w,v,m,n,mp,np,b,x) 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
C solve Ax=b where A has previously been decomposed by routine 
C SVDCMP into arrays V,W,v. M and N are the logical dimensions 
C of A, MP and NP are the physical dimensions of A. B is the 
C input right-hand side. X is the output solution vector. No 
C input quantities are destroyed, so the routine may be called 
C sequentially with different B vectors. This routine assumes 
C that the 'small' elements. of W have been previously zeroed. 
C *---------------------------------------------------------------* 
c .... Max anticipated value of N 
parameter (nrnax=100) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
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dimension u(mp,np) ,w(np) ,v(np,np) ,b(mp) ,x(np) ,tmp(nmax) 
if (n.gt.nmax) then 
print *, 'Temporary array too small in SVBKSB' 
return 
endif 
do 12 j=1,n 
s = 0.0 
if (w (j ) . ne . 0 . 0) then 
do 11 i=l,m 
s = s + u(i,j)*b(i) 
continue 
s = s/w(j) 
endif 
tmp(j) 
continue 
do 14 j=1,n 
s = 0.0 
s 
do 13 jj=l,n 
s = s + v(j,jj)*tmp(jj) 
13 continue 
14 
x (j) = s 
continue 
return 
end 
C-------------------------------------------------------------CONDENSE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
subroutine condense(a,np,n) 
*-------------------------------------------------------------* 
I Matrix A is condensed with partition point at NP and dim N. 
I Lower left partition is replaced with BB - BA.AA(inv) .AB 
I Upper left partition is replaced with -AA(inv) .AB 
*-------------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension a(n,n) 
c .... Invert upper right partition of A 
call invert(a,np,n) 
c .... compute -AA(inv).AB 
do 20 i=1,np 
do 20 j=np+l,n 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 k=l,np 
sum = sum -
10 continue 
a (i, j) = sum 
20 continue 
a(i,k)*a(j,k) 
c .... Compute BB - BA.AA(inv) .AB 
do 40 i=np+1,n 
do 40 j=np+l,n 
sum = 0.0 
do 30 k=1,np 
sum = sum + a(i,k)*a(k,j) 
30 continue 
a ( i , j) = a ( i , j) + sum 
40 continue 
return 
end 
FILE: gen _ u til.ftn 
c-----------------------------------------------------------MAXDIS 
subroutine maxdis(u,ndof,nlc) 
C *------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
I Find and report maxima of array U 
*------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension u(ndof,*) 
write(*,2000) 
rmax = 0.0 
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do 20 i=l,nlc 
umax = 0.0 
do 10 j=l,ndof 
ucur = dabs(u(j,i» 
if(ucur.gt.umax) umax 
10 continue 
write(*,2001) i,umax 
if(umax.gt.rmax) then 
rmax umax 
imax = i 
endif 
20 continue 
write(*,2002) rmax,imax 
return 
ucur 
2000 formate/I' Summary of Maximum displacements'/ 
* 6x,'Load case',13x,'Maximum') 
2001 format(i15,e20.5) 
2002 formate' Maximum of maxima >',e15.5,' in load case',i3/) 
end 
c--------------------------------------------------------------FROBENIUS 
c 
c 
c 
double precizion function frobenius (a,n) 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
compute Frobenius norm of matrix A 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension a(n,*) 
sum = 0.0 
do 10 i=l,n 
do 10 j=l,n 
sum = sum + a(i,j)**2 
10 continue 
frobenius dsqrt(sum) 
return 
end 
c------------------------------------------------------------EIG_HI 
c 
c 
c 
double precision function eig_hi (a,x,y,nm,tol) 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
Find highest eigenvalue by power iteration 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension a(nm,nm) ,x(nm) ,y(nm) 
data maxit/100/ 
c .... Ini~ialize process 
n = 1 
do 10 i=l,nm 
xCi) = 1.0 
10 continue 
c ... Find next iterate 
do 20 i=l.nrn 
c 
y(i) = dot(a(l,i),x,nm) 
20 continue 
compute 
elg 
yc!oty 
yle:'1 
cos~ 
the eigenvalue of last iterate 
dot (x, y ,.nm) 
dot(y,y,nm) 
dsqrt(ydoty) 
dabs(dabs(eig/ylen) - 1.0) 
c :est for convergence 
:f (cost.lt.tol) then 
eig_hi = eig 
return 
c .... Quit if number of iterations exceeds maximum 
elseif (n.gt.maxit) then 
print *, ' ** No convergence in " n,' iterations' 
print *,' Best estimate of eigenvalue is > ',eig 
eig_hi eig 
return 
-1 ~ else 
--
c .... Normalize current iterate, Y, and put it into X 
do 30 i=l,nm 
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xCi) = y(i)/ylen 
30 continue 
n = n + 1 
go to 1 
endif 
end 
c------------------------------------------------------------EIG_LO 
double precision function eig_lo (a,x,y,indx,nm,tol) 
c *-------------------------------------------------------* 
c 
c 
Find lowest eigenvalue by inverse iteration 
*-------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension a(nm,nm) ,x(nm) ,y(nm),indx(nm) 
data maxit/lOO/ 
c. . .. Initialize process 
n = 1 
do 10 i=l,nm 
xCi) = 1.0 
10 continue 
c .... Find next iterate 
1 do 20 i=l,nm 
y(i) = xCi) 
20 continue 
call lubksb (a,nm,nm,indx,y) 
c .... compute 
eig 
ydoty 
ylen 
cost 
the eigenvalue of last iterate 
dot(x,y,nm) 
dot(y,y,nm) 
dsqrt(ydoty) 
dabs(dabs(eig/ylen) - 1.0) 
c .... Test for convergence 
if (cost.lt.tol) then 
eig_Io = 1.0/eig 
return 
c .... Quit if number of iterations exceeds maximum 
elseif (n.gt.maxit) then 
print *. ' ** No convergence in ' ,n,' iterations' 
print *.' Best estimate of eigenvalue is > '.1.0/eig 
eig_Io 1.0/eig 
return 
else 
c .... Normalize current iterate, Y, and put it into X 
do 30 i=l,nm 
xCi) = y(i)/ylen 
30 continue 
n = n + 1 
go to 1 
endif 
end 
c-----~---------------------------------------------------------STR_TYPE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine str_type(ie.ix,ndf.nen1,nm.nstype) 
*--------------------------------------------------------* 
Determine the 
NSTYPE = 1 
2 
-1 
-2 
3 
type of elements and set NSTYPE 
Truss, one material set per element 
Beam, one material set per element 
Truss, grouped material sets 
Beam, grouped material sets 
Mixed, not suitable for system id. 
*--------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h.o-z) 
logical grouped 
dimension ie(ndf+1,*) ,ix(nenl.*) 
grouped = .false. 
mtest (nm*(nm+l»/2 
ntrus 0 
nbearn 0 
mtot 0 
do 10 rn=l,nm 
mtot = mtot + ix(nenl,m) 
if (ie(ndf+l,m) .eq.22) ntrus ntrus + 1 
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if (ie(ndf+1,m) .eq.15) nbeam = nbeam + 1 
10 continue 
if (mtest.ne.mtot) grouped = .true. 
if (ntrus.eq.nm) then 
nstype = 1 
if (grouped) nstype = -1 
elseif (nbeam.eq.nm) then 
nstype = 2 
if (grouped) nstype = -2 
else 
nstype = 3 
endif 
write(6,2000) ntrus.nbeam,nm-ntrus-nbeam 
if (grouped) then 
write(6,2001) , »» The material sets are grouped' 
else 
wri te (6,2001) , »» There is one material set per element' 
endif 
return 
2000 format(/' »» There are ',i5,' TRUSS elements,'/, 
* ',i5,' BEAM elements, and'/, 
* ',i5,' UNKNOWN elements.') 
2001 format (a. !) 
end 
c----------------------------------------------------------------ZEROSVD 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine zerosvd(sv,n,tsvd,nsvd) 
*-----------------------------------------------------------* 
Zero singular values either by tolerance or by number 
The method which zeroes the most values prevails 
*-----------------------------------------------------------* 
implicit double precision (a-h,o-z) 
dimension sv(*) 
c .... Initialize informational counters 
nz = 0 
tmin = o.do 
c .... Use tolerance method first 
do 10 i=l.n 
if(sv(i) .It.tsvd) then 
if(sv(i) .gt.tmin) tmin 
nz = nz + 1 
sv(i) = o.do 
endif 
10 continue 
sv (i) 
c .... Zero more if number method prevails 
2 if (nz.lt.nsvd) then 
tmin = sV(l) 
nmin = 0 
do 20 i=l,n 
if«sv(i) .gt.O.dO) .and. (sv(i) .It.tmin)) then 
nmin i 
tmin = sv(i) 
endif 
20 continue 
sv(nmin) = O.dO 
nz = nz + 1 
go to 2 
endif 
c .... write summary 
if (nz.gt.O) write(6.2002) nz.n.tmin 
return 
2002 format (' »> " i3.· of " i3,' Singular values zeroed.', 
* Largest value zeroed was : '. e15. 5) 
end 
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